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0. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Urgent rescheduling 
Recommendpjjpp.s: 

• that all forestry operations in areas of forest identified as potential 'old growth' forest 
(OCF) be immediately rescheduled to lesser conservation value 'recut' forest areas; 

• that a process be established to identify smaller areas of OGF for exclusion from logging 
in the compartment plamiing process; 

• that 'urgent rescheduling' include excluding from further logging already logged forest 
which exhibits outstanding conservation values. 

Interim Assessment & Deferred Forest Areas 
Cabinet's almouxlcement of the initiation of the landmark consultation mechanisms 
contained in Labor's Forestry Policy is awaited with considerable interest. 

Recommendations: 
• that the interim assessment process not be restricted to only wilderness & OGF; 
• that all conservation values be taken into account in identifying areas that are likely to 

be required for a 'c.a.r.' reserve system. 
• that no logging be permitted to continue to degrade forests which will later be identified 

as being required for a 'c.a. r.' reserve system; 

Environmental Impact Statements 
NEFA believes that the intention and legal status of EISs being prepared by SFs under the 
requirements of the Tl(IP) Ad have been wholly misconceived. 

Recommendations: 
• that EISs approved by the National Party Minister for Planning be revisited in the light 

of considerations of ecological sustainability and changes in management practice and 
expected timber volumes; 

• that the MA-wide EISs still being prepared for SFs be suspended until at least the 
completion of the interim regional assessment processes; 

• that the Timber Industry (Interim Protection) Act 92 be amended a.s.a.p., & later 
repealed, to ensure all forestry operations are returned to the ambit of the EP&A Ad; 

• that SFs prepare site specific EISs, for forests proposed to be logged during this transition 
until a 'comprehensive regional assessment' per the NFPS, has been completed; 

• that in residuaJ native forests or plantations industry should not have 'an open go' as 
an unregulated rural industry; 

• that at the completion of the comprehensive regional assessment, EIS be prepared for 
forestry operations which may cause a significant impact on the environment; 

Timber Industry Restructuring 
NEFA supports the structural adjustment package contained in Labor's Forestry Policy, but 
remains considerably less supportive of compensation to companies and mill operators. 

Recommendations: 
that Labor discard a 'no job lost' position during this transition, as simplistic, 
misleading and undeliverable. 
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Recommendations (Cont'd) 
• that emphasis be given to assistance for any affected parties, & the unique bio-diversity 

at risk, would be more credible. 
• the threat of industry backlash and blaming be faced down and exposed. 
• that Labor commission independent auditors to conduct essential research into factors 

affecting the employment of sub-groups of employees within the timber industry. 
• that each Wood Supply Agreement contract be examined by counsel for the 

Government, to determine the opportunities to opt out of the agreements. 
• that regrowth forests only be provided as substitute resources for previously allocated 

'old growth' resource where there is an unavoidable and legally enforceable 
requirement to continue to supply timber under a WSA; 

• that a rapid assessment of standing timber volumes be carried out by an independent 
group or agency, outside FC/SFs, in a similar fashion to the Rainforest Inventory 
commissioned by the Wran Government prior to its rainforest decision in 1982. 

• that audits should commissioned to provide accurate and important information: 

Identification, support and case management of adversely affected parties 
Suggestions are made for steps to achieve support for and assist affected parties. 

Recommendations: 
• that anticipated political implications and possible difficulties arising from adversely 

affected parties are effectively managed through a co-ordinated officer position. 
• that this staff member be senior, located within the Premier's Department or the office 

of the Minister for L&WC and not a staff member of FC/ SF; 

Options for the implementation of Labor's structural adjustment program 
NEFA would support your Government offering assistance to small communities to 
establish value adding industries e.g. a medium density fibreboard plant. 

Recommendations: 
• that additional redeployment and/or retraining options include: 

• forest rehabilitation and! or vegetation regeneration; 
• establishing new and maintaining existing plantations; 
• managing the new Parks and Reserves & maintaining new infrastructure 

Forest Management Policies 
Reconmiendptipns: 
• that a total overhaul of all SF management and operational policies be now initiated; 
• that the following immediate and major policy tasks be initiated: 

• a review of the ESD Working Group Report on Forests; 
• the urgent formulation of a policy framework and key indicators for the ecologically 
sustainable management of NSW's forests; 

• that the role of forests in water production and the economic value of this resource 
form an important consideration in of any assessment of ecological sustainabilit -y; 

• that SFs accept new principles of 'wholistic' ecologically sustainable forest management 
• that a registered Australian Standard on ESD & Forestry be developed once research 

into 'water valuing' has concluded, via public participation & peer review by scientists. 
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• that all policy documents be subject to critical review and rewriting consistent with the 
framework and key indicators. 

Recommendations (Cont'd) 
• that pending the completion of this major policy review, 'patch clearfelling' and other 

intensive management techniques not consistent with ESD be immediately ceased. 
• that management practices and policies which prevent public accountability, such as the 

vicarious closure of forests cease immediately; 
• that a set of interim agreements on harvesting prescriptions for regrowth forests and 

plantations during the transition period be urgently prepared to manage the transition. 
• that qualified people be employed in the forests to monitor compliance of logging 

practices; 
• that a comprehensive public list of forestry definitions be developed; 
• that royalties that reflect the true value of native limbers be charged; 
• that State Forests and the people of NSW not provide hidden subsidies to industry. 

Forest Management Structures 
A fundamental overhaul of State Forest management structures and personnel is urgently 
required if the new Carr Government and the public of NSW can have any confidence in 
future management of the public forest estate. 

Recommend aligns: 
• that major institutional reform of Forestry Commission and State Forests be initiated; 
• that as part of the corporatisation of State Forests: 

• the Minister for L&WC review progress made in implementing the Public Accounts 
Committee's recommendations in its Report on FC; 
• the Forestry Ad (1916) be repealed and replaced with new legislation which has 
ecological sustainability as the goal of forests management; 
• responsibility for the management of flora, fauna, soils and water be removed from 
State Forests; 
• the Government initiate a one year period of transition in forest management to 
prepare a new forestry Bill and create the new corporatised authority for forest estate; 
• the Principal Forest Regulator have the staff and resources to monitor compliance 
with regulatory requirements and act as an Environmental Ombudsman in receiving 
and following up upon complaints of non-compliance made by members of the public. 

Comprehensive Regional Assessment 
NEFA wishes to have considerable further input into the process of comprehensive 
regional assessment. 

NEFA will make a major submission to Cabinet on comprehensive regional assessments 
in due course. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The NORTH EAST FOREST ALLIANCE is.... 
• an unincorporated network of individuals and community forest protection groups, 

working in the public interest to enforce and improve NSW law and protect our 
natural heritage; 

• a volunteer decentralised alliance drawing on economic, ecological, legal and bushcraft 
expertise to pursue its aims; 

• committed to a policy of non-violent direct action; 
• active in the tableland and coastal forests of NE New South Wales. 

Since its' formation in 1989, NEFA has been campaigning to achieve; 
• the protection of 'old growth' forests, rainforests, endangered species, water catchments 

and areas of koori cultural heritage significance; 
• the implementation of a 'comprehensive, adequate and representative reserve system' 

that is based on the best scientific research attainable (as per the National Forest Policy). 
• the emergence of ecologically sustainable forest industries based on ESD management 

practices; 
• public participation in and public accountability for public resource management by 

public authorities; 
• effective Freedom of Information procedures; 
• the recognition and protection of Aboriginal cultural heritage; 
• the enactment of new legislation for competent ecologically sustainable management. 

URGENT RESCHEDULING 
NEFA is concerned that the proposed 'urgent rescheduling' will remove from forestry 
operations only those large areas of 'unlogged' forests, as identified by State Forests. 

This is not acceptable to NEFA since SF has no definition of 'old growth' forest and 
continues to rely on inadequate, incomplete and inaccurate compartment logging histories, 
in order to identify 'unlogged' or 'lightly logged' forest. 

SFs OGF surveys appear to consist of limited, undocumented, unverified field inspections 
by junior staff. The joint NPWS and SF NRAC-funded 'Old Growth' project has utterly 
failed to deliver clarity on this issue, due largely to mismanagement and SF staff's ongoing 
hostility to the identification and protection of 'old growth forests. 

In contrast, NIEFA and the North Coast Environment Council Inc. have published our 
methodology for identifying OGF (Edwards, M. (1994) 'A Study to Identify Old Growth 
Forest at Wild Cattle Creek', NEFA / NCEC/ CEC). This document underpins our request for 
the urgent rescheduling of forestry operations in the identified sections of Compartments 
515, 514, 513 & 512 of Wild Cattle Creek SF. 

NEFA notes with approval that in your letter to Ian Cohen, of The Greens NSW, on 16 
March 1995 (page 3) you assure Mr Cohen that "In regard to the rescheduling of State 
Forest's logging program in the first nine months of a Labor Government, we have clearly 
indicated that this will be undertaken following advice from the NPWS..." 

4 
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We are particularly concerned that reliance on State Forests identification of 'old growth' 
forest will fall well short of the policy commitment contained in Labor's Forestry Policy 
Lp.71 that a Carr Government will "urgently reschedule SFs' logging programs to avoid 
logging and roading in high conservation value old growth forests and identified 
wilderness areas pending completion of an interim assessment process." 

We are also aware that far too much forest, including many areas of outstanding 
conservation value have already been logged. Many conservation values are now only 
represented in logged forests (i.e. many endangered species, many inadequately conserved 
forest types) and many irreplaceable areas cannot be allowed to be further degraded. 
NEFA trusts that all areas likely to be required for the ALP's 24 new National Parks will 
also be included in the promised announcement of 'urgent rescheduling'. 

Recommendations: 
• all forestry operations in areas of forest identified as potential 'old growth' forest be 

immediately rescheduled to lesser conservation value 'recuf forest areas; 
• that a process be established to identify smaller areas of 'old growth' forest for exdusion 

from logging in the compartment planning process; 
• that 'urgent rescheduling' will include excluding from further logging already logged 

forest which exhibits outstanding conservation values. 

3. INTERIM ASSESSMENT& DEFERRED FORESTS 
NEFA notes with approval the commitment given by Premier Can in his letter to Ian 
Cohen, of The Greens NSW, on 16 March 1995, that "the identification of areas to be placed 
under moratoria during the interim assessment process will be conducted in a similar 
fashion to the regional assessment process". [page 311 
We undettand that this commitment applies to both the participation of interested parties 
and to the application of a full range of conservation values, including those cited on page 
S of Labor's Forestry Policy, viz 
"old growth, wilderness, national estate, world heritage, aboriginal heritage, endangered 
and other vulnerable species, biological diversity, and other cultural values;" 

NEFA is also aware that the Commonwealth has requested that the States identify 
'Deferred Forest Areas' by August 1995. DFAs are required to represent all forests likely to 
be required to a 'c.a.r.' reserve system. 
NEFA expects that the interim assessment will identify DFAs. 

The Government is urged to ensure that the interim assessment process is not restricted to 
wilderness and 'old growth' forest and that all conservation values will be taken into 
account in identifying areas that are likely to be required for a 'c.a.r.' reserve system. 

We believe it is essential that the area identified in the interim assessment as being 'likely 
to be required' for a 'c.a.r.' reserve system, is larger than the area finally identified. 

This approach is crucial and will mean that for at least the interim process, for forests 
thought to be likely to be required for a 'c.a.r.' reserve system, the 'benefit of the doubt 

5 
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must be exercised to exclude logging, consistent with the application of the ESD 
'precautionary principle'. 

It is unacceptable to NEFA that logging will be permitted to continue to degrade forests 
which will later be identified as being required for a 'c.a.r.' reserve system 

NEFA awaits with considerable interest, Cabinet's announcement of the initiation of the 
landmark consultation mechanisms contained in Labor's Forestry Policy: the Forestry 
Advisory Council, the Regional Assessment Committees and Regional Assessment Co-
ordination Committee. 

NEFA supports the consultation process outlined to you by the Nature Conservation 
Council of NSW and we trust that NCC's recommendations will be reflected in the final 

process. 

Environmental Impact Statements - What fate? 
NEFA believes that the intention and legal status of EISs being prepared by SFs under the 
requirements of the TI(IP) Act have been wholly misconceived. 

We have repeatedly rejected the notion that FC/SFs Management Area wide EISs were 
regional planning documents. We have publicly insisted that these EISs must not be 
permitted to usurp other relevant planning mechanisms, and various judgements of the 
Land & Environment Court have supported this view. Nonetheless FC/SFs have 
attempted to continue to make crucial bio-regional landuse decisions based on ignorance, 
bias and erroneous assumptions. 

The L & E Court has (in Jarasius 1988) has already ruled that an EIS which is broad in scope 
could only authorise a program of logging within a region, but has confirmed that detailed 
site specific EISs, which examine the impacts upon the particular environments being 
affeded, may be required. Fortunately, since 1992 and the advent of the TI(IP) Act, the role 
of consent authority has been transferred to the Minister for Planning. 

NEFA believes that consideration of regional landuse planning lies within the ambit of the 
foreshadowed interim and comprehensive regional assessments, to be overseen by the 
Department of Urban Affairs and Planning, in line with the NFPS. 

Recommendations: 
• that EISs approved by the National Party Minister for Planning be revisited to review 

the areas and extent of logging approved in the plainly political Effi determination in 
the light of considerations of ecological sustainability and changes in management 
practice and expected timber volumes; 

• the MA-wide EISs still being prepared for SFs be suspended until at least the completion 
of the interim regional assessment processes. 

• the Timber Industry (Interim Protectioffi Ad 1992 be amended a.s.a.p., and later 
repealed, to ensure all forestry operations are returned to the ambit of the EP&A Act; 

• SFs prepare site specific EISs, for areas proposed to be logged during this transition until 
a 'comprehensive regional assessment' in line with the NFPS, has been completed. 
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It will be only after the interim assessment process identifies forests potentially required for 
a comprehensive, adequate and representative reserve system, that forests available for 
timber production will be able to begin to be properly identified. If a precautionary 
approach is used in identifying DFAs, as outlined above, additional areas of forest 
potentially available for timber production, will be identified as the process of 
comprehensive regional assessment proceeds. 

NEFA does not support the notion that in these residual native forests or plantations that 
industry should have 'an open go' as an unregulated rural industry. An ecologically 
sustainable forest industry does not mean trashing the regrowth forests. The recent 
introduction of the controversial 'patch clearfelling' technique is inconsistent with ESI) 
and cannot be permitted to continue, let alone represent the future direction of forest 
management flora, fauna, water and soil conservation and yield limits will require 
effective regulation if future forestry operations are to achieve ecological sustainability. 

Recommendation: 
at the completion of the comprehensive regional assessment, EISs will still be required 
for forestry operations in forests where operations will cause a significant impact on the 
environment as per the existing test under ss.111 & 112 of the EP & A Act. 

The information compiled during the regional assessment process should ensure that 
these post 'c.r.a.' EISs are accurate and relevant documents. 

4. TIMBER INDUSTRY RESTRUCTURING 
NEFA supports the structural adjustment package contained in Labor's Forestry Policy. We 
believe that affected individuals and families should be compensated and assisted if the 
new Government policy adversely affects them. 

We remain considerably less supportive of compensation to companies and mill operators, 
who have had numerous opportunities to enter into industry restructuring voluntarily, 
follow emerging market trends or respond to changing consumer & community attitudes. 

NEFA is concerned that the context in which the new Labor Government is approaching 
the complex task includes a commitment that "no jobs will be lost" during the transition. 

We believe that applying such a 'rule' is unrealistic and totally beyond the control of the 
Government No matter what the Government does, even if it did nothin&  jobs will 
continue to be lost in the timber industry, just as they have been steadily lost over the last 
three decades (at least)! A 'no job lost' position is simplistic, misleading and undeliverable. 
Emphasis on compassionate support and assistance for any affected parties, while 
highlighting the unique bio-diversity at risk, would be more credible. 

NEFA is aware of numerous mills in NE NSW which, over the last few years, have been 
proposed for closure. These mills have only continued operations on an interim basis 
pending the completion of MA-wide EISs, through gross overcutting and more subsidies. 

When BORAL took over Duncans operations no mill was dosed, but BORAL staff said 
publicly that decisions on mill amalgamation were awaiting decisions on timber supply 
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following the completion of FC/SF's EISs. Clearly these mill dosures and job losses, which 
are imminent, are a result of normal corporate restructuring and streamlining. 

We believe that after any announcement by the new Labor Cabinet, the National Party 
heavyweights who have run the NE timber industry for the last 8 years will cynically sack 
staff and apportion blame for the lost jobs on the ALP Government and the 'greenies'. 

It would be politically naive not to expect that this blame will occur no matter what the 
announcement contains, and should be accepted as a 'given' in timber industry politics. 

The threat of industry backlash and blaming must be faced down and exposed. 
Industry's threatening and intimidating position must not shape what Labor decides to do 
for our high conservation value forests, lest attempts to avoid contrived and politically 
inspired industry wrath robs the Carr Government of the value of any effective action. 

Hard decisions must be taken which safeguard our unique biological and cultural diversity. 
The National & Liberals parties could not make them. 
We hope that the Carr Labor Government will. 

A slavish adherence to a 'no jobs lost' policy will dangerously undermine credibility in the 
new ALP government by players on all sides, and will effectively rule out consideration of 
many sensible interim arrangements which could realistically manage transition out of 
NSW's HCV forests. 

These interim arrangements could provide tangible means of increasing employment 
opportunities both inside and outside the timber industry and potentially increasing 
overall levels of employment. 

Given the massivéjob losses which occurred within the industry during the last 3 decades 
of frustratingly slàw change, it is unrealistic in the extreme, to seek, or be given absolute 
commitments that 'no jobs will be lost' as the timber industry finally moves into this 
transition period of rapid change. 

in order to quantify the extent of the impact of employment, the new Government's policy 
during this time of transition, NEFA recommends that the ALP should commission 
independent auditors to conduct essential research into factors affecting the employment 
of sub-groups of employees within the timber industry. 

NEFA notes with approval Labor's Forestry Policy commitment to 'a rapid evaluation of 
existing regrowth forests to detennine their suitability as replacement resource...'[page 71. 

The demand for fixed volumes is due to quotas cited within Wood Supply Agreements 
which were entered into secretly and without public tendering processes by previous 
governments. The legally binding nature of these contracts is in serious question and was 
the subject of preliminary legal opinions by barristers Messrs Robertson and Donald during 
the election campaign. 

It is very important that each of these WSAs be examined by counsel for the Government, 
having regard to the Monopolies Act, to determine the existence and nature of clauses 
which permit FC/SF, the Government or Parliament to opt out of the agreements. 

11 
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NEFA recommends that regrowth forests only be provided as substitute resources for 
previously allocated 'old growth' resource where there is an unavoidable and legally 
enforceable requirement to continue to supply timber under a WSA. 

Generally, NEFA accepts that some form of agreement to supply timber to industry 
companies could be developed in the medium term 9  following the creation of the 
'comprehensive, adequate and representative reserve system an articulation of a policy 
framework and key indicators to define ecologically sustainable forestry and the 
formulation of a 'compulsory Code of Logging Practice' and appropriate forest 
management regulations. 

We believe that since FC/SF have repeatedly made significant errors in quantifying 
standing timber volumes such a rapid assessment must be carried out by an independent 
group or agency, outside FC/SFs, in a similar fashion to the Rainforest Inventory 
commissioned by the Wran Government prior to its rainforest decision in 1982- 

Such an evaluation could include: 
• forest type and stand condition; 
• age and disturbance history;. 
• slope and other site conditions relevant to access and impacts. 

In addition, NEFA believes that an immediate audit should be made of: 
• the volume and species of unsawn logs held in each mill's log dump, and 
• the volume, species and specifications of sawn timber held in existing stockpiles. 

An accurate audit of these volumes should allow estimations oft 
• work still available in the mills processing unsawn logs, and 
• the extent of broader employment impacts, if any, of a shortfall in the supply and 

demand of sawn timber; 

These audits will provide important information: 
• to quarantine false claims of massive impacts on employment in the broad limber 

industry, which includes carpenters and hardware store staff; 
• for 'assistance assessment' teams to use in evaluating claims of adverse impacts 
• to assess the level of adverse impact on companies and mill operators 
• on the sequencing and timingof further measures to achieve structural adjustment. 

Identification, support and case management of adversely affected parties 
As reconmiended above, the Government's Forestry Policy announcements should 
provide considerable emphasis on the compassionate support and assistance for affected 
parties, while highlighting the unique bio-diversity which is at risk. 

The treatment of individuals and families who are affected parties will very quickly 
become a 'red hot' political issue, within rural communities, if the difficulties inherent in 
this period of rapid transition are not foreseen and managed well. 

It is recommended that the Government ensure that anticipated political implications and 
possible difficulties are effectively managed through a co-ordinated officer position. 
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It cannot be over-emphasised that this officer must not be a present staff member of State 
Forests or Forestry Commission. It is absolutely criticalthat this key position must be filled 
by a person who is politically astute, loyal to Government, experienced and committed to 
effectively managing the transition out of HCV forests. 

This staff member ought to be senior, and be located within the Premier's Department or 
the office of the Minister for L&WC. NEFA suggests that his position could be the 
Governments nominee upon and convenor of the 'tri-partite committee consisting of the 
relevant employer, union and government' which will operate the structural adjustment 
program. [Labor's Forestry Policy - NSW State Election: March 1995, page 81 

Support and assistance for affected parties 	- 
The following suggestions are made as possible steps to achieve support for and deliver 
assistance to affected parties: 
• convene 'tri-partite co??zmittee' to agree upon the criteria cited in Labor's Forestry Policy 

on p13, and to develop internal protocols & relevant materials on: 
• definition of an adversely affectedparty; 
• processes of assessment of extent of adverse affect; 
• the range of 'adjustment' options available to be offered to affected parties; 
• involving other State and Commonwealth government staff in providing assistance 
• community conifict resolution and dispute mediation; etc 

• identify limber workers likely to be affected in transition; medium & long terms; 
- Several processes could be employed to undertake this identification: 

• voluntary sell identification; 
• consultations with employers, councils, unions, community groups, regional 

economic organisations and Chambers of Commerce; 
• advertisements inviting submissions from adversely affected parties; 
• a desktop review by a regional economist; 
which could contribute to: 

• the compilation of a Register of Affected Parties which would confidentially list the 
workers affected, their present hours worked, and wage / incomes being received; 

• organise mor public meetings within rural communities, on 'wage support' days, to 
explain accurately the governments' intentions and to answer urgent concerns; 

• affected parties (be they mill workers contractors etc) could be offered one day per 
fortnight of wage support and contact with the 'assistance assessment' teams working 
for the 'tri-partite committee'; 

• case-managers could be appointed for each affected party or small group of affected 
parties to follow individual cases and provide ongoing assistance during the transition; 

These 'wage support' days could provide immediate opportunities during the transition 
period for employers and government by allowing time for 
• the identification of affected parties on a 'case by case basis', 
• the exposition of the range of state and Commonwealth programs available to affected 

families and individuals, and 
• consultation and individuaJ case management. 

As the process of 'assistance assessment' proceeds the rate of 'wage support days at 
designated mills could increase, culminating in a final date by which 'transition' programs 
will have been effected. Ongoing income support could then be achieved from within 
existing or new, ongoing programs such as the education training allowance. 

10 
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Options for the implementation of the structural adjustment program 
NIEFA notes with approval the inclusion on page 13 of Labor's Forestry Policy of two 
options to be considered by the 'tri-partite committee' in implementing the structural 
adjustment program viz: 
• redeployment and/or training to logging in an alternate area such as regrowth and/or 

hardwood/softwood plantation forests; and/or 
• redeployment and/or refraining to value adding establishments using regrowth or 

hardwood/softwood plantation resource" 

We would also support your Government offering assistance to small communities with 
significant employment in the timber industry to establish value adding industries e.g a 
medium density fibreboard plant, that would use sawmill waste, thinnings, heads butts etc. 

Such plants could make existing sawmills and felling operations more profitable and 
ecologically sustainable by using their 'waste'. The plants could, with assistance from NSW 
and Commonwealth governments, also retrain and employ timber workers whose jobs 
were affected by redudion in available 'old growth' forest sawlog supply. Assistance under 
your 'industry adjustment funding package' could come in the fonn of interest free loans 
over three years of setting up such plants . Tax incentives could also be applied. 

We recommend that additional redeployment and I or refraining options be considered by 
the 'tri-partite committee', including: 
• forest rehabilitation and/or vegetation regeneration; 
• establishing new and maintaining existing plantations; 
• managing and establishing & maintaining new infrastructure within, the new Parks 

and Reserves which will make up the 'comprehensive, adequate and representative 
reserve system' promised by the National Forest Policy Statement. 

In support of the first of these additional options NEFA asserts that many of the forests 
that will be required for a 'comprehensive adequate and representative reserve system' 
will have been degraded by logging and will require some rehabilitation and / or 
regeneration if they are not to continue to deteriorate. This work could indude: 
• weed and feral animal control, • 	soil conservation works 
• 	enrichment plantings and, 
• seed collection and replanting in Timber Stand Improvement (TSI) areas of SF. 

Additionally, there are many rural areas in urgent need of forest regeneration i.e. mass 
plantouts followed by ongoing maintenance, for environmental purposes such as 
• soil conservation, 	 • 	wildlife corridors, 
• riparian filter strips, 	 • 	water table stability, 
• flood mitigation etc. 

Existing Federally funded organisations such as Greening Australia, LandCare groups etc, 
have significant capacities to absorb additional staff and undertake such plantings as a 
feature of transition. New organisations could also evolve within rural regions to tap into 
existing Commonwealth funding, current available through the REAP, LEAP and Jobskills 
employment programs. 

11 
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The ,second suggested option is a logical outcome of the 'landmark plantation timber 
strategy' outlined on page 9 of Labor's Forestry Policy. 

Additionally, in areas previously intensively harvested, regrowth forests not under a 
moratorium, could be thinned during early stages of regeneration to diminish 
overcrowding, providing employment, maxiniising speed of growth and delivering a 
quick, guaranteed future resource. 

The employment opportunities of NEFA's third suggested option probably has the greatest 
potential albeit in the medium to long terms, but should not be overlooked in the 'tri-
partite committee's' relevant considerations. It would be unfortunate if these emerging 
opportunities for increased employment in natural resource management went 
unrecognised and interested people were not encouraged to enrol in relevant training, 
such as TAFE or university. 

In short to medium term employment opportunities could be created in overhauling the 
limited recreational facilities within the new Parks and Reserves, through upgrading 
facilities presently within State Forests, constructing walking tracks, interpretation facilities 
and basic management infrastructure such as fences, signage etc. 

5. FOREST MANAGEMENT POLICIES 
So serious have been the ongoing breaches of public trust and competent management by 
Forestry Commission of NSW and its trading name State Forests that nothing short of a 
total overhaul of all SF management and operational policies is now justified by the new 
Government. 

That review must be carried out by personnel external to the existing FC/SF culture and 
must have the confidence of the community and relevant academic disciplines. The 
review must not be undertaken internally by the existing staff of FC/SFs. 

Prior to this overhaul, an immediate and mor policy task which needs initiation is the 
review of the ESD Working Group Report on Forests. This should lead on to the urgent 
formulation of a policy framework and key indicators for the ecologically sustainable 
management of NSW's forests in line with Labor's Forestry Policy commitment for the 
'production of Forest Management Plans' which will be statutory and 'established 
according to principals (sic) of ecological sustainable development... '.[page 5]. 

The role of forests in the production of water and the economic value of this resource 
must form an important consideration in of any assessment of ecological sustainability. 

Currently the Commonwealth Bureau of Statistics (as per 1995 Budget figures) is 
conducting a four year economic analysis of the value of forests. Additionally, the North 
Coast Environment Council Inc has begun preliminary work on valuing forests for their 
water outputs, based on the landmark study of the Melbourne Water Boards Catchment in 
the Thomson  River Catchment, commissioned and now suppressed by the Kennett Liberal 
Government This research, when completed, ought to be incorporated into any emerging 
definition of ESD in forestry. 
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NEFA Submission to Premier Carr- 'Managing Transition out of HCVForest' - June95 

It is essential that SFs accept new principles of wholistic' ecologically sustainable foest 
management and harvesting, which we believe includes recognition of the value of foreits 
in water production, mixed species plantations, organic principles, permaculture design 
techniques, etc. 

This framework and key indicators could later be further developed into a registered 
Australian Standard once research into 'water valuing' has concluded, via public 
participation & peer review by the scientific community. 

Once the crucial first step has been taken, particular documents should be subject to critical 
review and rewriting by say, a panel of ecologists, forest economists and management 
consultants, consistent with the framework and key indicators. These include: 
• all internal policies including Native Forests, Wildlife, Plantations, Fol access; 
• all s.120 NPWS 'licences to take & kill' and their prescriptions; 
• all EPA pollution control licences ('licehces to pollute') and their conditions; 
• existing or draft 'new' Codes of Logging Practice. 

Pending the completion of this major policy review, 'patch clearfelling' and other 
controversial intensive management techniques which are plainly not consistent with 
ESD should be immediately ceased. 

Additionally, management practices and policies which prevent public accountability, such 
as the vicarious closure of forests to members of the public and media by District Foresters 
must cease immediately. The value, means & accountability of such closures ought to be 
examined during the preparation of new forest management legislation, suggested below. 

A set of interim agreements on harvesting prescriptions for regrowth forests and 
plantations during the transition period is also urgently required to successfully manage 
the transition. 

These should be prepared by the Principal Forest Regulator in line with Labor's Forestry 
Policy [page 61 and could form a Code of Logging Practice for the transition period. 

In order to have any tangible effect this new Code will require qualified people in the 
forests to monitor compliance of logging practices. This could provide additional 
employment opportunities and would probably require specialist retraining. 

A comprehensive public list of forestry definitions could be developed and adopted 
including commonly used terms such as: old growth forests, habitat trees, watercourse, 
rainforest etc. to end ongoing confusion and procrastination. 

NEFA notes with approval Labor's Forestry Policy's recognition of the 'urgent need to 
establish an independent pricing policy based primarily on the market value of the timber 
resource' [page 51 

We welcome the idea of State Forest management becoming economically viable by 
charging the real costs of providing timber. This could be done by charging a level, of 
royalties that reflects the true value of native timbers as if they were grown in plantations. 

13 



NEFA Submission to Premier Can - 'Managing Transition out of HCV Forest' - June 95 

NEFA urges the Government to ensure that State Forests and the people of NSW do not 
provide hidden subsidies to industry, through providing roading, machinery etc. Any 
industry subsidies should be open and transparent and provided in such a way that 
benefits flow to the broader community. 

6. FOREST MANAGEMENT STRUCTURES 
NEFA believes that a fundamental overhaul of State Forest management structures and 
personnel is urgently required if the new Carr Government and the public. of NSW can 
have any confidence in future management of the public forest estate. 

We support the groundswell of opinion within the NSW environment movement and 
other natural resources management agencies and academic institutions for major 
institutional reform of the NSW Forestry Commission and its trading body, State Forests. 

In particular, we support a breakdown of the Forestry Commission 'culture' described by 
the Public Accounts Committee via the employment of people with a broad range of 
qualifications within a new ecologically sustainable forest management agency. 

We note with approval that in Labor's Forestry Policy a commitment is given that 'A Can 
Labor Government will corporatise State Forests'. [page 41 

We recommend that as part of this corporatisation process: 
• the Minister for •L&WC review progress made in implementing the recommendations 

made by the Public Accounts Committee in its Report on the Forestry Commission, 
• with a view to expediting unimplemented recommendations of the PAC; 
• the Forestry Act (1916) be repealed and replaéed with new legislation which embodies 

Labor's Forestry Policy and which has, ecological sustathability as the goal of forests 
management; 

• responsibility for the management of flora, fauna, soils and water be removed from 
State Forests and passed to NPWS, Soil Conservation Service and the EPA respectively, 
to prepare for the Principal Forest Regulator, management prescriptions and 
management plans for the natural attributes and relevant non-logged parts of 
harvesting plans; 

• the Government initiate a one year period of transition in forest management to allow 
the preparation of new forestry legislation and the creation of the new corporatised 
management authority for the public forest estate; 

• the Principal Forest Regulator have the staff and resources to monitor compliance with 
regulatory requirements and act as an Environmental Ombudsman in receiving and 
following up upon complaints of non-compliance made by members of the public. 
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7. COMPREHENSIVE REGIONAL ASSESSMENT 
NEFA wishes to have considerable further input into the process of comprehensive 
regional assessment. We note with approval that Labor's Forestry Policy guarantees a role 
in the assessment process for the participation of interest groups such as ours. 

For example: NEFA recommends that comprehensive regional assessments should 
include an economic assessment of limber, water, tourism and other values of forests. i.e. 
if cutting limber reduces water then the cost of that lost water should be part of the cost of 
timber production. 

NEFA will make a major submission to Cabinet on comprehensive regional assessments 
in due course. 

REFERENCES 
• Edwards, M. (1994) 'A Study to Identify Old Growth Forest at Wild Cattle Creek', 

NEFA/ NCEC/ CEC 
• Regional Forest Agreements: the Commonwealth Position, February 1995 
• National Forest Policy Statement, Council of Australian Governments, December 1992 
• Labor's Forestry Policy - NSW State Election: March 1995, 
Letter from The Hon Bob Car to Ian Cohen, The Greens NSW 16 March 1995: 
Nationaj Forest Conservation Reserves - Commonwealth proposed criteria: A Discussion 
Paper, Mar 95; 
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N.E.F.A. 
North East Forest Alliance 
Ph/Fax 066 224 737. C/449 Keen St Lismore 2480. 

12July 1995 

MEMO 
To: NSW FOREST CONSERVATION GROUPS 
ACF Peter Wright NCC 	Sid Walker 
NPA Annes Reeves TEC 	Jeff Angel 
TWS James Day NCEC 	Terry Parkhouse 
Colong Keith Muir CCSERAC craig Darlington 
SEFCC Simon Clark 

Re: Resource and Conservation Assessment Council (RaCAC) 
proposed appointment of Jeff Angel Director Total Environment Centre Inc (FEC) 

Refer: 
Labor's Forestry Policy statement: NSW Election Campaign March 1995 
Letter 5 July to Jeff Angel TEC co-signed by Minister Knowles, Allan and Yeadon 
Fax 7 July to Forest Groups from Jeff Angel of TEC end copy of Ministers' letter 

Summary 
NEFA does not support: 
• the proposed appointment of only one conservation interest representative; 
• the Government nominating the environment movements' representative; 
• under the current proposed model and process, the current nominee. 

NEFA has serious queries about the RaCAC role and the implementation of other 
components of Labor's Forestry Policy as stated during the recent state election. 

Support is sought from, other NSW Forest Conservation Groups on NEFA position, as 
stated below, on the range of issues which arise from the Government's initiative, to 
build a state-wide consensus position for a credible interim assessment process. 

Relevant Issues 
Jeff's fax of 7 July to Forest Groups raises 3 very pertinent issues relating to the criteria 

defining forests to be considered via 'interim assessment' for moratorium pending the 
'comprehensive regional assessments': 

• what is the status of the 're-examination' of the current mapped Forest Conservation 
Strategy areas i.e. who will 're-examine', will areas smaller than 200 ha. be  considered?; 

• Commonwealth requires in addition to OGF and wilderness, a list of Deferred Forest 
Areas (DFAs) across the range of high conservation values, as per the recently 
announced Commonwealth 'C.R.A.' criteria; 

• Yeadon appears personally committed to other values being protected: world Heritage, 
Aboriginal heritage, Bio-diversity; 

-1- 
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NEFA believes that 
• it is essential that State Forests NSW (SFNSW) not be the agency which conducts the 

'rn-examination' of the previous announced Forest Conservation Strategy Maps 
• NSW Government has to get its act together and identify DFAs using the 

Commonwealth criteria without further delay; 
• the Commonwealth should refuse to accredit the current NSW processes of identifying 

OGF, & appropriate OFAs; and for conducting regional assessments (NRAC! or RaCAC); 
• Yeadon is right to nominate the above issues as deserving assessment and appropriate 

protection, but they aren't the only ones! 

Consultation process 
Jeff's fax also raises the question of the consultation process for interim assessment. 
He nominates a need for financial support for environment movement research and 

networking. 

On the issue of Jeff's appointment to the RaCAC, NEFA does not support his participation 
in the RaCAC as proposed. No insult or offence is intended to Jeff but it is the view of 
NEFA that he should not be supported as the nominee of the Government as the rep 
for NSW forest conservation groups at this time. In the best non-violent tradition 
NEFA would 'block' any consensus on his appointment via the current process. 

Under NEFAs proposal outlined below, the issue of who represents the Sydney based forest 
conservation groups would be for the groups themselves to determine. (From here, it 
would appear that a nominee from the NPA Reserves Committee would be a logical choice.) 

Jeff's point that an efficient process is crucial is correct. 

NEFA supports: 
• financial support for environment movement research and networking; 

the provision of adequate support for representatives on such committees including 
travel and telephone budgets; 

• 3 representatives nominated by the environment movement: one each for the north 
east & south east regions, and one for the Sydney based groups; 

This broader representation by the environment movement will be most conducive to a 
rapid and efficient assessment process which can have the confidence of the regional 

) 	forest conservation groups. 

NEFA recommends that if an increase of 2 'green' reps MUST mean 2 additional 
appointments by industry interests, to preserve a sense of talance' these could be 
regional industry community reps: one each from the NE & SE. Though the 
contribution these reps might make in applying the Commonwealth criteria is 
presently unknow; their participation would certainly improve the co-ordination of 
the interim assessment. 

A quick acceptance of the needs of the conservation moveme,,kftd ltitgument and 
defensive postures, will also speed the process of interim assessment. 

Environment movement reserves the right to advise directly 
NEFA supports Jeff s final point on the environment movement, particularly forest 

groups reserving the right to advise the Ministers and Parliament directly as important 
and NEFA supports this being made clear at the outset. 
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Criticisms and Queries 
NEFA believes that the consultation process by the Government in initiating the RaCAC is 
far from satisfactory. 

S The 'interim assessment' process is a crucial stage for forest conservation and the credibility of any 
subsequent comprehensive regional assessment depends on a credible interim process; 

• A lack of clarity on interim criteria leading to errors and / or omissions in decisions made now on 
an interim basis, will not be able to be later corrected via the comprehensive regional assessment 
process; 

• The notion of RaCAC replacing the Natural Resources Audit Council (NRAC) is curious since 
NRAC was dearly the Coalition (read National Party) vehicle for pre-empting and diverting (read 
rotting) the public process of comprehensive regional assessments involving all stakeholders 
induding the Commonwealth; 

• Does the ALP now propose to also have a vehicle to rort the democratic, representative 
comprehensive regional assessment process they negotiated with the environment movement and 
The Greens NSW, promised in detail in their pre-election policy? 

• No documentation of a change of Forestry policy, the membership of RaCAC or its precise criterion 
and terms of reference is available. Although the inclusion of private land is welcomed, it appears 
that we are being asked to sign a blank check! 

• No appointments have been made to the Forestry Advisory Council (FAQ, the peak consultation 
mechanism promised on p3 of Labor's Forestry Policy, even on an interim basis pending promised 
legislation. An Advisory Committee under s.22 of the EPIt& A ACT is a presently available 
interim vehicle for the FAC; 

• Labor's Forestry Policy on p.7 promises at the third dot point that the interim assessment process 
will involve all stakeholdets at a regional level. NEFA believes this involvement must include 
participation in the overall co-ordination committee (be it RACC or RaCAC); 

• No appointments have been made to either the Regional Assessment Committees (RACs) or 
Regional Assessment Co-ordination Committee (RACQ promised on p8 of Labor's Forestry Policy. 
Until the RaCAC interim assessment process is reconciled with the agreed & public policy 
statement it will appear 'ad hoc' and unrelated; 

• Clarification from the Government via Jeff indicates that RaCAC may replace the Regional 
Assessment Advisory Council (RACC). Which body will RaCAC replace? 

• Appointing technical committees without the constitution of the promised advisory processes of 
FAC & RACC is irregular and inconsistent with a commitment to 'playing by the agreed rules'; 

• Does the 'ad hoc' appointment of a RaCAC mean that other processes and commitments promised 
in the Forestry policy document have been silently withdrawn and new versions are now in place? 

• The Government has effectively compromised Mr Angel's involvement by nominating him rather 
than seeking nominations from the NSW environment movement as has been the usual practice for 
many years; 

Conclusion 
There A an real urgency to organise and commence the interim assessment process, 
however this urgency cannot be allowed to overwhelm a publicly agreed process, and 
substitute political expediency for credible representative public participation. 

Can we quickly agree to a statewide position which will allow this to occur? 

JRCorlcill NEFA Co-ordinator 12/7/1995 
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DATE: 	7 June 1995 	TO: Bruce Hawker, Chief of Staff 

AT: 	Office of the Premier of NSW, The Hon. Bob Can, MLA 

Receiving FAX No. (02) 230 4029 	No. of Pages md. this one: 17 

FROM: 	John Corkill 

MESSAGE 
Please ensure that the following letter and submission are drawn to Mr Carr's personal 
attention. I would appreciate advice of how the recommendations contained within this 
submission will be addressed by the new Government. Thanks for your assistance. 
Cheers! 

If this Fax is imperfect, please phone the sender on (066) 224 737 
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Experimental 
Treatment 	Code 	 Summary of Comment 

City- [no response] 
Active 
Sensory - 	smells, 	traffic 	noise 
Involvement + 	plants and people in mall 

- 	ugly buildings, new development 

o 	couldn't smell anything 

- 	lack of participation by other group members 
o 	strange to use senses in this way, more aware of things than usual 

- 	embarrassment 
+ 	relaxed, carefree walk 

- embarrassment 

- embarrassment 

- noise 

Park- - 	need for guidance, to be shown the interesting stuff 
Passive 
Sensory - 	noise of cars and trucks 
Involvement 

- 	signs that failed to use 'please' 

- 	animals in small cages 

+ 	peaceful and enjoyable walk in an enjoyable place 

- 	car noise 

- lack of social interaction 
• cleanliness 
• whole atmosphere relaxing 
- caged animals, ill and uncared for 

- others in group 
• pleasant experience 
• beauty of nature 
- artificial elements (traffic noise, false irrigation) 

[no response] 
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The Hon. Kim Veadon, 	 - 	 20 June 1995 
Minister for Land and Water Conservation, 
Parliament House, Macquarie Street, Sydney 2000. 
Per fax no. 

Dear Mr Veadon, 
Re: Implementation of Urgent Rescheduling of Forestry Operations 

Thank you for invitation to attend your presentation and discussion session last Tuesday 
at tle Granville Town Hall. I was especially pleased to hear of your commitment to saving 
high conservation value forests and your enthusiam for quickly achieving timber industry 
restructuring. 

(cf) 
In particular your personal commitment to protect 'old growth' forest 1 reas smaller than 
200ha was recognised by the NEFA representatives present as a major stepjard and 
crucial goal in achieving the conservation of key types and areas of 'old growthidi'ests. 
Thank you for your positive response to our expressed concerns and requests. 

As you know many compartments have significant, though small, areas of 'old growth' 
within them, yet apparently do not 'qualify' for protection by State Forests. One very 
important S$e Forest where smaller patches of 'old icwr forest remain is the Wild 
Cattle Creeltiii Dorrigo Management Area. Logging of OGF in this forest have bee the 
subject of dispute several years. Of particular concern are compartments nos. 512 - 515, 579? 

Ik44ir' -f'-vJ I have supplied Ms Wong in your office, with  opies df/(maps pilffe areas ,kkfr NEFA 
considers to be "contentious areas" of OG,dIcMch requtre protection from logging. As 
usual there were several drafts of these key maps produced by NEFA. An earlier draft 
version was provided to District Forester John Ball, who was also provided with the later 
version and advice that this latest version would be provided to your office. 
I confirm that the NEFA compartment maps, which identify small areas of OGF that 
require your protection, are the latest maps supplied by me to Ms Wong. 

Foll6iving the most recent dispute in this State Forest, I received a fax message on behalf of 
NEFA on 9 June 1995 from Penny Wong per David Ridley, advising that 
"the Minister has instructed SF to refocus logging away from contentious areas withJhe 
compartments for a short period while advice is sought from other agencies" 

I spoke today with Graham King, North Region Manager, followed a media report that 
logging would proceed in Wild Cattle Creek SF. Our conversation reveals an apparent 
continuing :  failure by SF to understand the intent of Labor's Forestry Policy or your 
personal goal of resolving forest disputes in NE NSW, and/or an ignorance of the policy 
commitments given by you to me and other environnentaiists at our briefing last week 

-1- 
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The Greens NSW Election Campaign '95 • Ph (02) 2674410 • Fax (02) 2673158 

* Media Release * 
Attention: HEALTH / POLITICS JOURNOS 	Thursday -16 Mch 1995 

YOUTH SUICIDE RATES PROVE /NEED 
FOR A COMMISSIONER FOR 

CHILDREN & YOUTH/ 
The Greens today repeated their call for a Commissioner fo/Children and Youth 
following reports of alarminglyh,igh rates of youth suicide of approximately 16 per 
100,000 of population in Australi ,(and 'about one youth suicide/a day since 1987'. 

"Australian society must realise that suicide is a sign of the social alienation and deep 
despair Australian youth feel about our present society and/heir part in the future of our 
Australian culture," said Ms Josephine Faith, The Greens NSW No. 2 Upper House 
candidate, at the March 25 election. / 

Ms Faith said that, as a major health problem, youth 1 uicide must be addressed urgently 
with adequate funding for vital social services in both city and rural areas and an end to 
the liberal availability of guns. / 

"The appointment of a Commissioner for Chil ,cl'ren and Youth would give young people 
a special opportunity to voice their fears and concerns and would show them that society 
does care about their needs," said Ms Faith. / 

"The Commissioner's primary role would be to independently represent the interestsof 
young people, free from the political poitscoring and draconian 'law and order' policies 
which young people find repugnant," Ms Faith said. 

The Greens NSW believe that a Commissioner for Children & Youth would have the 
advantages of reporting to the Fed&al Parliament, independent of any particular minister 
or government department, as was done in New Zealard and Britain. 

"Legislation to create the p'osition of Commissioner for Children should provide a 
statutory privilege for communications between children and the Commissioner, and 
should empower the Cothmissioner to draw up and circulate a proposal for a code of 
practice on confidential4tjr and other ethical issues," she said. 

"The Greens reject the Shooter's Party platform and demand the registration, compulsory 
safe storage and rndnitoring of all guns in metropolitan and rural areas, " said Ms Faith. 

"There must be a dramatic shift in funding away from the agents of 'law and order'. 
Public funds must be used to meet the health needs of our despairing youth," she said. 

"The American model of 'living by the gun' has failed to create a healthy society in the 
US. More young people than ever are dying due to guns. These US influences leading to 
social decay are being manifested in Australia. Youth suicide and grieving families are 
the results of this legacy," Ms Faith said. 

"In NSW we must take action to restore young people's vision, promote life affirming 
values and renew their hope for the future," said Ms Faith. 

...ends. 
For more info Phone: Josephine Faith on 02 267 4406w or 02 550 4515 h. 
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(Draft 1-20 June 1995) 

It alarms NEFA that: 

• State Forests apparently intends to recommence logging in the contentious areas 
because 'a short period' has passed; they have technically complied with the Ministers 
direction; and history shows that SFNSW will do what they (and industry) want unless 
constrained; .M444k- 

• we hav.n61iformation on action to satisfy your earlier commitment to seek advice 
froni-Cther agencies on the values of these "contentious areas", nor do we know how 

- this advice was taken into account by your office; 
• it appears that advice from NPWS has not been reflected in the nomination, by 

SFNSW, of the key compartments in Wild Cattle Creek SF as 'Regrowth - Merchantable 
(Yellow)' in the maps prepared for your announcement last week 

• no direction appears to have been issued to State Forests to the effect that controversial 
areas of forest, said to be OGF, will NOT be loggedjjjjjhe_Minisiers..nfjjce is satisfied) 

• the Minister's commitment to protect small areas of OCF has not been communicated 
to SFNSW senior management; 

• SFNSW has not told Regional and District staff that small areas of OGF are wjfl be 
logged and to revise any current Harvesting Plans accordingly; 

• Regional and District Manager have not directed timber industry contractors to strictly 
observe revised Harvesting Plans. 

My colleague Dailan Pugh is currently preparing advice to you on the grave errors and 
inaccuracies in the maps supplied to yoLLfor your announcement last wee brS NSW. 

17 	
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4a4htmea'wnw-1 again request your action to ensure that Labor's Foresty Policy and your 
recent announcements and commitments are quickly and effectively implemented. 

Will you please advise me, as soon as possible: 
• what advice was sought and obtained from which other agencies regarding the 

conservation values of the "contentious areas" within Cpis 512-515? 
• what directions have you given}oSFNSW to implement your commitment to protect 

small areas of OGF from loggi1fq) 
• what steps SFNSW have takénto revise current Harvesting Plans, for Compartments 

with small areas of OGF, in accordance with your policy commitments to protect these 
small OGF areas? 

•? 

Pending your provision of answers to these questions, NEFA requests that you simply 
'freeze' logging in Cpts 512-515 until you have all the necessary information we seek. 
I canno; emphasise strongly enough the need for this immediate 'stop work' step given 
SFNSWiistory of wilful action contrary to law and government policy. 

Thank ypp for your attention to this important matter. I look forward to your reply. 

Yoy;siçere}y, 

Sqç 'gBSQn 



The Greens NSW K 
State Election 1995 Campaign Office: 	/ 

GPO Box :1220, Sydney 2001: 1st Floor, 168 Day Street, Sydney 
Phone 02 267 4410, 02 267 4404, 02 267 4406 02 267 4407 Fax 02 267 3158. 

Monday 20 March 1995 
Ever. 3.1 - 12.30am 19/3/19951 

Preference flows in 
Sydney based seats 

(Listed by group) (*) denotes marginal; (+) affected by aircraft noise. 

SEAT CANDIDATE PREFERENCE FLOW 

Ashfield(+)7  Paul Fitzgerald to Democrats, NAN, then Exhaust 
Gordon Ross Knowles Exhaust 
Heffron Mark Berriman Exhaust 
Marrickville (+) 	- Bruce Welch to Democrats, DSP, NAN, md. Exhaust 
Maroubra Rory Curphey to Democrats then Exhaust 
North Shore Mervyn Murchie Exhaust 
Vaucluse Tom McLoughlin to Democrats then Exhaust 

 

Bligh . Virginia Milson to md. (C. Moore) then ALP 
Camden(*) Vicki Kearney to md. then ALP 
Coogee (*) Murray Matson 
Drummoyne (*)(+) Jenny Ryde to NAN then ALP 
Davidson Peter Tuor 
Eastwood Alex Leplaar to ALP 
Lane Cove Cameron Little to Democrats, NAN then ALP 
Pittwater Chris Cairns to Democrats then ALP 	E81 

Still to be announced; 
Bathurst 

For more info contact: Geoff Ash 02 267 4407 or John Corkill on 02 267 4406 
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Bragg: Wet Tropics I Residents' Environmental Attitudes. Values and 
Experiences 	 27 
individuals living in the central suburbs of Cairns (who therefore did not 
live in natural surroundings). These people were telephoned and asked 
how often they visited n&tLjrai éhvirönMents such as National Parks, State 
Forest!, and environmental parks. Those who answered "never" or "once a 

'yeàrdrIéss" werèihen asked tb pértidipate further in the study. This 
process was repeated until 5 men and 5 women agreed to an interview.  

The basic method for recruitment of participants was by telephone 
contact, introducing myself and the basic aims of the research, and 
requesting the individual's involvement. The success rate with traditional 
farmers was 42%. All alternative lifestylers I approached for an 
interview (this was mostly in person, due to the lack of telephones within 
this community group) agreed to participate. All environmental activists 
selected also agreed to participate. Only .20%,of, non-users of natural 
environments contacted by telephone agreed to an interview; 

3.1.4 Demographics. 

3.1.4.1 	Age. 	
.. 	 . 

A wide age range of adults were:ihterviewed (from 23 to 81). Alternative 
lifestylers were typically the-youngest group, and traditional-farmers the 
oldest (see Table 1). 

--•- 	
. 	

- 

Table 1. Age..,•. 

Age Range 	Median 

: 	Jraditiol .. Far!ner., 	•. 	?17.O 	 . .... 

Alternative Lifestylers 	23-62 	34 

Environmental Activists 	26-61 
43.5 	 .- 

Non-Users 	 34-8 1 
49.5  

• .' 
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INtRODUCtION 

NORTH 	EAST 	FOREST 	ALLIANCE 	is. 
an unincorporated 	network 	of individuals 	and community 	forest protection 	groups, 
working 	in the public interest to enforce nsw law and protect our natural heritage; 

I 	a volunteer 	decentralized 	alliance drawing 	on economic, 	ecological, 	legal and bushcraft 
expertise to pursue 	its aims; 

• committed 	to a policy of non-violent 	direct action; 
active in the tableland 	and coastal forests of NE New 	South 	Wales, 

Since its' formation 	in 1989, NEFA 	has been campaigning 	to achieve; 
• the protection 	of Sold growth' 	forests, rainforests, 	endangered 	species, water catchments 

and areas of koori cultural heritage significance; 
• 	the implementation 	of a 'comprehensive, 	adequate 	and representative 	reserve system' 

that is based on the best scientific research 	attainable 	(as per the National 	Forest Policy). 
• 	the emergence 	of ecologically 	sustainable 	forest industries; 
• public participation 	in and public accountability 	for public resource 	management 	by 

public authorities; 
• effective Freedom 	of Information 	procedures; 
• 	the recognition 	and protection 	of Aboriginal 	cultural heritage. 

insert lists of court and forest protest actions during 	the Coalition 	Government 	terms 	in 
office 
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EXECUTIVE 	SUPV1ARY 

[insert here when 	we know 	what 	it is!] 

URG?21T 	RESdHEDUL INC 

NEFA 	is concerned 	that the proposed 	'urgent 	rescheduling' 	will remove 	from 	forestry 
operations 	only those state forests which 	are 'unlogged' 	or 'lightly logged' 	as identified 	by 
State Forests, 

This 	is not acceptable 	to NEFA 	since SF has no definition 	of 'old growth' 	forest and 
continues 	to rely on inadequate, 	incomplete 	and inaccurate 	compartment 	logging histories, 
in order to identify 'unlogged' 	or 'lightly logged' 	forest. 

SFs OGF 	surveys 	appear 	to consist of limited, 	undocumented, 	unverified 	field inspections 
by junior staff. The 	joint NPWS 	and SF NRAC-funded 	'Old Growth' 	project has utterly 
failed to deliver 	clarity on this issue, due 	largely to SF staff's ongoing 	hostility to the 
identification 	and protection 	of 'old growth 	forests. 

In contrast, NEFA 	and the North 	Coast Environment 	Council 	Inc. have 	published 	our 
methodology 	for identifying 	OGF 	(Edwards, 	H. 	(1994) 'A Study 	to Identify 	Old Growth 
Forest at Wild 	Cattle Creek', NEFA/NCEC/CEC). 	This document 	underpins 	our request 	for 
the urgent 	rescheduling 	of forestry operations 	in the identified 	sections of Compartments 
515, 514, 513 & 512 of Wild 	Cattle Creek 	SF. 

NEFA 	notes with approval 	that in your letter to Ian Cohen, 	of The 	Greens 	1(5W, 	on 16 
March 	1995 (page 3) you assure 	Mr Cohen 	that "In regard 	to the rescheduling 	of State 
Forest's logging 	program 	in the first nine months 	of a La1r 	Government, 	we have 	clearly 
indicated 	that this will be undertaken 	following 	advice from 	the NPWS. 

We 	are particularly 	concerned 	that reliance on State Forests identification 	of 'unlogged' 	or 
'lightly logged' 	forest will fall well short of the policy commitment 	contained 	in La}r's 
Forestry 	Policy 	[p.7] that a Carr 	Governnent 	will "urgently 	reschedule 	SFs' 	logging 
programs 	to avoid logging and roaE ing 	in high conservation 	value old growth 	forests. and 
identified wilderness 	areas pending 	completion 	of an interim 	assessment 	process." 

Recommendations: 
all forestry operations 	in areas of forest identified 	as potential 	'old 	rowth' 	forest be 
immediately 	rescheduled. 
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NEFA 	notes with approval 	the commitment 	given 	by Premier 	Cart in his letter to Ian 
Cohen, 	of The Greens 	NSW, 	on 16 March 	1995, that "the identification 	of areas to be placed 
under 	moratoria 	during 	the interim 	assessment 	process 	will be conducted 	in a similar 
fashion 	to the regional 	assessment 	process" . [page 31 

We 	understand 	that this commitment 	applies to both the participation 	of interested 	parties 
and to the application 	of a full range of conservation 	values, 	including 	those cited on page 
8, viz 
"old growth, 	wilderness, 	national 	estate, world 	heritage, 	aboriginal 	heritage, 	endangered 
and other vulnerable 	species, biological diversity, and other cultural values;" 

the Government 	is urged 	to ensure 	that the interim 	assessment 	process 	does 	not 
narrow 	to identify 	only 'un1oged' 	or 'lightly logged' 	forests as nominated 	by State 
Forests. 

We believe it is essential that the area identified 	in the interim 	assessment 	as being 'likely 
to be required' 	for a 'c.a.r. 'reserve 	system , is larger than the area finally identified. 

This approach 	is crucial and will mean 	that for at least the interim 	process, 	for forests 
thought 	to be of marginal 	significance 	for a 'c.a.r.'reserve 	system , the Thenefit of the doubt' 
must 	be exercised 	to exclude 	logging, 	consistent 	with 	the application 	of the ESD 
'precautionary 	principle'. 

MEFA 	awaits with considerable 	interest, Cabinet's 	announcement 	of the initiation 	of the 
landmark 	consultation 	mechanisms 	contained 	in Labor's 	Forestry 	Policy: the Forestry 
Advisory 	Council, 	the Regional 	Assessment 	Committees 	and Regional 	Assessment 	Co - 
ordination 	Committee. 

Environmental 	Impact Statents 	- What 	fate? 
NEFA 	believes that the intention 	and legal status of EISs being prepared 	by SFs under 	the 
requirements 	of the TI(IP) Act have been wholly 	misconceived. 

We 	have 	repeatedly 	rejected the notion 	that Management 	Area 	wide EIS5 were 	regional 
planning 	documents 	which 	should 	usurp 	other relevant 	planning 	mechanism 	to make 
crucial bio-regional 	landuse 	decisions 	based on ignorance, 	bias and erroneous 	assumptions. 

The Land & Environment 	Court has (in Jurasius 	1988) has already ready ruled that an ElS 
which 	is broad in scope could only authorise 	a program 	of logging within 	a region, but has 
confirmed 	that detailed site specific EISs which 	examine 	the impacts 	upon 	the particular 
environments 	being affected are required. 	Fortunately, 	since 1992 and the advent 	of the 
TI(IP) Act, the role of consent 	authority 	has been transferred 	to the Minister 	for Planning. 

NEFA 	believes 	that 	regional 	landuse 	planning 	lies within 
foreshadowed 	interim 	and comprehensive 	regional 	assessments, 
Departnent 	of Urban 	Affairs and Planning, 	in line with the NFPS. 

the 	province 	of the 
to be conducted 	by the 
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• 	the MA-wide 	EISs still being prepared 	for SFs should 	be suspended 	until at least the 
completion 	of the interim 	regional 	assessment 	processes. 

• 	the Timber 	Industry 	(Interim 	Protection) 	Act 	1992 	be repealed 	and 	all forestry 
operations 	return to the ambit of the El' & A Act; 

It will be only after the interim 	assessment 	process identifies forests potentially 	required 	for 
a comprehensive, 	adequate 	and representative 	reserve 	system, 	that forests available 	for 
timber 	production 	will be able to be properly 	identified. Additional 	areas will probably 	be 
added 	as production 	forests as the process of comprehensive 	regional 	assessment 	proceeds. 

NEFA 	does not support 	the notion 	that in these residual 	native 	forests or plantations 	that 
industry 	should 	have 	Ian open 	go' as an unregulated 	rural industry. 	An 	ecologically 
sustainable 	forest industry 	does not mean 	trashing 	the regrowth 	forests. Water 	and soil 
conservation 	and yield limits will require 	effective regulation 	if these operations 	are to 
achieve 	ecological sustainability. 

EISs will still be required 	for forestry operations 	in forests where 	operations 	will cause a 
significant impact 	on the environment 	as per the existing test under 	ss,lll & 112 of the 
EP & A Act. 

The information 	compiled 	during 	the regional 	assessment 	process 	should 	ensure 	that 
these post 'c.r.a.'EISs are accurate and relevant 	documents. 
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TIMBER 	IHOtISTRY 	R?RUCTURJNG 

NEFA 	supports 	the structural adjustment 	package 	contained 	in Labor's Forestry Policy. We 
believe that affected individuals 	and families 	should 	be compensated 	and assisted if the 
new Government 	policy adversely 	affects them. 

We 	remain 	considerably 	less supportive 	of compensation 	to companies 	and mill operators, 
who 	have had numerous 	opportunities 	to enter into industry 	restructuring 	voluntarily, 
follow emerging 	market 	trends or respond 	to changing 	consumer 	& community 	attitudes. 

NEFA 	is concerned 	that the context in which 	the new Labor Government 	is approaching 
the conplex 	task includes 	a commitment 	that "no jobs will be lost" during 	the transition. 

we 	believe that applying 	such a 'rule' is unrealistic 	and totally beyond 	the control 	of the 
Government. 	No 	matter 	what 	the Government 	does, even 	if it did nothing, 	jobs will 
continue 	to be lost in the timber industry, 	just as they have 	been steadily lost over the last 
three decades 	(at least)! 'No job losses' is simplistic, misleading 	and undeliverable. 

We 	believe 	that after any announcement 	by the new 	Labor Cabinet, 	the National 	Party 
heavyweights 	who 	have run the NE timber 	industry 	for the last 8 years will cynically sack 
staff and apportion 	blame 	for the lost jobs on the Government 	and the 'greenies'. 

This blame 	will occur no matter what the announcement 	contains, 	and should 	accepted 	as 
a 'given' within 	timber 	industry 	politics. 

The threat of industry 	backlash 	and blaming 	must be faced down 	and exposed. 
It'sthreatening 	and intimidating 	position must not shape what Labor decides to do for our 
high conservation 	value 	forests, lest attempts 	to avoid politically inspired 	industry 	wrath 
rob the Carr Government 	of the value of any effective action. Hard decisions 	must be taken 
which 	safeguard 	our unique 	biological 	and cultural 	diversity. 	The 	National 	& Liberals 
parties could not make 	then. 	We hope that the Carr Labor Government 	will. 

A slavish adherence 	to a 'no jobs lost' policy will effectively rule out consideration 	of many 
sensible 	interim 	arrangements 	which 	realistically accept 	transition 	out of the timber 
industry 	will mean 	job losses. These 	interim 	arrangements 	could provide 	tangible means 
of increasing 	employment 	opportunities 	outside 	the timber 	industry 	and 	potentially 
increasing 	overall levels of employment. 

An immediate 	audit should 	be made 	of: 
• the volume 	of unsawn 	logs held in each mill's log dump, 	and 
• 	the volume 	and specs of sawn 	t imber 	held in existing stc ckpiles. 

An accurate audit of these volumes 	should 	allow estimations 	of: 
• 	work 	still available 	in the mills processing 	unsawn 	logs, and 
• 	the extent of broader 	employnent 
	

impacts, 	if any, of a shortfall 	in the supply 	and 
demand 	of sawn 	timber; 
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3.1.2 Sampling Design 

Members of four community groups were chosen in an attempt to 
represent the array of behavioural interactions with the natural 
environment existing amongst local residents of the Wet Tropics region. 
While it cannot be said that the sample is statistically representative of 
the larger Wet Tropics community, the sampling design used gives voice 
to a number of important and influential community groups. The use of 
community groups as opposed to randomly selected individuals from the 
general community, was particularly appropriate because of the 
polarisation and conflict within the Wet Tropics community over the, 
issues of environmental conservation and management strategies. 

The community groups were chosen and defined on the basis of a 
behavioural criterion 	the type of physical interaction they regularly 
have with their local natural eAvironment, their "environmental lifestyle". 
In this way, it was possible to investigate what sorts of attitudes, values 
and experiences co-exist with different environmental behaviours and 

- - 	lifestyles. The groups were- alsO. chosen to maximise the spread along two 
postulated dimensions of physical interaction with the natural 
environment: degree of interaction with nature (amount of time x 
"naturalness" of environment)- and the extent of their impact on the 

• 

	

	local environment. This results in a "behavioural array" of the study 
groups as illustrated in Figure 2. 
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These 	audits will provide 	important 	information: 
• 	to quarantine 	false claims 	of massive 	impacts 	on employment 	in the broad 	timber 

industry, 	which 	includes 	carpenters 	and hardware 	store staff; 
• 	for 'assistance assessment' 	teams 	to use in evaluating 	claims of adverse 	impacts 
• to assess the level of adverse 	impact 	on companies 	and mill operators. 

need interim 	agreements 	on harvesting 	prescriptions 	for regrowth 	forests and plantations 
during 	the transition 	period. 

Answers 	for industry 	retraining, 	economics 	and alternative 	plantation 	establishment 

Thinnings 	of regrowth 	forests 	during 	early 	stagers 	of regeneration 	to diminish 
overcrowding 	could provide 	employment, 	maximise 	speed of growth 	and provide 	a quick 
future resource. 

People 	undertaking 	joint venture 	plantation 	agreements 	with SFs should 	be paid 25% 	of 
the final return 	(every 	40 years) 	for their plantation 	at every 	ten year 	interval 	of 
production. 	i.e. at year 31 investors 	would 	have already received 	75% of their return. 

The 	Carr Government 	should 	offer assistance 	to small 	communities 	with 	significant 
eçloyment 	in the timber 	industry 	to establish value 	adding 	industries 	e.g. a nediun 
density fibreboard 	plant, that would 	use sawmill 	waste, 	thinnings, 	heads 	butts etc. These 
plants would 	make 	existing sawmills 	and felling operations 	more 	profitable and ecological 
by using 	their 'waste'. They 	would 	also retrain and employ 	timber 	workers 	whose 	jobs 
were affected by reduction 	in available 	sawlog 	supply. 	Their assistance 	could come 	in the 
form of interest free loans over three years of setting up. In addition, 	tax incentives 	could 
apply. 

can other Federally 	funded 	organisations 	such as Greening 	Australia, 	Landcare 	groups 	etc, 
pick up job losses and move 	to plantings 	as a feature of transition 

Identification, 	wage suçort and case management 	of adversely 	affected parties 

Steps to achieve 	support 	for affected parties: 
• 	identify timber mills likely to be affected by policy decisions 	in short, medium 	and long 

term; 
• 	offer mill workers 	and contract workers 	one day per fortnight 	of wage 	support 	and 

contact with the 'assistance assessment' 	teams 	working 	for the 'tri-partite committee' 
• 	develop 	a Register of Affected 	Parties; 
• 	appoint 	case managers 	for each affected party or small group of affected parties; 

These 	'wage support' 
period for employers 
• 	the identification 
• the exposition 	of 

families and indh 
• consultation 	and 

days could provide 	immediate 	opportunities 
and government 	by allowing 	time for 
of affected parties on a 'case by case basis' 
the range of state and Commonwealth 	programs 
iduals, 	and 
individual 	case management. 

during 	the transition 

available 	to affected 
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Figure 2. Postulated Behavioural Array of Community Groups. 
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Appoint 	case nanagers 	for affected parties who 	follow the progress 	of parties through 	the 
assessnent 	and adjustment 	processes. 

As the process 	of 'assistance 	assessment' 	proceeds 	the rate of 'wage 	support 	days 	at 
designated 	nills could increase, culminating 	in a final date by which 	'transition' 	programs 
will have been effected, 

FORKS? 	HANAG4ENT 	POLICIES 
overhaul 	all SF managenent 	policies 
overhaul 	all s.120 NPWS 	'licences to kill' and their prescriptions 
overhaul 	all EPA 	'licences to pollute' and their conditions 

that ESO report on forests be irnplenented 

SFs cannot 	be allowed 	to permit 	the trashing of the regrowth 	forest 
Patch clearfelling is not consistent 	with ESD and should 	be banned 

develop 	and adopt a comprehensive 	public list of forestry definitions 	including: 
old growth 	forests, habitat trees, watercourse, 

state forest management 	must 	becone 	economically 	viable by charging 	the real costs of 
providing 	timber 	including 	the level of profit. This 	would 	be done 	by charging 	and 
appropriately 	higher 	level of royalties particularly 	for pulp wood 	and salvage. 

State Forests and the people 	of NSW 	should 	not be providing 	subsidies, 	through 	roading, 
machinery 	provision, 	that royalties do not pay for. 

need interim 	agreements 	on harvesting 	prescriptions 	for regrowth 	forests and plantations 
during 	the transition 	period. 

need ecological 	standards 	for operations 	in regrowth 	forests. need a committee 	to work 	on 
an Australian 	Standard. 

seed collection and propagation 	be coupiled 	with replanting 	in TSI areas of SF. 

that Water 	Resources 	and SCS be consulted 	on this process, along with local forest experts 
and tree growers. 

small portable mills 

SF nust 	accept 	new 	principles 	of 'wholistic' 	approach 	to forest 	management 	and 
harvesting. 	e.g. nixed 	species 	plantations, 	organic 	principles, 	pernaculture 	design 
techniques, 

Government 	to buy cleared marginal 	farmland 	and pay ex-contractors 	etc to work 	setting 
up plantation 	with timber 	indurate 	and government 	to buy the Government 	out in the e 
medium 	to long term 
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The community groups chosen for study, with a brief description of the 
behavioural definition employed, are as follows* 

TRADITIONAL FARMERS (mid-high interaction; substantive impact): 
farmers who practice mainstream farming practices such as using 
chemical pesticides and fertilisers. 

ALTERNATIVE LIFE-STYLERS (mid-high interaction; modest impact): 
Individuals who live in a rural or natural environment; grow a proportion 
of their own food by organic methods; use alternative energy sources; 
have a low level of consumption; and alternative sources of income 
(markets, dole, etc). 

NON-USERS OF NATURAL ENVIRONMENTS (low interaction; modest-
substantive impact): 
Urban dwellers who visit natural environments once a year or less. Ie., 
individuals who do not directly use the natural environment as a source 
income or a dweIlingpIaceiarernot:invoIved in any environmental groups; 
nor spend..much of iheir leisure time participating in nature-based 
act i vi ties. 

ENVIRONMENTAL, ACTIVISTS; - (low-high interaction; modest-positive 
impact): 
"Active"- (as defined by group organisers) members of: 

.-r.--.-rz(t)groups focussing - on - the - physicalrH-activities of restoration, conservation, 
protection of the natural environment, permaculture, re-cycling, and tree- 

..... planting. groups (Trees for the 'Atherton and Evelyn Tablelands, Atherton 
Greenhouse Information Network and Recycling Group, Tablelands Organic 
Growers Association); 

çI)groups focussing on social and oolitical activities to promote protection, 
conservation and restoration of the natural environment, (Australian 

* Employees of the timber industry were initially considered as an additional community group 
suitable for study. However, after completion of interviews with the four other groups (May 
1993), I decided that it would be more efficient to focus on transcription and analysis of the 
collected data, rather than to gather further information. In addition, individuals employed by the 
timber industry are a declining proportion of the Cairns-Tablelands population, and occupy a 
similar position to traditional farmers in the "behavioural array" of environmental interaction. 
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FOR&T 	KNAGONT 	STKUCtWKS 

NEFA 	believes 	that a fundamental 	overhaul 	of State Forest management 	structures 	and 
personnel 	is urgently 	required 	if the new 	Cart Government 	and the public of NSW 	can 
have any confidence 	in future management 	of the public forest estate. 

We 	support 	the groundswell 	of opinion 	within 	the NSW 	environment 	movement 	and 
other 	natural 	resources 	management 	agencies 	and 	academic 	institutions 	for major 
institutional 	reform 	of the NSW 	Forestry Commission 	and its trading body, State Forests. 

We 	note 	that in Labor's 	Forestry 	Policy a commitment 	is given 	that 	A Carr Labor 
Government 	will corporatise 	State Forests' . [page 41 

that the Forestry 	Act 	(1916) be repealed 	and 	replaced 	with 	new 	legislation 	which 
embodies 	Labor's Forestry Policy and which 	has ecological 	sustainability 	as the goal of 
forests management; 

that the Government 	initiate a one year period of transition 	in forest management 	in to 
allow the preparation 	of new forestry legislation and the creation of a new Management 
Authority 	for the public forest estate; 

need qualified people in the forests to monitor 	compliance 	of logging practices 

need an Environmental 	Ombudsman 

new 	management 	authority: 	revamped 	TCM 	as a realistic manager 	of resources; 	can let 
water, tourists, fisheries, forestry industry 	and forests users argue amongst 	themselves. 

employ 	people with qualifications 
	

in Zoology 	and Hydrology 
	

in all key positions 
make 	degree gaining opportunities 	available for all staff 

Q*PRKHDSIVK 	RKGIONAL 

NEFA 	wishes 	to have considerable 	further input into the process of comprehensive 
regional 	assessment. 	We note with approval 	that Labor's Forestry Policy guarantees 	a role 
in the assessment 	process for the participation 	of interest groups 	such as ours. 

For example: 	NEFA 	recommends 	that comprehensive 	regional assessments 	should 
include 	an economic 	assessment 	of timber, water, tourism 	and other values of forests. i.e. 
if cutting timber reduces 	water then the cost of that lost water should 	be part of the cost of 
timber production. 
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Conservation Foundation; The Wilderness Society; Cairns and Far North 
Queensland Environment Centre). 

Participants' membership in these groups was ascertained by a checklist 
administered as.part of the interview (see Appendix A.3) 

Ten individuals were randomly selected from each community group. This 
small number, in comparison to standard statistical surveys, made it 
logistically possible to elicit in-depth, detailed and personal information 
about the subject matter at hand. While the research findings have as 
much, if not more ecological validity than standard statistical surveys, 
the small sample size from each community group makes it unwise to 
claim representativeness of that community group. Group comparisons 
should also be -  made with caution. The comparisons made in this report 
•must be taken to be comparisons between the groups of people who were 
interviewed, rather than direct comparisons between each community 
groups as a whole. However, this lack of generalizability must not be 

-- 	confusedwith.iack-:of importance; -significance r  or--power. Even if one 
individual brings up .a particular theme, it means that the- particular 
theme i '6UT TI1EE- in the socially constructed space. 

• 	. 3.1.3 . Selection- and Recruitment of-Participants - 	 •-.... - 

• 	The basic model :for;selection of particiØants was to generate lists of 
.. 

	

	...individuals -- whotelongto each ofihe community groups'and then -  select 
men and 5 women randomly from each list. These lists were generated in 

- . 

	

	different ways for each group. While the listings of farmers in the Yellow 
Pages could be selected from directly, the list of alternative lifestylers 
had to be created through many stages of contact within the local 	-. 
community. A list of environmental activists in the region was created by 
contacting the organisers of environmental groups and asking for lists of 
individuals regularly attending meetings or invo!ved in the groups' 
activities. 

The process of selecting "non-users" of the natural environment differed 
slightly from this. The Cairns telephone book was used to randomly select 



Questions for Premier Bob Cart 

[Qs 41 Cohen - ALP Forest Poll 

Issue A : Regional Forest Agreements with the Commonwealth 
1/ What is the status of negotiations between the NSW and Commonwealth Governments 

on Scoping Agreements for Regional Forest Agreements, under the framework of the 
National Forest Policy Statement, for the NE, SE and Western regions of NSW ? [ a] 

2/ Who in Premier's Department is co-ordinating discussions with the Department of 
Prime Minister and Cabinet on behalf of the Carr Government? IN 

3/ Will the Premier provide a briefing on the Carr Government's internal inter-
departmental arrangements for negotiating, preparing and undertaking regional 
assessments consistent with the National Forest Policy Statement? id 

Issue B: Staffing of NSW forest management and assessment agencies 
1/ What additional resources and staff have been provided to the Department of Planning, 

and other NSW agencies to expand these departments' capacities to implement 
Government's forestry policy? Ed] 

Issue C: Untangling the mess left by the Coalition Government 
1 / Have written legal opinions been obtained by the Government from legal counsel on the 

nature and extent of commitments in, and limits on, wood supply agreements (WSAs) 
signed by previous governments? [e] 

2/ Will the Government table these legal opinions and relevant WSAs in the Parliament? 

3/ Since the Carr Government has instituted a new assessment process for forests, what 
action will be taken on EISs stilt being produced by FCNSW (SF) on a Management 
Area wide basis for: 

i) 	Dorrigo MA? (31 Oct 92) 
iii) 	Casino West MA (31 Jul 93) 
v) 	Gloucester MA? (30 Sep 93) 
vii) Tenterfield MA (31 Oct 93) 
ix) 	Urunga MA (28 Feb 94) 
xi) 	Styx River MA (30 Apr 94) 
xiii) Queanbeyan MA (30 Sep 94) 
xv) Wyong MA (30 Sep 94) 

d 

ii) 	Casino MA? (31 Jul 93) 
iv) Murwillumbah MA 
vi) 	Qiicester MA 
viii) Urbenville MA? (31 Dec 93) 
x) 	Walcha Nundle MA? (30 Apr 94) 
xii) Waning MA (30 Jun 94) 
xiv) Badja MA (30 Sep 94) 

[f] 

go 1tfliT riTonmrilworlIrTURINVni MrrnThwTaIJit. 

Notes: 
(al Regional Forest Agreements: the Commonwealth Position, February 1995 
[bJ ditto - see sections on intra-govemment and inter-government organisational pmtocols 

National Forest Policy Statement, see page 24 
Labor's Forestry Policy - NSW State Electiort March 1995, we page 6 and Letter from The Hon Bob Can to Tan Cohen, The 
Greens NSW 16 March 1995: see page 1 
Labor's Forestry Policy - NSW State Election: March 1995, see page 6 
as required in ss.3 et al, per Schedule 4 of the TI(IP) Act 1992 (dates when EISs were first promised to be done) 



[Page 2: Qs 41 Cohen - ALP Forest Pol] 

Issue D : Interim assessments process 
1/Is the Premier aware that the Commonwealth has requested NSW agencies to identify all 

areas potentially required for a 'comprehensive, adequate and representative reserve 
system" ('c.a.r.') by August 95, in order to allow the Commonwealth to exclude these 
areas from woodchip licences issued by the Commonwealth for 1996? Egi 

2/ Does the Premier still agree that in order to allow all deserving areas of forests to be 
identified for the 'c.a.r' reserve system, a range of conservation criteria wider than 
simply 'old growth' forest and wilderness, must be applied? LW 

3/ Will the Premier ensure that NSW agencies apply a full range of conservation criteria (in 
addition to 'old growth' forest and wilderness values) in the Deferred Forest 
Assessment to identify all areas potentially required for a 'c.a.r' reserve system' for 
forwarding to the Commonwealth? [i] 

4/ Who has been appointed to the "Forestry Advisory Council" lii 

5/ What progress has been made on the promised 'rapid evaluation of existing regrowth 
forests'? 1k] 

6/ How has the Carr Government acted to "urgently re-schedule State Forests' logging 
programs" to ensure the protection of HV 'old growth' forest and identified 
wilderness areas? [1] 

7/ What steps have been taken to "initiate an interim assessment process, to be corn pleted 
within nine months, involving all stakeholders at a regional level"? [m] 

8/ Who has been appointed to the "tri-partite committee consisting of the relevant 
employer, union and government" (sic) which is to implement Labor's timber 
industry structusal adjustment program on "an individual case by case basis"?in] 

9/ What approaches has the Carr Government made to the Federal Government "to seek 
funding assistance for industry structural adjustment"? Lo] 

10/ What funds have been identified by the Carr Government as being available from the 
Federal Government for "labour market, retraining and relocation programs"? ip] 

Notes 	(Cont'd): 
Egi advice from National Forest Policy Mvisory Forum member Mr Dailan Pugh re briefing by Dept of Prime Minister and 

Cabinet to Australian conservation groups, Canberra, May95 
Lh] ditto see page 8 for commitment in 'comprehensive regional assessments' citing flail range of values, and see page 3 of Letter 
from The Hon Bob Can to Ian Cohen, The Greens NSW 16 Maith 1995 for commitment that 'the interim assessment process will 
be conducted in a similar fashion to the regional assessment process'? 
[i] National Forest Conservation Reserves - Commonwealth proposed criteria: A Discussion Paper, Mar 95; see page 8 
[jJ Labor's Forestay Policy - NSW State Election: March1995 see page 3 
[k]dittoseepage7 
Eli ditto see page 7 
Em] ditto se page 7 
[nJ ditto seepages 10 & 13 
Letter from The Hon Bob Can to Ian Cohen, The Greens NSW 16 March1995: see page 1 
1o1 Labor's Forestry Policy - NSW State Electiort March1995 see page 15 
[p] ditto see page 15 
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FAt O) 230 2804 	 F March 16, 1995 

Mr Ian Cohen 
The Greens 
168 Day Street 
SYDNEY 	2000 

Dear Mr Cohen, 

Thank you for your correspondence seeking clarificatior'i of 
some aspects or NSW E,ahor's Forest Policy. 

I would assure you that regional assessments in order to 
identify a CQlnprehens±VC, adequate and representative reserve 
system will be undertaken in a balanced, open and public 
manner. 

I would also assure you that the Regional Assessment Co-
ordination Committee will be comprised of representatives of 
appropriate State Agencies, conservation, industry and union 
interests, together with scientists with applicable experttse. 

I wish to make it clear thit the RACC will have the role of 
co-ordinating Regional Assessnient Committees to ensure 
rnnslstency in approach and the practical implementation of 
the assessment process. R/Ce will be constituteQ primartly by 
regional/local interest group and agency representatives to 
ensure the assessment process truly reflects a regional focus. 

Your request that the Department of Planning and National 
Parks and Wildlife Service have responsibility for regional 
assessments under the direction of the RACs reflects a 
mjsunderstandtng of the ALP's policy. In the extensive 
discussions held with conservatjo,t represnaivps in 
formulating our policy, it was made clear, and was agreed, 
that the unit currently within the bepariment of Planning with 
responsibility for determining Environmental Impact Statements 
would be the determining authority in regard to Regional 
Assessments. It was acknowledged that this unit was regarded 
as credible by both sides of the debate. 
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Indeed,, in a dAecussion between Mt Elm Yeadon, UP, and Mr Datlan Pugh in early January of this year, Mr Pugh stated that 
RCs should be information gathuring comntittecs on what are 
potentiafly high cQnservatjon areas and that the validity of the information gathered would be concisely deLermirted at a later ttae of the process. 

This is precisely the approach that riSw, Labor has adopted. Therefore, RACs and the RACC would comprise representatives of interest groups or sakeho1ders, including conservatjorusig 
and inportantly, qualified sciezitisis with apprapr{ate 
expertise, in order to identify high conservalion areas. 
Determination of those areas would rest with the determining unit witht,, the DeparLment of Planning which wouldreceive 
further public submissions before any determination was made. 

The key issue is that there is no requirerneL for any group or interest to feel that they must dominate 'membership of the R7Cs or the RACC as any balance should and Will be centred UOfl scientific expertise. I am Sure you will agree that this 
is appropriaLe and proper if an open, and scientifically 
accountnble pucess of aSsessmen€ is to be achieved for establishing a representative reserve system, 

Our Wilderness Policy has been described as "world class". In 
the fIrst year we will gaotte Seven (and possibly eight) new wilderness areas and extend eight existing wilderness areas. 

The areas will Include vaeant crown land, Sydney Wator lands, national park, state forests zoned for environment protection 
or is too steep to log, and lands which State Forests have 
Previously not objected to. 

For example, there are several thousana heetares of steep 
state forest lands in the Guy Fawkcs Wilderness and importq 
s1ee and environment protection zoned forest land abu€tjnq 
Werrikjbe National Park. 

Also state forest wilderness areas will be Protected under our Forestry Policy, For example, we recognise that North Washpool 
and Chaclundi have been ideyitifjd as wilderjiess they will remain off the logging schedule. Wilderness areas currently not being logged will remain of f 

the logging schedule and will be placed under immediate moratorium 
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In regarc to the rescheduling of Statø Forest's log9ing 
program in the firsL nine months of a Labor Government, we 
have cloàrly indicated that this will be undertaken following 
advice from the N?WS. You must acknowledge that this will be 
the most difficult, period in terms of management, as decisions 
nay be required within a very short time -  frame in order to be 
eftuct.tv?. This includes the necessiLy to relocate logging 
into other less-serzsitive areas whilst at the same time 
ensuring proper environmental reçulation in any new Coupes 
identified for logging. - 

The ideiitification of areas to be placed under mocatorja 
during the interim assessment process will bo conducted In a 
similar fashion to the regional assessment process. The 
process will include relevant interest groups, including 
conservationists, and will be determined by the Department of 
PJ.anning. I 

The final decision on the expenditu~re available for 
restructuring, under the tri-partite committee process, will 
remain with the Minister for Forests. Monies spent. on timber 
industry restructuring will also be clearly audited by the 
Auditor-Goneral who reporLs to Parliament on audit issues. 
Importantly, compensation will only be paid to workers on the 
basis of a moratorium or conservation decision. In other 
words 1  people will only be eligible for restructuring funds it 
they are directly affected by a moratorium or a conservation 
decision under our policy. 

We will end export woodehipping by the Year 2000 pr_4%_aj;. jJLr if 
regional circumstances permit. 

A Carr Labor Government will guaranteu that no plantaEions are 
established as a result of the clearing of nttve forests. 
Plantations should be established on marginal agricultural 
lands and unforested areas. 

We are prspared to otter our policy to redirect any income 
from recreation facilities within state forests to further 
Improving such facilities rather than to further plantation 
development. 

I trust that the clarification of these isties will allow you 
to endorse our historic Forest Policy. 

Yours sincerely, 

BOB CARR, N.?., 
LMDER...PL ThL.PPPOSJ.tIQNJ. 

-. 	 r 
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Draft 4 - 24 May 1995 [Qs 41 Cohen - ALP Forest Poll 

Issue A : Regional Forest Agreements with the CommonweAth 
1 / What is the status of negotiations between the NSW and Commonw(alth Governments 

on Scoping Agreements for Regional Forest Agreements, under the framework of the 
National Forest Policy Statement, for the NE, SE and Western regions of NSW ? [a] 

2/ Who in Premier's Department is co-ordinating discussions with the Department of 
Prime Minister and Cabinet on behalf of the Can Government? [b] 

3/ Will the Premier provide a briefing on the Carr Government's internal inter-
departmental arrangements for negotiating, preparing and undertaking regional 
assessments consistent with the National Forest Policy Statement? [c] 

Issue B: Staffing of NSW forest management and assessment agencies 
1 / What additional resources and staff have been provided to the Department of Planning, 

and other NSW agencies to expand these departments' capacities to implement 
Government's forestry policy? [d] 

Issue C: Untangling the mess left by the Coalition Government 
1/ Have written legal opinions been obtained by the Government from legal counsel on the 

nature and extent of commitments in, and limits on, wood supply agreements (WSAs) 
signed by previous governments? [e] 

2/ Will the Government table these legal opinions and relevant WSAs in the Parliament? 

3/ Since the Carr Government has instituted a new assessment process for forests, what 
action will be taken on EISs still being produced by FCNSW (SF) on a Management 
Area wide basis for: 

i) 	Dorrigo MA? (31 Oct 92) 	 ii) 	Casino MA? (31 Jul 93) 
iii) 	Casino West MA (31 Jul 93) 	 iv) 	Murwillumbah MA 
v) 	Gloucester MA? (30 Sep 93) 	 vi) 	Chicester MA 
vii) Tenterfield MA (31 Oct 93) 	)('viii) Urbenville MA? (31 Dec 93) 
ix) 	Urunga MA (28 Feb 94) 	 x) 	Walcha Nundle MA? (30 Apr 94) 
xi) 	Styx River MA (30 Apr 94) 	'/xii) Warung MA (30 Jun 94) 
xiii) Queanbeyan MA (30 Sep 94) 	 xiv) Badja MA (30 Sep 94) 
xv) Wyong MA (30 Sep 94) 	 [1] 

gtr' - rniia irntnnzi nwai 	nwaYavJ?a.gt jt1ua  
1k' tauts)tl 	 ithi 	& 

Notes: 
[a] Regional Forest Agreements: the Commonwealth Position, February 1995 
N ditto - see sections on intra-government and inter-government organisational protocols 
[c] National Forest Policy Statement, see page 24 
[dJ Labor's Forestry Policy - NSW State Election: March 1995, see page 6 and Letter from The Hon Bob Cart to Ian Cohen, The 
Greens NSW 16 March 1995: see page 1 

V Labor's Forestry Policy - NSW State Election: March 1995, see page 6 
as required in ss.3 et al, per Schedule 4 of the TI(JP) Act 1992 (dates when EISs were first promised to be done) 
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Issue D Interim assessments process 
1/Is the Premier aware that the Commonwealth has requested NSW agencies to id$tify all 

areas potentially required for a 'comprehensive, adequate and rcpresentatjte reserve 
system" ('c.a.r.') by August 95, in order to allow the Commonwealth to e/clude these 
areas from woodchip licences issued by the Commonwealth for 1996? [gI / 

2/Is the Premier a that NSW agencie curre only listing areas of identified 'old 
growth fo est' o wildernes alue as deserving exclusion from woodchipping 
licences? hi 

3/ Does the Premier still agree that in order to allow all deserving areas of forests to be 
identified for the 'c.a.r' reserve system, a range of conservation criteria wider than 
simply 'old growth' forest and wilderness, must be applied? [ii 

4/ Will the Premier ensure that NSW agencies apply a full range of conservation criteria (in 
addition to 'old growth' forest and wilderness values) in the Deferred Forest 
Assessment to identify all areas potentially required for a 'c.a.r' reserve system' for 
forwarding to the Commonwealth? Li) 

51 Who .afeen appointed to the "Forestry Advisory Council" [Ic] 

6/ What progress has been made on the promised 'rapid evaluation of existing regrowth 
forests'? [1] 

7/ How has the Carr Government acted to "urgently re-schedule State Forests' logging 
programs" to ensure the protection of HCV 'old growth' forest and identified 
wilderness areas? [m] 

8/ What steps have been taken to "initiate an interim assessment process, to be completed 
within nine months, involving all stakeholders at a regional level"? [n] 

39/ Who has been appointed to the "tripartite committee consisting of the relevant 
employer, union and government" (sic) which is to implement Labor's timber 
industry structural adjustment program on "an individual case by case basis "?[o] 

9/ hat approaches has the Cart Government made to the Federal Government "to seek 
funding assistance for industry structural adjustment"? (pj 

10/ What funds have been identified by the Carr Government as being available from the 
Federal Government for "labour market, retraining and relocation programs"? [q] 

Notes 	(ConEd):  
[g] advice from NFPAFmember  Mr Dailan 
[hJ ditto; also Labor's Forestry Policy - NSW State Election: March 1995 see page 7 
Ii] ditto see page 8 for commitment in 'comprehensive regional assessments' citing full range of values, and see page 3 of Letter from 
The Hon Bob Can to Ian Cohen, The Greens NSW 16 March 1995 for commitment that 'the interim assessment process will be 
conducted in a similar fashion to the regional assessmentprocess'? 
U] National Forest Conservation Reserves - Commonwealth proposed criteria: A Discussion Paper, Mar 95; see page 8 
[Ic] Labor's Forestry Policy - NSW State Election: March1995 see page 3 
[I] ditto see page 7 
ml ditto seepage? 
ni ditto se page 7 
01 ditto seepages 10 & 13; 

Letter from The Hon Bob Carr to Ian Cohen, The Greens NSW 16 March 1995: see page 1 
Labor's Forestry Policy - NSW State Election: March 1995 see page 15 
ditto see page 15 
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Internal validity is maximised by the experimental design. Independent 

variables crucial to the environmental-transaction aspect of the 'nature benefit 

assumption" are manipulated: the degree of "naturalness" of the environmental settings 

and the amount of sensory involvement in these enviroments. This permits the 

comparison of psychological responses across treatment conditions. The effects of 

confounding independent variables are reduced through constancy control (e.g., 

physical and social activities); discount control (e.g., initial mood); and the random 

assignment of participants to treatment groups (e.g., previous place of residence). 

The prior measurement of relevant personality variables (e.g., underlying 

environmental preference) permits the investigation of individual differences in 

environmental response. The range of dependent variables measured (mood change, 

mindfulness, physical comfort and perceptions of "being away") permits an 

investigation of the complexity of psychological responses to environmental 

experience. 

The environmental-transaction aspect of the "nature benefit assumption" 

translates, through the theoretical framework and research design, into several major 

hypotheses: 

the more "natural" the environment experienced, the greater the positive 

effect it will have on mindfulness and mood; 

activities encouraging sensory involvement will have positive effects on 

mindfulness and mood in all environments; 

the more "natural" the environment, the greater the positive effects of 

sensory involvement activities will be; 

participants with greater underlying preferences for their environmental 

setting will experience more mindfulness and positive changes in mood; 

participants with high needs for mindfulness will experience more 

positive changes in mood in response to experiences of mindfulness. 
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* Media Release * 
EXCLUSIVE to The SYDNEY MORNING HERALD: Friday -17 March 1995 

CARR CLEARS UP DOUBTS ON A.L.P. 
FORESTRY POLICY 

Lingering doubts about Labor's intentions on export woodchipping and the 
implementation of their Forestry policy have been resolved following high level 
discussions between The Greens and the ALP on the eve of final preference decisions, 
according to The Greens NSW. 

"After direct discussions with senior ALP figures, The Greens have received a letter from 
Bob Can clarifying aspects of his Forestry policy which were concerning us and many forest 
action groups," said The Greens No.1 Legislative Council candidate, Mr Ian Cohen. 

The 3 page letter (attached) was released by The Greens to forest action groups who had 
greeted the clarifications as "significant improvements". Mr Cohen said that Mr Carr's 
letter had been an important factor in The Greens making final preference decisions. 

"Mr Carr has dropped the worrying caveat that made his proposal to end export 
woodchipping vague and equivocal. The ALP is now committed to ending export wood-
chipping by the Year 2000or earlier if regional circumstances permit - fullstop," he said. 

Mr Cohen said that other important clarifications by Mr Carr included: 
• a guarantee that no plantations will be established as a result of clearing native forests; 
•. a policy amendment to ensure that income from recreational facilities within state forests would be 

redirected to further improve such facilities rather than to fund further plantation development; 
• a promise that final decisions on expenditure from the $60m structural adjustment fund will be made by the 

Minister for Forests after consultation with unions and industry, rather than by the tri-partite committee; 
• a commitment that the $60m fund would be managed accountably and would be audited by the Auditor- 

General who will report to the NSW Parliament; 
• assurances that regional assessments will be undertaken in a balanced, open and public manner and that the 

Regional Assessment Co-ordination Committee (RACC) and Regional Assessment Committees (RACs) will 
be comprised of appropriate State Agencies and reps from conservation, industry and union interests, 
together with scientists with applicable expertise; 

• an undertaking that the interim assessment process, to identify high conservation areas to be placed under 
moratoria in 1996, will be conducted in a similar fashion to the regional assessment process, which involves 
relevant interest groups and the identification of the full range of high conservation values: i.e. old 
growth, wilderness, national estate, world heritage, endangered and vulnerable species biological 
diversity and other cultural values; 

• the implementation of the 'moratorium clause' of the National Forest Policy Statement, in the first 9 
months of a Carr Government, by urgently rescheduling logging to avoid forestry activities in high 
conservation old growth forests and identified wilderness areas, pending the completion of an interim 
assessment process; 

• an agreement that the Department of Planning would be the determining authority for Regional 
Assessments. 

"With these written commitments, from the man who would be Premier, the forests, and 
those defending them, can breathe easier. All Mr Carr needs to do now is form 
government and start work on these urgent priorities," said Mr Cohen. 

...ends. 
For more info Phone: Ian Cohen 015 895 283 or 02 30 8043h. 



Response to conservation groups and NSW Greens 

Thank you for your correspondence seeking clarification of 
some aspects of NSW Labor's Forest Policy. 

I would assure you that regional assessments in order to 
identify a comprehensive, adequate and representative reserve 
system will be undertaken in a balanced, open and public 
manner. 

I would also assure you that the Regional Assessment Co- 
/ 	ordination Committee will be comprised of representatives of 

V appropriate State Agencies, conservation, industry and union 
interests, together with scientists with applicable expertise. 

I wish to make it clear that the RACC will have the role of 
co-ordinating Regional Assessment Committees to ensure. 
consistently in approach and the practical implementation of

, 
 

the assessment process. RAC's will be constituted primarily 
by regional/lotal interest group and agency representatives to 
ensure the assessment process truly reflects a regional focus. 

Your request that the Department of Planning and National 
Parks and Wildlife Service have responsibility for,xegional 

	

4-c' 	,,n,ar 	4-1,a 	,l'iranl-ir'n 	r 	4-ha 	Ph%(''e 	rafflnn4-c, 

- misunderstanding of the ALP's policy. 	In the extensive 
discussions held with conservation representatives in 
formulating our policy, it was made clear, and was agreed, 
that the unit currently within the Department of Planning with 
responsibility for determining Environmental Impact Statements 
would be the determining authority in regard to Regional 
Assessments._ It was acknowledged that thiThnit was regarded 
as credible by both sides of the debate. 

Indeed, in a discussion between Kim Yeadon and Mr Dailan Pugh 
in early January of this year, P.1 r Pugh stated that RAC's 
should be information gathering committees on what are 
potentially high conservation areas and that the validity of 
the information gathered would be concisely determined at a 
later stage of the process. 

4, 

This is precisely the appr a,h that NSW Labor has adopted. 
Therefore, RAC's and thC would comprise representatives 
of interest groups or stakeholders, including 
conservationists, and importantly, qualified scientists with 
appropriate expertise, in order to identify high conservation 
areas. Determination of those areas would rest with the 
determining unit within the Department of Planning which would 
receive further public submissions before any determination 
was made. 
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The key issue is that there is no requirement for any group or 
interest to feel that they must dominate membership of the 
RAC's or the RACC as any balance should and will be centred 
upon scientific expertise. I am sure you will agree that this 
is appropriate and proper if an open, and scientifically 
accountable process of assessment is to be achieved for 
establishing a representative reserve system. 

Our Wilderness Policy has been described as "world class". In 
the first year we will gazette seven (and possibly eight) new 
wilderness areas and extend eight existing wilderness areas. 

The areas will include vacant crown land, Sydney Water lands, 
national park, state forests zoned for environment protection 
or is too steep to log, and lands which State Forests have 
previously not objected to. 

For example, there are several thousand hectares of steep 
state forest lands in the Guy Fawkes Wilderness and important 
steep and environment protection zoned forest land abutting 
Werrikimbe National Park. 

Also state forest wilderness areas will be protected under our 
Forestry Policy. For example, we recognise that North 
Washpool and Chaelundi have been identified as wilderness. 
They will remain off the logging schedule. Wilderness areas 
currently not being logged will remain off the logging 
schedule and will be placed under immediate moratorium. 

In regard to the rescheduling of State Forest's logging 
program in the firs nine months of a Labor Government, we 
have clearly indicated that this will be undertaken following 
advice from the NPWS. You must acknowledge that this will be 
the most difficult period in terms of management, as decisions 
may be required within a very short timeframe in order to be 
effective. This includes the necessity to relocates logging 
into other less-sensitive areas whilst at the same time 
ensuring proper environmental regulation in any new coupes 
identified for logging. 

The identification of areas to be placed under moratoria 
during the interim assessment process will be conducted in a 
similar fashionto the regional assessment process. 	The 
process 	include relevant interest groups, including 
conservationists, and will be determined by the Department of 
Planning. 

Monies spent on timber industry restructuring will be clearly 
audited by the Auditor-General who reports to Parliament on 
audit issues. Importantly, compensation will only be paid to 
workers on the basis of a moratorium or conservation decision. 
In other wordspupteTrI6nTf5eThTttbtcforrestructuriTi 
funds if they are directly affected by a moratorium or a 
conservation decision under our policy. 
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We will end export woodchipping by the Year 2000 or earlier if 
regional circumstances permit. 

/ A Carr Labor Government will guarantee that no plantations are 

,j 	established as a result of the clearing of native forests. 
V 	Plantations should be established on marginal agricultural 

lands and unforested areas. 

We are prepared to alter our policy to redirect any income 
from recreationfäIflETeswit1TttrmtXte forests to further 
improving such facilities rather than to further plantation 
development. 

I trust that the clarification of these issues will allow you 
to endorse our historic Forest Policy. 

Yours sincerely, 

BOB CARR, M.P., 
LEADER OF THE OPPOSITION. 

/ 

/ 
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llmct, if at tsmpted, Le Lv1 of c.ruptiou cau.ed wid 

pol±tict erd prictLca1 probie 	,Df such mgritde tt 

	

a rjll tio!,al more torur 	d rego 	sgessment process in 
u'e 	 inevitably be derallaL 

we 	re committed to 	urgent'y 	reschedule loggin9 	Out 
' 	 idrtifid wUderness and 	high 	conservation old growth 
Liires and into r.growth and plantattons4 

s•yo' know the 1995 Logging schedule did nOt :  COver all of  the  
nUqe foret esato. The rapid *s*ssmat process over nine 
mntha in 195 1  will etablis1i a full. mocatortum for 
identified )'igh consrvation old gtOwU forests that: will stay 
in place until the completion of regLonal assessments, 

Wo hive ocmmitted vexy significant funft to au4st. t1* 
môt&torlum proceU and the 	1tLmats aCtiovonIon:t of a 

• 



-- 

/ 

lrnets Policy has becn described as "world class. In v first sear we will gazette 7 (and poss'bly 6) new 'derr 	areas and extend 8 existing wilderness aeas. 

areas will include vac*r.t Crown lend, Sydnoy WatRr 
parc, state forests zoned for environrent 	OCL1cJII - 	is too steep to log, and lands which State Foi est have 

viosly nct objecLed to, 

For example, thare are several thousand hectares of steep 
' -e forest lands in the Guy Ewkes W1deness and irrbporLant 

and e,ivironment protection zoned forest land 	buttirLg 
i)<uibc Ntlonl Park 

tte frest wilderness areas will be protected under our 
srry Poiicy. 	For example, we recognise that North 

lol and Chelundi have been identified as wilderness, 
r,v will remLrt otf the Loing schedule. 	Wildeiness areas 

y nc)t being logged will remain off the logging 
uie and will be placed under immediate moratoriur, 

L(JkRUCTUR i NC; 

:onies spent on Limbor Industry restructuring will be clearly 
j'Jited by the ud1tor-Cenera1 who reports to Parliament on 

it issues, 	ImportanLly, copensatiQn will only be paid to 
workers on the bis of a moratorium or consorvaLc decjgjo, 
n other words, people will only be •ligibie for-  r'.;ucturing 
'unds if they are ditectly affected by a mcrum or a 
conservation decision under our policy. 

?iSNTA.LT O 

? Crr Lhor government will guarantee that no plantations are 
as a result of the clearing of native forest. 

?lantatioris should be establish. on marginal agricultural 
rds and un"oresLed areos, 

OODCHIPPINq 

",'e will end •xpot woodchipping by the Year 2000 Qr earlier if 
regional circumstances permtt. 

We do not intend to compromise the Integrity of wilderness 
ares but do feel ft is necessary to consult relevant 
community interests (including the environment movement) to 
allow concerns to be stated and considered, However, we will 
not replicate the disgraceful process undorLaken by the Fahey 
overnrnent, 



• 	 ytor of gc,veI'rrnnt 	we hQe you will agree that 
. "- n Of a Carr Labor GovorAn1cn provLdes the only chance 

ve our t,ld growth arid wild•r:iess forests. 

?i'ur.3 sincerely 

pa,# "_ 

icm ?kllafl Mi•e 
.Ll)w Vrtrist.r for Plar.:ir 	and EnvirOiinort 

I 



a 	PARUAj,rjj-l-  OF NEW SOUTH WALES 
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY 
PAM ALLArg PAP 

SHADOW MINISTER FOR PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT 
 SHADOW MINISTER FOR WOMEN'S AFFAIRS 

March 14, 1995 

Electorate  Office 
35 Boomeflg Pface 
Seven Hilts 2147 

Tel: 	 622 
Fax (02) 831 2130 

Anrrespon, to 
PO Box 592 

Seven HIlls 2147 

Mr 'Ernie Page. MP 
Member- for Coogee 
Parliament House 
Macuarje Street 
SYDNEy 2000 

Dear Ernie, 

I am Writing 	
s 

, to provide further information on' State Labor' 
Forestry. arid Wilderness Policies, in response to a numbe 
concerns raised. by environentaljsts 	 r of 

FORESTRY 

Some confusion has arisen about the first part of 
our moratorium on logging of identified wilderness and high conservation  value old growth forests. 

While we appreciate 
the urgency felt by the environ.ment 

movement about the rate of destruction of such forests. t am *jf  
I 	govermn 

In fact, if attempted, the level of disruption caused would 
create political and practical problems of such magnitude that 
the additional moratori, and regional assessment process in 
the Policy would inevitably be derailed 

However, 
we are committed to urgently reschedule logging out 

of identified wilderness and high conservation old grow
-Ith forests and into regrowth and plantations 

As you know the 1995 logging schedule did not cover all of the 
native forest estate. The rapid assessment process 
months in 1995, will establish a full moratorium for 
identified high conservation old growth forests that will stay 
in place until the completion of regional assessments 

We have committed very sign4ficant funds to assist the 

	

moratori 	
process and the ultimate achievemt of a 

comprehensive,: adequate and representative reserve 
system, together with programs to avoid adverse impacts on workers. 

As stated in our media release (813/95) accompanying our 
Forestry Policy, the National Forest Policy Statement process 
will be accouiitable and transparent - 



WILDER1Es S 

Our Wilderness Policy has been described as "world class". In 
the first year we will gazette 7 (and possibly 8) new 
wilderness areas and extend 8 existing wilderness areas. 

The areas will include vacant crown land, Sydney Water lands, 
national park, state forests zoned for environment protection 
or is too steep to log, and lands which State Forests have 
previously not objected to. 

For example, there are several thousand hectares of steep 
state forest lands in the Guy Fawkes Wilderness and important 
steep and environment protection zoned forest land abutting 
WerrjJçje National Park. 

Also state forest wilderness areas will be protected under our 
Forestry Policy. For example, we recognise that North 
Washpool and Chaelundi have been identified as wilderness. 
They will remain off the logging schedule. Wilderness areas 
currently not being logged will remain off the logging 
schedule and will be placed under immediate moratorium. 

RESTRUCTURING 

Monies spent on timber industry restructuring will be clearly 
audited by the Auditor-General who reports to Parliament on 
audit issues. Importantly, compensation will only be paid to 
workers on the basis of a moratorium or conservation decisiorx 
In other words, people will only be eligible for restructuring 
funds if they are directly affected by a moratorium or a 
conservation decision under our policy. 

PLANTATIONS 

/ A Carr Labor government will guarantee that no plantations are 
established as a result of the clearing of native forest. 
Plantations should be established on marginal agricultural 
lands and uriforested areas. 

WOODCHfl'PING 

/ We will end export woodchipping by the Year 2000 or earlier if 
V regional circumstances permit. 

We do not intend to compromise the Integrity of wilderness 
areas, but do feel it is necessary to consult relevant 
community interests (including the environment movement) to 
allow concerns to be stated and considered. However, we will 
not replicate the disgraceful process undertaken by the Fahey 
Government. 



- 3 - 

I hope that conservation groups such as the Wilderness Society 
are able to give active support for our Forestry and 
Wilderness Policies. When taken with our Nature Conservation 
Policy and the promise to gazette 24 new national parks 
including a 90,000 ha South East Forest National Park in the 
first year of government, we hope you will agree that election 
of a Carr Labor Government provides the only chance to save 
our old growth and wilderness forests 

Yours sincerely 

Pam Allan MP 
Shadow Minster for Planning and Environment 
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: PORESiIOLIcYAp 

Dear Fricnds 

are wrrtrtrlg to give out perspecdve on rhe relative merits of the fotet policies preentd by hL Lahot 
rv nd iie Liberal/National Patdc. in uh lead up to the NSW Elections. Wc hope you iH ta<c thsc 

mmts 	Lu counr when dccidin on your preference disrdhution for L.owet house 

The Liherai ' tond policy is very brief k than hail a page of dic Euvircuirnent. Policy ,  and 	b;c.ill a 
restatncu of the Govcrnniens 'husir:s 0 iiu,l approach The comrnirmcnr to add an xtr 	H 
oFhrdwood plantations will do nchin r ,tp the currenE alarming tate oldetructioii of fl2uvc  

nor will such a 	ur.c he i hoe i;v n tine current logging operations wipe our our rcinainLu  
conearien ;:iw. f.'r 	. T}e pcIL'v fails in trutny areas a.s i t docs not: 

on the lugging of high coucerltio1] value forests; 
:o ;:imec For rhe indusr r 5hf to the exisring plantation resource as i wv e 

cs iobs 
ie at 	li 

n morii; input ro dectsionnalLirlprocc ,isci un forcr tnatgement; 
tfrough an exrani.d tes ervC 

LiUII bent on entitnu 	etirei'c uriscJeflUFIc and iirit 	inable t re :! 
the AustrI :i 	m it uiy. WC LirgC 10U nOt to tI FUCI 

I, tral or National Prri.s r to an' el their icIlow-rraveIkr iodependeni. 

I 
IL The Libur Parcys Fcrcuv oIic is ar more c tpr CriSive acd has the potcnual to witi.lte i propei 

ssement of forer values, prurcet areas of high 	i'atwr valic and provide reuureec fir the iiidutry 
to move to a 5ustainable pl:i ! nm-bitsc, Howe.crd 	LIC cuoe fL.v in he Puhy .su:li M a uuartc: to 
cr.d eporr svooddiipping a e : iIlirtirrnent to oper :id c cmint hLe procesc. in tin; Regionat Assessment 

eedurcs and a cumtnitine:t 	mmediatel'. ,  y., !2ce a 	raenum on all high coneramionvalu iorets 
oo dquare1y reprecnud in the cesrs'e vu ' n 

grt: imptnvcmeni on the LitrL t' aLcnal P , licy hut is certainly not perfect mid 
he LOLO 	I ll 	 ' 	We ate cahing for 5ome hane u_ 

be rnacj 	 . 	t these cha ries V made hen we would urge you to support die LaLut 
i> rry rhreh 	 11 rhsc chanps 	tmin then pkase decide your prvcrenee: 
cm rhc basi, 	\. 	dcme nor hvc :iL u q olei 	r'pon. of rna.ny NW conseratoo 
grOUp 

\X'e hope ihis p iptt!.': ; m$ ut1ie use tO 00 Ln 	:Cdul UP. i hC •d1 ImpOrtant lSILC c'f prcftencc 
JIMLiburion, 

15 	Your c.inerelv 

,rtli East Fert 

(t f 1,l.ice 

t..uOZt Laui I)f I 
Th 	ldres Sit:v 	INIMi rt Conservu inn 

Council 
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The Greens NSW 
State Election 1995 Campaign Office: 

GPO Box 1220, Sydney 2001: 1st floor, 168 Day Street, Sydney 
Phone 02 267 4410, 02 267 4404, 02 267 4406 02 267 4407 Fax 02 267 3158. 

Mr Bob Carr, 	 11.30am - 14/3/1995 
Leader of the Opposition, 
NSW Parliament House, 
Macquarie Street, Sydney. 2000. 	- 
per fax 02 230 2608 

* CONFIDENTIAL * 
URGENT - -. FOR MR CARR'S PERSONAL ATTENTION 

Dear- Mr Carr, 

RE: Resolving serious concerns on ALP Forestry Policy 

Please find attached a Copy of a letter to you from The Greens NSW and three major 
NSW forest campaign organisations. 	- - 

The letter and the attached schedule of requested amendments represents our final 
attempt to win your personal support for important amendments to your Forestry 
Policy. Forests are, as you know, a critic:lal issue in this election. - 

The envitonment movement has made -significant concessions in now proposing 
only these amendments. We believe that your persànal acceptance of and 
commitment to these amendments isessential and will have a critical bearing on 
the attitudes and actions which the letter's signatories will take in the final days of 
the campaign. 	 - 

We request an urgent meeting with you persdnally to discuss your response to this 
request. We believe that at least the signatoties to the letter, or their nominees, 
should attend. No objection will be raised to the participation of Mr Gavin Hillier, in 
such a meeting should you deem his attendance suktable. 	- 	- 

While we appreciate that you have a very busy schedule, your participation in the 
requested meeting is considered vital. An urgent response would be appreciated. 
Yours sincerely, 	 - - 

Tan Cohen 
The Greens NSW 
No.1 Legjlative Council candidate. 
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CONFIDENTIAL - URGENT 

The 1-lonourable Bob Can, 
Leader of the Opposition, 	/ 
Parliament House 	 -. 
Sydney 2000 

Dear Mr. Cair, 

The' ALP forest policy, has the potential to initiate a proper assessment of forest values, 
protection of high conèervation value forests, and provide assistance in mitigating any 
adverse impacts on the timber workers from establishing an adequate conservation reserve 
system. Should your policy achieve these admirable goals then you.will indeed be setting a 
national precedent. 

The current wording of parts of the policy are too vague. Further details are required to be 
able to determine how they will be interpreted and applied in practice. We therefore 
request that you give an undertaking to include the points on the attached page in the 
ALPs threst policy. 

Please urgently respond to our requests for clarification to enable us to clearly articulate to 
the community our support for your policy should this prove to be the case. 

We wish to make it clear that should we decide to provide public support for your policy 
this must not be considered as endorsement of all aspects of that policy. In particular we 
have objections to the corporatisation of the native forest sector of State Forests 
guaranteeing long-tcrm timber supply from native forests and directing revenue from 
recreational activities into plantations. 

We also have concerns about the demands being made on the Environmental Trusts and 
believe that funding from these funds should only be provided in return for the direct 
protection of high conservation value forests. We thus request that alternative funding 
sources be sought after the election for the industry restructuring component of the 
package. 	 / 

/ 

Yours sincerely, 

.j2oir 

 

GeoffLambert 	 Ian Cohen 	 Dailan Pugh 
The Wilderness Society New-South Wales Greens 	North East Forest Alliance 

Conservation Council of the South East Region and Canberr 

A. 
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/ IT? :T 	 JwIa;lT 

Th Hoo'jra!t Bob Can, 
Leader of the Opostion, 
Farijarneig House 
Zydney 2000 

Daar Mr. Can, 

Tha ALP forest pocy has tim  potential to initie a proper assessment of forest values, 
protection of high conservation value forests, and provide assistance in mitigating any 
idvtrse impacts on the timber workers from establishing en adequate conservation reserve 
system. Should your policy achieve these admirable goals then you will indeed be setting 
maticnal precedent. 

Thc cariat wording of parts of the policy arc too vague. Further details are required to b 
able to deternñne how they will be interpreted and app!ied in practice. We therefore 
reizest that you give an undertaking to include the points on the attached pzge in the 
ALP's fores.: policy. 

Please urgently respond to our requests for clarification to enable us to clearly articulate t 
the community our support for your policy should this prove to b the case. 

We wish to make it clear that should we decide to provide public support ibr your policy 
this mcst not be considsrr4 as endorsement of all aspects of that policy. In particular we 
hcve objectioats to the cor7orat sation of the native forest sector of State Fares:s, 
5uerc:abir!g ioitg-tenn tfrnber supply from native forests and directing :eveauc from 
recr!mo2ej activities into phatations, 

We also have concerns abou' the demands being made on the Environmental Trusts and 
brieve that fttnding from these funds should only '0z provided in return for the direct 

etton ef high consxwtion value forests. We thus request that alternative fuSing 
ecuyces be sought ther the election for the industry restructuring component of the 

YCZB kflc?f3Iy, 

Geoff,  ambert 
The Wk!eraess Society 

tA otr rorJ 

Ian Cohen 	 Dailan Pugh 
New South Wales Greens North East Fonst Mizncc 
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CON1'mENflAL 

AMENDMENTS SOtJGIIT TO THE ALP FOREST POLICY 

• [Alter second dot pOint on page 7 to read] the Department of Planning will urgently 
reschedule State Forests' logging programs, after taking advice from a working group 
of the Department of Planning, National Parks and Wildlife Service, State 
Forests, Nature Conservation Council and the CFMEU, to avoid logging and 
roading in high conservation old growth forests and identified wilderness areas pending 
the completion of the interim assessment process This will be the first stage in the 
nioratoriunt process. 

• [Add to the end of third dot point on page 71 The Regional Assessment Committees 
will oversee the interim assessment process. Forests will be assessed for all their 
conservation values and all areas with high conservation values which are not 
adequately represented in the reserve system will be placed in nioratoria. This will 
be the second stage in the moratoriwn process. 

• [Add to end of third dot point on pageS] Comprehensive regional assessments will 
be undertaken in a balanced, open and publicly accountable manner. Both 

• conmiittees ThACC and RAC] will include representation from relevant state, 
federal, conservation, industry, union and scientific organisations. Under the 
direction of the RACs, the Department of Planning and the National Parks and 
Wildlife Service shall have joint responsibility for the regional assessments [Note 
that 12 months may be a more realistic timeframe rather than 9 months]. 

• [Add additional dot point at end ofpage 9/p read] ensure that no plantations are 
established via the clearing of native forest 

• [Alter diird paragraph on page 12 to read] A committee consisting of the relevant 
employer, union, conservation and government representatives will determine the 
implementation of the structural adjustment program on an individual case by case 
basis. The committee will be required to provide to parliament a quarterly report 
and audited annual statements. 

[Delete second and third paragraphs in Woodchipping section; pages 14-15, and 
replace with] Export woodchipping will he phased out as soon as practicable 
within the first term of office of a Carr GOvernment. 

End. 
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CONIFTDENTL4L - URGENT 

The Flonounble Bob Cn, 
Leader of the Opposition, 
Parliament House 
Sydney 2000 

Dear Mr. Can, 

The ALP forest policy has the potential to initiate a proper assessment of forest values, 
protection of high conservation value forests, and provide assistance in mitigating any 
adverse impacts on the timber workers from establishing an adequate conservatioji reserve 
system. Should your policy achieve these admirable goals then you will indeed be setting a 
national precedent. 

The curTent wording of parts of the policy are too vague. Further details are required to be 
able to determine how they will be interpreted and applied in practice. We therefore 
request that you give an undertaking to include the points on the attached page in the 
ALPs forest policy. 

Please urgently respond to our requests for clarification to enable us to clearly articulate to 
the community our support for your policy should this prove to be the case. 

We wish to make it clear that should we decide to provide public support for your policy 
this must not be considered as endorsement of all aspects of that policy. In particular we 
have objections to the corporatisatjon of the native forest sector of State Forests, 
guarantecn long-term timber supply from native forests and directing revenue from 
recreational activities into plantations. 

We alsohave concerns about the demands being made on the Environmental Trusts and 
believe that thnding from these thuds should only be provided in return for the direct 
protection of high conservation value forests. We thus request that alternative funding 
sources be sought after the election for the industry restructuring component of the 
package. 

Yours sincerely, 

Geoff Lambert 
The Wilderness Society 

Ian Cohen 	 Dailan Pugh 
New South Wales Greens North East Forest Alliance 

[and other groupsj 
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CONFIDENTIAL - URGENT 

The Honourable Bob Can,  
LeadcrofthdOji$itjon,*L.t 
Parliament House 	 ,. 	

I 
. 	 . 

I)ear Mr.,  arr, 

The ALP forest pohb has the potential to,imtiate a proper asessment of forest values 
proStionofhjh bbtin?jfion value forests, and provide assistance in mitigating any 
adverse impacts on the timber workers from establishing an adequate conservation reserve 
system. Should your policy achieve these admirable goals 3hen you will indeed be setting a 
nationalprcedont:'. 

 
' 	

- 	J •''1 

The óunent wordmofg parts of the jiolicy aito vague. Further. details are required to be 
able to determme how they will be mteqretd and applied in practice We therefore 
request that you give an undertaking to include the points on the attached page in the 
ALP'S forest policy. 

Please urgently respond to bur requests for clarification to enable us to clearly articulate to 
the community our suppori for your policy shciuld this prove to be the case. 

We wish to make it char that should we decide 19 provide public support for your poliôy 
this must not be considered as endorsement of all aspects of that policy. In particular we 
have objeclionst the o406ratisafion of the native forS áectàr of State Forests, 
guaranteeing long-term timber supply from native forests and direèting revenue from 
recreational activities intOplantations. 

We alsohave concerns about the demands being made on the Environmental Trusts and 
believe that funding  from these  funds should bnly be provided mretith'foi the direct 
protection of high 6onservation valuó forests. Wethüs reqüSt that alternative funding 
sources be sought after the election for the induMry restructuring component of the 
package. ' 	 V 	' 

Yours sincerely, 

Geoff Lanibert 
The Wilderness Society 

Ian Cohezrct' 
New South Wales Greens 

DailanPujV ? 
North East Forest Alliance 

[and other groups] 
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CONIi'WENTIAL 

AMENDMENTS SOUGHT TO TILE ALP FOREST POLICY 

• [Alter second dot pOint on page 7 to read] the Department of Planning will urgently 
reschedule State Fores& logging programs, añer takiiig advice from a working group 
of the Department of Plrndng, National Parks and Wildlife Service, State. 
Forests, Nature Conservation Cou cil and the CFMEU, to avoid logging and 
roading in high conservation old growth forests and idFntifiedwildà -ness areas pending 
the completion of the mtenm assessment process This will be the first stage in 
moratorium process 	 - 

• [Add to the end of third dcii pnnff on page 71 The R4ional Assessment Committees 
will oversee the interim assessment process. Forests will be assessed for all their 
conservation values and aH areas with high conservation values th are not 
adequately represented in the reserve system will be placed in moratona This will 
be the second stage in the moratoriwn process. 

• [Add to end of third dot point on page 8] Comprehensive regional assessments will 
• be undertaken in a balanced, open and publicly accountable manner. Both 

coñmilttees [RACC and IiACS] will inelude represejitation from relevant state, 
federal, conservation, industry, union and scientific organidations. Under the 
direction of the RACs, the Department of Planning and the NatiQnal Parks and 
Wildlife Service shall have joint responsibffity for the regional assessments [Note 
that(71)nOnt/zs may be a More realistic timeframe rather than 9 months]. 

p [Add addifional dot point at end ofpage 9 tq read] ensure that no plantations are 
V established via the clearing of nafive forest 

• [Alter tlnrd paragraph on page 12 to readJ,A committ* consisting of the relevant 
employer, union, conservation and government representatives will determine the 
implementation of the structural adjustment program on an individual case by ease 

M basis. The committee will be required to 'provide to parliament a quarterly report 
and audited annual statelents. 

.• IDelete second and third paragraphs in Woodchipping section, pages 14-15, and 
y replace with] Export woodcldpping will be phased out as soon as practicable 

within the first term of office of a Carr GóverññienC 
En 
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CNTIAL, FOR THE A1TENTION OF ANTHONY TOO rfLj.H 
CT;2TflXMl COHEN (GREENS), GAVijLLT (CFMEU), nd DAILAN 

.*J2(NEFA). 

ii.r Mr. Can, 

Th31 ALP forest policy has the potential to initiate a proper assvssmet of forest values, 
p:ction of high conservation value forests, and provide assistance in mitigating any 
.dvese impacts on the timber workers from establishing an adequate conservation reserr 

cystem. Should your policy achieve thcst admirable goals then you will indeed be settint 
.:ationa1 precedect. 	- 

The cuntnt wordmg of parts of the policy are too vagueazi.".rifiu-tJer detaLs,4o x 
able to determine how they will be interpreted and applied in practice. We thrcfore 
request that you give an undertaking to include 	; points,in the ALP's forest 
policy, 

 

o [Add to second dot point on page 7] QS Dprunttc o'IPkntllthng crFll urgently 
reschedule $tate Forests' logging programs, after taking advice from zr1c j; 
off th 	 of 

 
PRn=jM& NioS FORt nS WMdII ervAn, SL 

Ya''fl, Nflnire CzernSur Couitd1 2S lfiute C]FMIEU, to avoid logging aU 
roading in high conservation old growth forests and identified wilderness areas pendütg 
the zomplction of the interim assessment processjls wRll [bt ilN Mbrt 	frr 

fCCTLL 

o JAdI to the end of third dot point on page 7] The TRe4otll 	ats 
intethmu csiinenaQ pirct. y0treg, wfl h 	ifo: oi2 - 

vnkes !IS ME @Teas rSib llri5i csvfimi vthr c - i•ch :r rce 
i]II rn 	s 	r± 

tn jti 	h ft molmoithuivn na 
1 

[Add to end of third sat!paragr aph on  page 81 CcthSw ngtJ 
=ZzT 'TMICZ c'fiJ 1iz 	iBm k @ j) flRMMCS,  cja S1 nnbflfcilyF  czcun~EY22  

Jo c@ 	 4CC and K4CsJ 
fa&ry, pmnfgn aS zezni2f& ort•ac. 

IMOT off Qh 	tS 	 off Thnntmitr€ 	S 
zS WildPuiffe servEce slltdll Pswe joS ns. zunflfill'TDY the 

cena /Note that 12 months may be a snore realisfic timefraine rather than 9 

!
Add additiocuzi dot pots at end ofpage9 No p 

(3 
[Alter thYrd paragraph on page i'2] A. committee consisting o14%rtlevant employct. 
union, 	 and government il1 determine the impiemeniation of the 
struct adjustment program on an dividud case by ctse basis. Th ntht&, vv: 

7 - 
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o QcvGa4nt* & 
m provfuct1Je i flrRy 	nurtimtiry nprr. iz 	rñ arSedi 

aa&nll 

2- 
[After pam 2 on page 15 to read] Epzws wc thlip*n8 wfillft ihi DDh=Td wtis so= 
ü p cSTh wSuri &t ffimt ftm of offlcø M a Csn Govnnns 

Please urgently respond to our requests for clarification to enabie us to clearly articulate to 
the community our support for your policy should this prove to be the case. 

We wish to make it cleat that should we decide to provide public support for your policy 
this must not be considered as endorsement of all aspects of that policy. In partkular we 
have objections to the corptntisation of the native forest sector of State Forests, 
guaranteeing long-term timber supply from native forests and directing revenue from 
recreational activities into plantations. 

We also have concerns about the demands being made on the Environmental Trusts and 
believe that funding from these funds should only be provided in return for the direct 
protection of high conservation value forests. We thus request that alternative funding 
sources be sought after the election for the industiy restructuring component of the 
package. 

Yours sincerely, 

G$Labert 	 Ian Cohen 	 Dailan Pugh 
The Wil&zness Society 	New South Wales Greens North East Forest Alliance 
¶2d t groupsj 	 7Z 
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South Eict Wcrests Conenratirnt Couxicil 

flHB GREEN CHALLENGE 

The Liberal National Party Coalition government led by John Fahey 
yesterday failed its own new "Green Challenge" environment policy. 
After being adressed by the Environment Minister Chris Hartcher, the 
Government was unanimously condemned by hundreds of 
conservationists. They were attending the Environment in Crisis 
conference called to asses the environmental policies of the major 
parties. After refusing to answer a questionare on its policies the 
Coalition provided an environmental policy at the last minute which 
contained only one sentence on forests and totally ignored wilderness. 

"The Coalition was judged a very poor last out of the four major 
parties. Some conservationists suggested ranking them 20th to reflect 
their appalling record on the destruction of high conservation value old 
growth forests such as the Coolangubra wilderness in the south east 
and Wild Cattle Creek in north east NSW "said Noel Plumb, 
spokespercon for the South East Forest Alliance. 

Minister for the Envirc -' fit, Chris I-Tartcher, said if re-elected the 
government would continue to implement the National forest Policy 
Statement. We assume this means continuing to target for intensive 
logging and woodchipping the Federal Government's list of high 
conservation value compartments. 

"The conference congratulated the Australian Democrats and The 
Greens NSW on their unceasing efforts to protect our native forests. 
The comprehensive forest and wilderness policies of The Greens and 
the Democrats ranked them equal first "said Mr Peter Wright, National 
Biodiversity Campaigner for the Australian Conservation Foundatcn. 
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"'flte ALP's new forest poLicy was welcomed by the conference. While 
not as far reaching as those of the two smaller parties it offers a basis 
for resolution of the conflict over logging of old growth and wilderness 
forests. The comnitment to restructure the timber industry and create 
a comprehensive, adequate and representative forest reserve system, 
together with the promise to create a 90,000 ha park in the South East 
Forests puts them well ahead of the Coalition. The conference stressed 
that the credibility of a Can Labor Government would depend on it 
implementing the new policy in an open and accountable way. 

"The independents Peter Macdonald, Clover Moore and John Hatton 
were convnerided by the conference for their support for environmental 
protection over the life of the last Parliament ". 

For moye hfcrmti©x conthc 
Noel Plumb (SEFA) On Ph 810 1803 

or leter Wright (ACF) on Ph 665 7085 
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North East Forest Alliance 
Media Release 9 March 1995 

CARI4'S FOREST POLICY REQUIRES MORE DETAIL 
North East Forest Affiance (NEFA) spokesperson Data Pugh said that although the State ALP's 
Forest Policy offers worthwhile  initiatives, until Mr. Cast provides more details it is impossible to tell 
whether the policy will in reality result in protection of ow rapidly dim4ñng oldgrowih forests and 
wilderness. 

Mr. Pugh said that it is evident that both the ALP and the LIbCTaIINaIIOSS arc well aware of the 
overwhelming public stçpoi* for the protection of oldgrowth forests and that the logging of 
oldgrowth forests in north-east NSW will be completed within five yen 

"Mr. Car needs to give a clear and unambiguous gnu ...Jtment to immediately protect high 
conservation value oldgrowth forest and wilderness and detail the assessment process to be used to 
Identity moratoria to protect these areas". 

"Until tIt is done there can be no guarantee that the ALP's policy will amount to snore than the 
hollow rhetoric of the cuntat government". 

Of cutlhnitibg iiignificant funds to assist in limber industiy resb'uctwing is to be highly 

"Though there needs to be a commitment to an open process and guarantee that the $60 million from 
the EiMronme Ia! TniS will only be used to compensate workers for the direct protection of 
tluieatened forests', 

"indusny restnzcturing which will inevitably result after the oldgrocih foasts are cut out over the next 
few years must not tact con,cnsalion", he salt 

Mr. Pugh said that in accoitce with the National Forest Policy the ALP Policy gins a gum mutmwg 
to undertake comprebensive fegionat assessments and to establish comrehensiw, adequate and 
— rmm system 

"Again there needs to be a commitment to a balanced, open and accountable process that will ensure 
the assessment is done properf. 

tnlil Mr. Cart is prepared to elaborate on these aspects of his policy it will be impossible to 
detemte• whether what he is proposing will he substantially different from current practices", 
Mt Pugh salt 

"We can not agree with a number of other aspects of Can's Forest Policy, such as the indefinite 
continuation of export woodchlppig". 

'But if we can get finn and worthwhile comntents on these flmdainental issues we will he able to 
have faith that a Cast Labour Government will offer more for notib-east NSWs forests that the 
Fahey Goveimnenr, 

"With less than five yvars left it is now or now for out oldgrowth forest and Wilderness", Mr. Pugh 
said. 

FOR FURThER INFORMA11ON PLEASE CONTACT DAILAN PUGH ON 068 882268 
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COMMENTS ON ALP FOREST POLICY 
Dailan Pugh, North East Forest Alliance 

On the 8th of March 1995 the 145W ALP released their forest policy. Following I a preliminazy eaitical 
assessment of that policy. This only addresses issues raised in the policy and not the numerous issues winch 
are not mentioned. 

/ 

There are three policy Cc'1' ....tnienb winch are totally unacceptable: 

• abandoning the ccunnftment to — out export woodehipping by 2000 and allowing export 
wpodchlpping to continue bidefinitely 

• corporathation of the native forest sector.of State Ftnvsls so as to require State Forests to manage all 
native ibrests for maximum timber production to make a profit at the expezme of other forest values. 
This apparenhly entails mntaui€ the current State Forests Board; and, 

• redhection of income from recreational use to plantations rather than into improsing recreational 
fat. 

There are five policy commitments for which insufflcknt details are provided to det rmine how they will be 
L..avtvd and applied in practice, these require more detail to make the intent clear and tmanibiguous: 

• undertaking regional assessments to identif3r a comprehensive, adequate and representative reserve 
System is supported in piinciple but there is a need for detail of the process to be used before it can be 
accepted that then will be a worthwhile and just putcome; 

o the proposed Forestry Adi4soiy Committee is apparently a replicate of the cxing Foresizy Policy 
Adthosy Committee, there needs to be improved balance on the con*nittee and an ithanibiguons 
co.mntz. ienl that it will have a more meaningful role; 

• urgently rescheduling State Forests' logging program to avoid lcing and wading in high conservation 
value ol4uwlh forest and identified wilderness areas while an interim assessment is completed is 
supported in principle, though without ldcntiflâation of the process to be used and a clear conunitment 
to protect all high conservation t areas it is impossible to evaluate the merits of the process; 

• undertaking an iuleiiui assessment process to identity area to be placed undór lcghig moratotia until a 
comprebeniive regional assessment is completed is supported in principle, will details of the cribaia and 
process to be used to idendfy these moratoria is provided it is impossible to determS whether time will 
be a worthwhile outcome; and, 

• establihing it structwel a4justment Iliad of $60 million over five years, the administration of the fund 
only by guwmment lndustzy and tons is unacceptable1 there needs to be a guarantee that the thud 
will only be used to compensate for the protection of threatened HCV forests. 

There are five policy isiliathes winch are supporte& I 

• the production of legally enibrceable five year Forest Managetuent Pin with public consultation and 
enforcement by a Principle Forest Regulator responsible to the MhSer ibr Plán 

• the conuniunent to undertake resource assessments of areas identified as not being required for the 
reserve system, preswnably meanings acceleration and huprovemem of caistiug programs; 

• undert king regional assessments over private as well as public lands; 

UN 

FROM 
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• gazettal of protected lands maps which have been suppressed by the National Party at great 
environmental cosi and; 

• exanding the .h&dwood plantation program. 

RESERVE SYSTEM 
The Policy - a canln]itnlent to undertake Comprehensive Regional Assessments (CR4s) and identify 
Comprehensive. Adequate and Representative (CAR) reserve systems. Identified CAR resent ns will 
transfelTed to appropriate conservation agencies. 

These assessments are to be undertaken Itnal Assessment Committees (RACs) co-ordinated by a 
Regional Assessment Coordination Committee (IL4CC), unfortunately no details of the membership of 
these committees or the assessment process is provided. 

Comment: These assessments need to be undertaken in a balanced, open and publicly accountable 
manner which is sufficiently detailed prior to the election. It is suggested that the EACC should be 
comprised of a nominee from each of the Department of Planning, National Parks and Wildlife 
Service Nature Conservation Council, Ecological Society of Australia, an indusixy gmup Labour 
Council and a land management expert from a NSW tertiary institution apointcd as chair. The 
RACC should appoint the RACs. The Department of Planning and the National Parts and Wildlife 
Service should have joint responsibility for the regional assessments. 

HCV MORATORIA 
The Policy stat that based on the advice of the Nfl'S and other agencies the Government will wgattly 
reschedule State Forest's logging programs to avoid logging and roading in high conservation value 
OIdgTOWth forests and identified wilderness areas unlil the completion of an iatcziui assessment process. 

Comment this is baSally the wording of the NIPS with the exception that the moratorium will 
only apply until the interim assessment is complete rather than the CiA is completed and a CAR 
reserve system in place. Although the current government states that it is also following this process 
it is evident that in practice they and State Forests are flagrantly abusing the procs. The policy 
needs to be far more specific regarding the assessment process to be used. 

The second aspect to the process is a itt month interim assessment "involving all stakehokiers at a regional 
lewl' to detcnuue longer term moratorium areas within 9 months. 

Comment: there is no detail of who will idendf these moratoria, which stakeholders will be 
involved and what criteria will be used. This must be specified before it is possihie to have any faith 
it will be done properly. It is suggested that the RAts undertake this task 

FOREST MANAGEMENT 
Forestry Advisory Council 
The policy gives a commitment to establish a Forestry Advisory Council (FAC) to advise the Minister. 
Manbership will he 1 ministerial rep., 5 departmental (2 SF, no Soil Con.), 5 industry and union, 2 
conservation and two scientist It will also review Forest Management Plans. 

Comment the FAC is only to advise the mint and will have no dhect role in setting policies and 
directions of State Forests aside from reviewing Forest Management Plant The structure of MC is 
similar to the current Forest Policy Advisory Committee (FPAC) from which the  four conservation 
ieptesentans recently resigned because the government was ignoring, or not seeking, athice on 
crucial forest policy initiatives and not allowing any role in directing the policies and practices of 
State Forests. With its stronger  union  membership  there is no guarantee that FAC will be an y  more 
effective in improving enviromnental policies and standards than FPAC. 



Curporatisation 
The policy gizs a commitment to corporalisu State Forests. 

Comment the corporatisation of the native forest sector is of grave concern. The necessity of State 
Forests deriving a profit fivm native forests will continue the current massIve euviromnental 
problems resulting from State Forests altuaqiling to wring every cent out of the forests and refusing 
to undertake required environmental woit on the grounds that they can't afford it 

Resourte assessments 
The policy guts a conunilnient to undertake timber resource assessmenls of areas identified as not being 
tequired for the resent system. 

Comment resource assessments are a continuing process, though there is a need to improve the 
methodology and fast track the assessment The apparent cuu .n.ilfl.Cflt to expending more efibrt in 
this area is suppofled though there is an equal need to properly assess all forest 'values at the same 
time (eg. natural, recreational, water, plant products etc.). 

INDUSTRY RESTRUCTURING 
The policy guarantees that resource security guarantee long-term timber supply", "timber supply 
agreements") wifi be granted once Regional Forest Agreements are completed. 

Comment there is no guarantee that the regional assesnnents will be zmdeslakcn using a proper and 
open process, thus the danger of granting of resowee security over high conservation value areas is 
a likely outcome. 

A tipaflie committee of industy, gowrnnwnt and  unions  will  be established to implement stnictural 
adjustment using $60 million from the Environment Trusts. 

Comment The establishment of a ftnd to protde compensatIon to woiters for the protection of 
HCV forests is needed but there is a danger that the ALP proposal will simply become a slush fund 
to prcMde compensation once oldgrowth forests have been logged. There is no guarantee that the 
money will only be used as compensation for the direct protection of oldgrowth and HCV foxtsts 
and the committee does not include conscxvaiion rtpresentative& This process needs to be made 
more accountable and balanced with a guarantee that compensation will only be provided from the 
Ens'fromuent Trusts as a trade-off for the protection of HCV forests. 

WOODCHIPPING 
The policy cuimt.its the ALP to allow the export of woodehips inde1itthy where they come from "genuine 
brdwood sawlog residue and silviculmral practices". 

Comment SiMoultural practices am any activity that State Forests wish to undertake they include 
the removal of oldgrowth trees taking up space where young tees could grow, residues from the 
deaiing of native forests for plantations (now becoming more common in north-east NSW) and any 
other tees that State Forests consider "ekss" All woodchips currently being obtained from public 
Ibrests fall within these loose defithtions. It is apparent it will be business as usual There must be a 
conmtnent to rapidly phase out expoit woodehipping, not continue it indefinitely. 

Comment there is an urgent need for the upgrading of recreational fates in State Forest Using 
the user pay principle all income from recreational use should be directed into the improvement of 

facils not redhected to timber production. 
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PROPOSED LETTER TO CARR, RE: FOREST POLICY 
DRPSFI' FOR CONSIDERATION FOR ENDORSEMENT BY OTHER GROUPS 
WILL HAVE TO BE SENT TONIGHT AT LATEST 
CONTACT: Dailan Pugh, 066 882268 - 	(1;2ZLt4 

Dear Mr. Cart, 

We, the undersigned conservation gmups welcome your forest policy as including the 
potential to initiate a proper assessment of forest values prgtection of high conservation 
value forests, and assistalice in mitigating any adverse impacts on the timber workers from 
establishing an adequate conservation reserve system. We are prepared to endorse and 
actively support the bulk of your policy if you can expand upon committments by detailing 
satisfactory processes in key areas. We would be able endorse your policy in total if you 
could alter two other comniittments. 

There are five policy commitments for which insufficient details are provided to detennine 
how they will be interpreted and applied in practice, these require more detail to make the 
intent clear and unambiguous: 

• undertaking regional assessments to iden* a comprehensive, adequate and 
• representative reserve system 

This Is supported in principle but then Is .a needfor detail of the process to be used 
before it can be accepted that there will be a worthwhile andjust outcome. We request 
that you consider our proposal for the assessment! W be undertaken in a balancea 
open and publicly accountable manner. We request that the RACC be comprised of a 
nominee from each of the Department ofFlanning, National Parks and Wildftfe Service, 
Austniian Nature Conservation Agency, Nature Conservation Councli Ecological 
Society ofAustrS an indusPy group, Labour Council and a land management expert 
from a it/SW tertiwy institution appointed as chair. We request that the Regional 
AEsessment Coordination Cununittee (P.4CC) have the role of idmufying appropriate 
region; establIshing the RAGs and coordinating the assessments. We also request that 
wider the direction of the RACs, the Department ofPlanning and the National Parks 
and Wild4fe Service shall have joint responsE bUlly for the regional assessments. 

• urgently rescheduling State Forests' logging program to avoid logging and roading in 
high conservation value oldgrowth forest and identified wilderness areas while an 
interim assessment is completed 

It is agreed that this is the first requimnei'k Without ident0callon ofthe process to be 

used and a clear cominitment toprotectall high coAservation value areas it is 
impossible to evaluate the merits of the process. We request a categorical commitment 
thai all high conservation value oldgivwth forests and identtied wilderness areas will 

be included in moratorla and suggest that the identification of these areas be overseen 
by balanced regional working groups of the Department ofPlanning, National Parks 
and Wild4fe Service, State Forests, Nature Conservation Council and the CFMEU. 



Corporatlsation 	 ___ 
The policy - a commitment to cbrposise State Fiacats. 

/ 

• 	Comment the corporatisation of the native forest actor is of gtwve concern. The neoàsitybfStt 
PoreS dethizt,g a pitt from native forests will continue the uwacut niMsive en*onniental 

• 

	

	problems resulting from State Forests aUia4iting to wSg evcty cent out of the forests and rcfiisàig 
to undertake reqthred environmental wotic on the grounds that they can't afford it 

Resource nents. 
The policy - a conutent to tmdertakc timber rvsome assessments of nag identified as not being 
teqáed for die reserve system. 

Comment resource assessments at a continuing pnxs though there is a need to improw the 
methodology and fast track the assessment. The apparent commitment to expending more effort in 
this area is supported, though there is an — need to properly assess all forest whies at the same 
time (es  natural, recreational, war, plant products etc.). 

INDUSTRY RESTRUCTURING 
The policy guarantees that rosowco — (*guarantee long-fl limber supp, timber mipply 
agreenientC) will be granted once Regional Forest Agreements are completet 

Comment there is no guarantee that the regional assnents will be tnideitakat using a proper and 
open process, thus the danger of granting of resowee security over high conservation value areas is 
alikdyowcomo. 

A tn-panic committee of indusiiy, gowzmnvnt and unions will be established to implement stmcbn'al 
adjustment using $60 million from ike Esiviunmem Tnists. 

Comment The establislunvaa of a fluid to provide compensation to waken for the protection of 
HCV forests is needed but there is a danger that ike ALP proposal will simply become a slush fond 
to pco'ñde compensation once oldgrowth forests have been jogged. There is no guarantee that the 
money will only be used as compensation for the direct protection of oldgrowth and HCV fores 
and the committee does not include consetwilon tepresentatia This process needs to be made 
more accotuitable and balanced with a guarantee that compensation will only be provided from the 
En*omnent Trusts as a trade-off for the protection of HCV forest 

WOODCHIPPING 
The policy cunM the ALP to allow the export of woodchips indefinitely to they come from "genite 
•hEdwood sawlog residue and slMctal practices", 

Comment SiMouthS practices are any activity that State Forests wish to undertake, they include 
the removal of oldgrowth trees taking up space where yomg tees could grow, räthdues from the 
cleadng of native forests for plantations (now becoming more congflt  north-cast NSW) and any 
other trees that State Forests consider "useless".' All woodohips cutreMy being obtained front public 
forests fall within these loose dteons. It is apparent it will be business as usuaL There must be a 
commitment to rapidly phase out expoit woodchipping, not continue it indefithtely. 

TOURISM 
The policy comma the ALP to redirect any inconw dezived from recreational use of State Forests into the 

Comment there is an urgent need for the upgrading of recreational facilities in State Forests. Using 
• 	the user pay principle all income from recreational use should be directed into the improvemeid of 	f 

• 	facilities, not redirected to timber pioduction. 
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• gazeS of protected lands maps which have been suppressed by the National Party at great 
en*onmwital óost an4, 

exanding the hardwood plantation prcgrn. 

TRESERVZSYS1tM 
The Policy - a conutent to undertake Comprehensive Regional Assessments (QUa) and identify 
Cinn1ahemive, Adequate and Repreèentative (CAR) reserve systems. Identified CAR reserve areas will 
transferred to appropriate conservation agencies. 

These assessments are to be undertaken Regional Assessment Committees (RACs), co-ordinated by a 
Regional Assessment Coordination C 'zusisittoc (RACC), unfortunately no .detMb of the membership of 
these conmilttees or the assessment process is prcMded. 

Comment: These assessments need to be undertaken in a balanced, open and publicly accountable 
manner which is sufficiently detailed prior to the election. It is suested that the PACe should be 
comprised of a nominee from each of the Department of Planning, National Parts and Wildlife 
Service, Nature Conservation CounciL EcolOgical Society of AslstrS an industry gu*ç, Labour 
Council and a land nianagernesit expert from a NSW tertiary institution appointed as chair. The 
RACC should appoint the RACs. The Department of Planning and the National Path and Wildlife 
Servie should have joint responsibility for the regional assessments. 

HCV MORATORIA 
The Policy state that based on the advice of the NPWS and other agencies the Government will urgently 
reschedule State Forest's logging programs to avoid logging and roading in high conservation %alue 
oldgrowth fuiests and identified wilderness areas, until the completion of a inkáu assessment process. 

Comment this is basically the wording of the NIPS with the exception that the moratorium will 
only apply until the interim assessment is conçlete rathcr.than the CPA is completed and a CAR 
itserve system in place. Although the cuacat gavenunent states that it is also following this process 
it is evident that in practice they and State Force are flagrantly abusing the proc. The policy 
needs to be far more specific regarding the assossnwnt process to be used. 

The second aspect to the process is a tie month interim assessment "involving all stakeholders at a regional 
lewl" to dCtCIWLIC longer terni moratorium areas within 9 months. 

Comment there is no detail of who will idenhi1q these moratoria which stakeholders will be 
involved and what criteria will be used. This must be specified before it is possible to have any faith 
It will be done properly, It is suggested that the RAts undertake this task 

FOREST MANAGEMENT 
Forsstq Athtory Council 
The policy - a commitment to establish a Fore3tly Advisory Council (MC) to advise the Minister. 
Manbership will be 1 ministerial rep., 5 departmental (2 SF, no Soil Con.), 5 industry and union, 2 
conservation and two solealist It win also review Forest Management Plans. 

/ 
Comment the FAC is only to advise the miSter and will have no direct role in setting policies and 
directions of State Forests aside from reviewing Forest Management Plant The structure of MC is 
similar to the cwrent Forest Policy Advisory Committee (FPAC) from with the four conservation 
representatives recently resigned because the government was ignoring, or not seeking, advice on 
crucial forest policy initiatives and not allowing any role in diSthig the policies and practices of 
State Forest With its stronger union membership there is no guarantee that FAC will be any more 
effective in improving envhonmental policies and standards than F1'AC 
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NeTUflE CONSERVATION COUNCIL OF NSWO. TOTAl. ENVIRONMENT 
CENTRE... AUSTRALL81V CONSERVATION FOUNDATiON... NATIONAL PARKS 
4550014 TION OF NSWU. CONSERVMTON COUNCIL OF THE SOUTH £451 
REGION A çANERRA... SOUTH EAST FORESTS CONSERVA77QN COUNCIL 

M EDIA R ELEASE ... MDIA RELEAE ... MDL REL3E..J&Jcwth M 1903 

The ALP's forest policy, released today, was viewed by environment groups as a 
significant advance on the NSW Coalition Government current forest policy and 
practloei 

Forest poliojis likely to the crucial in the coming State election, whose outcome 
may be determined by green preferences. 

Mr Carr's policy shows a sense at urgency to resolve the forest dispute which 
recognises that it's tow or never' for the forests. 

The policy must be read in conjunction with the ALP's recently-released Nature 
Conservation policy, which pledged protection for some Important old growth 
areas, notably the South East National Park. The package could be further 
enhanced by an anticipated announcement, later in the election campaign, of 
substantial commitments to protect wilderness. 

The policy makes an important commitment to 'urgently reschedule logging 
programs... to avoid togging and roading in high conservation value old growth 
forests and identified wilderness areas pending the completion of an interim 
assessment process' 

The ALP's policy also provides for expenditure at $60 million over a fIve year 
period for timber industry structural adjustment, with $35 in the first year. 
Funding is crucial to the success of any serious attempt to resolve the forest 
dispute. To date, no major party at State level has made an expenditure 
commitment of this magnitude. The pressure is now on the Federal Government 
to make a similar funding pledge. 

Several points in the forest polIcy are of serious concern to conservationists, and 
cannot be supported. These Include: 

A fudged commitment to phasing out native forest export woodohipping. The 
policy says that 'a Carr Government will encourage a more rapid phase-out 
Ithan by the year 20001 of hardwood export woodchippingnot based entirety 
on genuine hardwood sawlog residue and silvicultural practices. This is a 
very qualified commitment to a phase-out of native forest export 
woodohipping so clearly supported by the community. 

page 1 
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Failure to Include &I high conservation value forests in the moratorium. 

o 	Insufficient detail on the acoruntabilitY of processes to oversigh 	st 

assessment. If the community lacks corTfidenca in the proce. 	they 

cannot lead to a longterm resolution of the Issue. 

o 	Lack of accountability In the expenditure of restructuring funds. 
Conservationists are concerned that money from the Environmental Trusts 
could be used for new industry projects not alrectly linked to saving forests. 

Environmentalists will continue to campaign on these matters, and to seek 

improvements to all parties' forest policies. 

At present, there can be no comparison between the ALP 's forest policy and the 

Coalition's, because the latter has yet to be released. So far in this election 
campaign, only the NSW National Party has released a forest policy - and it Is 

appalling. 

ENDS... 

For further Information contact: 

Sid Walker 	Nature Conservation Council 

Jetf Angel 	Total Environment Centre 

Peter Wright 	Australian Conservation Foundation 

Anne Reeves 	National Parks Association of NSW 

02 247 4206 (w) 
02 305 090 (h) 

02 247 4714 (w) 

02 247 4285 (w) 
02 665 7085 (h) 

02 264 7994 (w) 
02 660 5694 (h) 
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TOTAL ENVIRONMENT CENTRE INC. 
SHOP 1. ?LOUCSTER WAUC Ba CUMBEMLkND STAEET. SYDNEY. N.S.W. 20oa 

Phones (02) 247 4714 -(02) 247 8475 Fg (02) 247 7118 

FAX; PETER/NCC 	DAILAN/NEFA 
SIMON/BEGA 

PErER. WRIGHT, SID, CRAIG/CANBERRA (SEN DEVEREAUX) E=-
JAMES/TWS 	NOEL 

DATE: 2 MARCH 1995 
FROM: JEFF ANGEL 

RE: ALP FORESTRY POLICY - please reply by tomorrow am 

CQNFlQEflAL 	
61.0 

After a number of conversations with Various people and media, it is now my 
view that we need to make one final offer on wording. The window of 
opportunity is narrowing. I think the ALP are looking for ci solution and we (if 
we appear reasonable) offer their best hope. 

I suggest the following wording to cover our three points: 

o "The moratorium and rapid assessment processes during 1995 will be 
undor-f-aken.jn caniunction with current Commonwealth requirements for 
environmental values:' 

o 'A Carr Labor Government will use all available powersto achieve this 
program, with the Stale Government making the final decisions on moratia 
and land-use." 

"It is recognised that all stakeholders require transparency and 
adcounrobiligy in docision making about moratoric; reserves; and 
expenditure of funds for timber industry assistance. This will include; 

• public pv.... ipation in development of assessment methodologies; 
• the advice of independent scientists; 
• public access and comment on draft repor?s; 
• the involvement of lead planning and conservation agencies, 

independent scientists and stc&bnlder groups in regional 
assessment committees; and 

o$r advisory role for the FAC I 	dituro of retnjfujg funds and 
a pubc report on each progrL 

The arrangements for these matters will be finalised wi k iq one month of 
toking office," 

o [after year 20001 - "Where regional circumstances permit a more rapid 
phase-out of export woodehipping will be investigated." 



New 
greening 
likely to 
backfire 

By PAUL CHAMBERUN 

S 

Less than a month before the 
NSW election, Opposition IAOCIer 
Bob Can-  is likely to know today 
whether he will face the weight 
of a un ion' and employer-led cam-
paign against him on forest is-
sues. 

The key Construction Forestry 
Mining and Energy Union. is 
threatening to "dwarr' the block-
ade of parliament House in Can-
berra earlier this month with 
similar protests against Mr Carr, 
which could dnmage the Labor 
Leader's momentum irreparably. 

NSW Labor politicians and ad-
visers; union and green group i -c-
presentatives were locked in ne-
gotiations last night, the unions 
having put a list of five major 
concerns to Mr Gait yesterday. 

The secretary of the fbrestry di-
vision of the CFMEU, Gavin Hilli-
er, said Mr Can's latest promise, 
made on Sunday, to create 24 
new nations) parks Across the 
state, the boundaries and size yet 
to be determined, was extremely 
worrying for 000 CFMEU union 
members in the NSW timber in- 

Others problems Included a 
proposal for 10 new wilderness 
areas; the planned setting-aside 
from logging of any area of forest 
regrowth deemed to have high 
conservation value; and planned 
legIslation to protect scenic riv-
ers, which might cut into catch' 
inents and logging coupes needed 
by industry. 
-. "If he tries to bring In all these 
things, we're dead." Mr Hillier 

• said. "On top of our members, 
there's TWO drivers and 
non-union people in the industry 
and in the nearby towns to conS 
sider as welL" 

If the CFMEU did not have a - 
satisfactory response by Cam to-
day. a series of meetings between 
federal and state union lcuder. 
employers wid workers would be 
convened within 48 hours to conS 
aider more action. 

• "Any campaign would be quick 
and sharp, it would be like an in-

• dustrial dispute, only heifer, be-
cause all the parties would be 
trying to kill one party." 

Much of the negotiating has 
been carried, out by Labor back-
benchers Craig Knowles and Kim 
Ysadon, effectively sidelining the 
Opposition's accreditvd emiviron-
ment and land spokespeople- 

Mr Cax'r has run a pro-environ - 
merit line in the Iead.up to the 
March -25 poll, kick-started by a 
vow to protect from all logging 
any toupee An NSW among 130* 
identthed by the federal Environ-
ment Minister, John Faulkner, as 
likely to be of high conservation 
value.  

This outraged Industry and did 
little to appease conservation 
movement leaders, who said they 
were still likely to campaign 
against Mr Cart. However, his re-

- ceuts announcements bnve 
calmed green anger at NSW La-
bor over woodohipping. - 
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ThL NATURE CONSERVATION COUNCIl 
39 GEORGE ST 
THE ROCKS NSW 2000 
P}IONE (02) 247 4206/247 2228 
FAX: 	(02) 247 5945 

Mr Bob Carr 
Leader of the Opposition 
Parliament House 
Macquarie St 
SYDNEY 2000 

Tue, 29 Feb 1995 

1n_Cpntbjgjce - ré,EoxgftJ2Sz 

Dear J'yL 

As you will be aware, representatives from thernajor conservation groups intt 
;cAerday with Kim Yeadon and Alan HanselJ in an attempt to finalise the 
ALP's forest policy in a form acceptable to the conservation movement. 
Representatives of the CFMEU were involved in parallel negotiations with Mi' 
Yeadon and Mr Flansell. 

These negotiations broke down at 11pm, after 9 hours, following a similarly 
long and arduous session the previous week. We regret this, since considerable 
progress had been made, and your negotiators had earlier indicated that the 
remaining differences appeared surmountable. However, the points of 
difference, which were not resolved, are crucial to the conservation movement. 

There were three principal areas of disagreement: 

1/ The nnge of 'vaLues' to be put under noratorum. 

Your negotiators were willing to offer a moratorium only on 'high 
conservation value' old growth forests and identified wilderness areas. They 
were not prepared to agree to a more general moratorium commitment for high 
conservation value (HCV) forests. RCV in this context includes old growth, 

M.aw .4 
	 page 1 
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wilderness, habitats of rare and threatened species, areas of high biodiversity, 
World Heritage etc (that is, the range olvalues applied by Minister Faulkner 
last year and inherent in a range of government conservation obligations and 
agreements). 

We acknowledged that the policy would reserve ultimate decisions on 
moratoria to the NSW Government - but felt it imperative that a general 
comniitmcnt to protection of all HCV areas was enshrined in the policy. 

We sought a pledge to protect all the high conservation values of areas 
identified as HCV by Senator Faulkner in December 1994. This would be 
consistent with your letter to the Prime Minister of late last year 

We are most disappointed that these positions were not acceptable to the NSW 
ALP. We cannot support a policy which fails to acknowledge the need to 
protect the full range of high conservation value forests We are surprised that 
the AlP could contemplate going to the electorate without a commitment to 
protecting, for example, the habitats of endangered species or vegetation 
communities which have been reduced to less than 1% of their original range! 

2/ ?rocesses relating to the moratorium znd s!'bsequent asses5nent 
processes. 	 I 

All panes to the negotiations agreed to a three-stage process of (1) moratoria; 
(2) rapid assessments and (3) comprehensive regional assessments leading to 
the establishment of comprehensive, adequate and represe;'i.&.tive reserve 
systems. 

However, your negotiators appeared unwilling to agree to our suggestions for 
these processes. At no point did we seek other than balanced membership on 
the bQdies charged with undertaking the process. But the sticking point was the 
tcspipJiiQlluthilItx of these processes. 

We have endured so many bad experiences at State and Federal level over the 
years in which secretive and bhtsed processes have led to dismal outcomes for 
the forests, that we are unable in good conscience to recommend to the 
community processes which are not both accountable and transparent. 

3/ The phase-out period for export woodehipping in south east NSW. 

There is a current window of opportunity to phase out export woodehipping in 
the South East within the next two years without nett loss of employment. 
New jobs will be created by CSR's expansion and new developments ai: ;too  

page 2 
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softwood operations in Tumut, Oberon and Bombala, and these are more than 
equal to the total employment levels in the Tegion's woodchip-driven native 
forest timber industry. 

In the spirit of compromise, we merely requested a pledge from the ALP to 
"seek to initiate" such a phase-out by consulting with industry and the unions. 
After initial suggestions that this would be acceptable, the ALP negotiators 
later withdrew this possibility. Unwillingness to initiate even such a limited 
process leaves us with no confidence that the ALP intends to make any 
significant changes to industry structure. 

Without commitments on these three vital principles, we believe it will be 
difficult for Labor to convince the public that there is a clear difference 
between the ALP and the Coalition on forest policy. Nor do we believe the 
conservation movement can support the ALP's forest policy in the form 
currently proposed, notwithstanding some positive elements in the current 
draft. 

We seek an urgent meeting with you to resolve the key outstanding differences, 
which we believe can be overcome only though your direct intervention. 

Yours sincerely, 

Geoff Lambert 	 - I 

The Wilderness Society 

Noel Plumb 
South East Forest Alliance 

-q 

S id Walker 
Nature Conservation Council of NSW 4' 6 

-. 

- on behalf of NSW environment groups represented at the negotiations - 

page 3 
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From Peter Prineas 

	 ic 
To make it Possible to arrive at an agreed position today I have drafted 
a joint proposal which combines the proposals and suggestions put 
foward by Jeff and Dailan and the claims put at our last meeting with 

the ALP. 

1. 	formally dedicate all of the ALP'S promised new national parks 
and wilderness areas in the first year of government. 

• 2. 	impose immediately a 12 month moratorium on logging in all high 

conservation value forest compartments identified by Commonwealth 
Environment Minister Faulkner, where such compartments are not 	7 
protected by national park or wilderness dedication under (1) above. 

retain and enforce fully all existing environmental controls in 
areas where logging is to continue, including environmental impact 
assessment, fauna impact assessment, soil conservation and pollution 
controls. 

immediately direct the NPWS, in co-operation with ANCA, to 
undertake a rapid assessment of all NSW public forests within a period 
of eight months to identify those forest areas likely to be required to 
secure a bomprehensive, adequate and representative reserve system. 
The rationale, process, and methodolgy for the assessment will be 
stated at the commencement of the process in an initial report 
exhibited for public comment. The draft final report with 
recommendations on forest areas needed for the reserve system will be 
exhibited for public comment. The recommended areas will be protected 
from logging by moratorium until the completion of comprehensive 
regional assessments of NSW public forests and a final determination 
by the NSW Government. 

S. 	Establish by legislation a process for comprehensive regional 
assessment of public forests to be completed for all regions of the 
State within three years. (Structure and membership/control as per the 
proposal drafted by Dailan). At the end of the CRA process the 
Goverr11rient will dedicate a comprehensive forest reserve system under 
legislation as identified by the process. 

6. 	Establish immediately a Forest Prdctices Review Board (as per 
proposal by Dailan). 

corN)c\RcI0 rO aouPS 



-I  

Estpiishment within the first three months of a Carr Labor 
Governry€nt of a process• for comprehensive assessment of native 
forestsjto be completed for the whole State by March 1997. The 
5 ructure, membership, control and related aspects of this process are 
currently under discussion by the environment groups and our position 
will be advised in two weeks. The environment groups agree that the 
ALP's current policy for an assessment process, as proposed by the 
ALP's spokesman on forestry policy, is wholly unacceptable. At the end 
of the assessment process the Government will dedicate a 

,rgWimv& tnI 	CS 
comprehenswe,,orest reserve system under legislation in accordance 
with the recommendations produced by the process. 

	

g 9'. 	an immediate direction to CALM and the Soil Conservation Service 
to fully implement and enforce all private land clearing and land 
protection controls, including immediate gazettal of maps for all 
protected lands. 

	

Ga. 	Establishment within the first three months of a Carr Labor 
Government, under legislation, of a Forest Practices Reviev Board 
charged with establishing a code of practice controlling logging on 
lands of all tenures and regulating forestry operations. The draft code 
of practice is to be exhibited for public comment before adoption. The 
code of practice is to be fully enforceable by third parties in the Land 
and Environment Court. The FPRB is to be comprised of representatives 
of State Forests, NPWS, EPA, Soil Conservation Service, Nature 
Conservation Council of NSW, CFMEU, Ecological Society of Australia 
and an independent (non government) chairperson. 

	

9. 	Establishment and implementation in the first six months of a 
Carr Labor Government of a timber Industry restructuring program with 
priority to those areas of the State affected by the 1995 new national 
park and wilderness area gazettals. The restructuring program is to be 
devised by a commIttee comprising representatives of DoP, Premier's 
Office, State Forests (pine section), NPWS, two persons nominated by 
NCC, a nominee of the CFMEU. Local area consultations are to be 
undertaken. Key elements of the program will Include: 

	

* 	provision of low conservation value native forest areas to meet 
transitional needs; 

	

* 	comprehensive assessment of available resource (particularly 



pine plantations and native forest regrowth), value adding potential, 
review of logging quotas; 

* 	integration of pine industry developments with withdrawal of 
native forest resources from industry; 

* 	open tendering process for identified forest resources and 
consultation with local communities prior to allocation; 

* 	govtrnment a5.,;cance for mill restructuring and manufacturing 
basen •n small wood; 

* 	government assistance for alt native industry and employment 
projects based on management of new national parks, ecotourism, local 
improvement programs; 

* 	government assistance for new hardwood plantation projects; 

* 	government assistance for structural adjustment packages 
including redundancy payments and acquisition of plant and equipment. 

10. Commitment to phase out woodchipping in NSW native forests 
within the first term of a Carr Labor Government. 

3 January 1995 
ENDS. 

319 1513 
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.3'. 	EstFsmtfl k;e1:r tt 	 mc•ith of Carr Labor 

eovernnftnt of 	tOCCS tQr CC23.fliV0 zsossm6flt of native 

torestto be ccrpktGd ter 10 i&2 Sctc by March 1 97. The 

structure, m i.ersh9, oritrc tid rzk%ted sGPDXts of this process are 

currfltly und' dSUSS 	½y it ()1.VTOu11It rms 2nd our position 

will be advisod in two wck. Th crivironment rcups agree that the 

ALP's current poli©y 	en sscssrttrt process., as proposed by the 

ALP's spokesmw on frsstry poMy, is wholly unaccGptablt At the end 

of the aSes irt rorOSS t Ct/Prmafl9 will dccte a 

comprehGflSI4,0r0 
ros4rVC sy.cM under leg;flatiofl in raccordance 

with the reccitmendati7 	ro rcx 2y the procoss. 

7. 	an iciOt 	irc2ci3i o 2LI .d tho Sell Conservation Service 

to fully impemaflt td orr?©c !! 	v:tc Iad clQzrinQ and land 

protection controic3, inc1udt3 irl?tIodiztc gaxett2l of maps tor 211 

protected lands. 

Enabhrnflt rsith3n tY:e flrt three months of a Carr Labor 

Governtncflt, N1r ois1nit? ;  of n FerQst Practices cvw Board,. 

charged with estcUshYQ a 	r:tice controlling login9 on 

lands of all tenurGs znd rctatflQ forestry opsrtionS. The draft code 

of practice is to h'a 	thAto Tor public c&nment b?fore €4option. The 

code of practice is tt be ftUy GnforceablO by third parties in the Land 

and Environmaitt Ccwt. The 	i to e comprkod of representatives 

of Stat? Forests, NPWS, FA, SoB Conservation Srvice, Nature 

Conservation Councl of NSW, CFMU, Ecological Socaty of Australia 

and an indepenthnt (non government) thairperson 	c. 
9. 	Establishment cnc impern?nt3ti0fl in the first six months of a 

t&r Labor Government of a t(ii1Q? Induflry rstructUrinQ program with 

priority to those areas of the State ffrcted by the 1995 new national 

park end wilderness 3T32 caxettals. The mstructuring program is to be 

dvisd by a cmittøe COm1SiIg repr5ent\tiV2S of DoP, Premier's 

Office, State Fo1?t (pine sction), iSPWS, two prons nominated by 

ccc, a nominee of the CFW!U. Loczl ar© conutt!OflS are to be 

u1dert1k2?t Key GLt9L3 	th 	erc: will Include: 

p;ovis!tri 	ioi conssrjek3n va!u flLtivC for?st arC2S to meet 

transitiCrIl nGc; 

cbrnptOtS.V(i 	uat::::t 0? vtIElb!c soWt (particularly 
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i pl2ntations and iv'cc bust rorg'crjth), v&uca cdding potential, 
vtaw of Iogjtiing quoto; 

* 	interotion of pine !fLstry d3vzlo9inents with withdrawal of 
ntfve forest rsourcss from industry; 

open tendering process for ictntified forQst resources and 
conuftatjon with locI cornrnuriftig prior to allocation; 

* 	government masistence for mill restructuring and manufacturing 
based on smøll wooc; 

* 	government asstnce for It€ntive industry and employment 
projects bcsed on mncmrnt ot new nntional parks, ecotourism, Local 
improvement prorvs; 

government rssistncG for new wrdwoQd plantation projects; 

* 	government oistnca for structur& adjutm?nt packages 
including redundancy pymnts and ncquisizion of plant and equipment. 

10. Commitment to pnse out woatkhippfng in NSW native forests 
within the first term of Carr Labor Government. 

3 Janutiry 1995 
ENDS. 
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)SIED POUCY ftMflATWES FOR NSW 
- prepared by Dailan Pugh. 

s time to overcome the dMsiveness in our community and progress NSW towards the next 
illennium. We need to ensure that we establish an adequate reserve system and manage our 
sourccs wisely and sustainably. To help achieve this it is proposed to initiate regional assessments 

taroughout NSW and ensure the involvement of all interest groups and the wider community. It is 
only through a balanced and open process that the community can have faith that the outcome is fair 
and equitable. 

Due to the inaction of the current government it is no longer feasible to complete regional assessments 
of forests by the 1995 deadlixw set by the National Forest Policy. in order to protect high 
conservation values while regüral assessments are undertaken inletim processes will immediately be 
initiated. 

COMPREhENSIVE RIEGIONAL ASSESSMENTS 

Comprehensive Regional Assessments (CRAs) will collate comprehensive and adequate information 
on each region to: identifr comprehensive, adequate and representative reserve systems, develop 
strategies to maintain biodivenity, assist in regional planning, provide baseline data for environmental 
auditing. and identify the resources available for sustainable communities and industry. 

CRAs will he completed for all S?regions in NSW by the end of this millennium. Within three 
years CRAs will be completed for all forest regions. The Department of Planning will be the 
responsible agency for regional assessments. 

A Reional Assessment Co-ordination Committee will be established to oversee the identification 
of regions and the assessment process. The Regional Assessment Co-ordination Committee will be 
comprised of one representative of each of the Department of Planning, National Parks and Wildlife 
Service, State Forests, Environmental Protection Authority; Soil Conservation Senice, NSW 
Tourism, Deparlinent  of Water Resources, Department of Mineral Resources, Nature Conservation 
Council, National Parks Association, Trades Labour Council, and [industry group]. 

Regional Assessment Forums will be established in each region to guide and supervise the 
assessment process. Membership of this committee will be comprised of the chair of the Regional 
Assessment Co-ordination Committee, National Parks and Wildlife Service, State Forests, 
Environmental Protection Authority, Soil Conservation Service, 145W Tourism, Department of Water 
Resources, Department of Mineral Resources, Local Government Nature Conservation Council, 
National Parks Association, Trades Labour Council, and [industry group]. The Regional Assessment 
Forum, amongst these members, will include representatives from each of the Project Steering 
Committees. All meetings of the Regional Assessment Forum will be open to the public. 

4i'ih .atcA. r j fri 

Project steering committees will be established,for each major subject area. These committees will 
include representatives of each of the responsible government agencies and relevant community 
interest &oups: 

Conservation Evauation Steering Committee. 
Thits: to oversee the collation of adequate data on non and fauna for each reQ on, oversee 
oldgrowth forest assessments, design options for comprehensive adequate and representative 
resent systems and identify strategies to protect biodiversity. 
Respons-Me rgendes: National Paths and Wildlife Service, Australian Nature Conservation 
Agency. 
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'©flI Peter Prineas 

To make it possible to arrive at an agreed position today I have drafted 
a joint proposal which combines the proposals and suggestions put 
foward by Jeff and Dailan and the cl&ms put at our last meeting with 

the ALP. 

, 	1. 	formally dedicate all of the ALP's promised new rntional parks 
and wildorness ars in the first year of government. 

Impose immediately a 12 month moratorium on logging In all high 

conserVatiOn value forest compartmoflts identiflQd by Commonwealth 
Environment Minister Faulkn?r, where such compartments are not 

protected by national park or wliderness dedication under (1) above. 

retain and enforce tuy all existing environmental controls in 
areas where logging is to continue, including environmental impact 
assessmant, fauna impact assement, soil conservation and pollution 

contraiL 

immediately direct the NPWS, in c000peratiofl with ANCA, to 
undertake a rapid assement of all NSW public forests within a period 
of eight months to identify those Vorest areas likely to be required to 
secure a comprehensive, adequate and repre$ntative reserve system. 
The rationS, process, mnd methodolgy for the assessment will be 
sttted at the commenCmeflt of the process in an initial report 
exhibited for public comment. The draft final report with 

recommendations on forest areas needed for the reserve system will be 
exhibited for public comment. The recommended areas will be protected 
from logging by moratorium until the completion of comprehensive 
regional asssments of NSW public forests and a final determination 
by the NSW Government. 

Establi5h by legislation a process for comprehensive regional 
assessment of public forests to be completed for all regions of the 
State within three years. (Structure and membership/control as per the 
proposal drafted by OQilan). At the end of the CRA process the 
Government will dedicate a comprehensive forest reserve system under 
legislation as identified by the process. 

Est,blish imrnec!iztely a Fore5t Practices Review Board (as per 
proposci by Dziltn). 

) 
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1. 	EstbIish and begin implementing in the first six months of 
overnrnQnt a timber industry restructuring progrrn (as per proposal by 

Jff with Daikin's suggestions; conservation representative to be 
ctimin,ted by NCC). The basis of the restructuring program is to reflect 
the Prime Minister's recent promise to reduce the access of the etport 
woqdchip industry to n2ltive forests by 20% per annum. 

Does this meet with broad agreement? Can we use this as a basis for 
discussion in the phone conference as it allows for a! I matters of 
concern to be rais®d and dcaft with. 

TO 

319 1513 

/ 

2 
2 
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ALP FORESTRY POUCY - PROGRAM FOR FOREST copwua RESOUTHON 
9na! Draft/peak groups pr*pcsal 

Jeff Angel 3pm 3/1/95 

- 0e-22=tta nation8l park promises during 1995. These involve sig&ticcnt areas of high 
conservation vakse forest, pQrticu;ariy in the south east and gcszeital intentions immediately 
require deveiopmsnt and imPlemenIction Of timber industry restnicturing plans. 

Implement a moratorium on logging atoll old growth and wilderness forests, including 
/ hI$i conservation value compartments identitlea by Federal Minister for Environment, in 
/ iirnst areas the Faulkner list will apply to the 1995 year of logging plann.ed by State Forests. 

Dg this Period undsrtake a r0pid assessment of all remaining high conservolion value 
forests likely to be nqub -ed for a comprehensive, adequate and representative reserve 
system, as the basis for a further moratorium during 1996. 

/ 
The assessment to bc& undeflkgn by the NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service. 

Owing the first year of government begin development and impIemention of timber 
industry restructuring program% with ptority fOr areas affected by 1995 park gazettals. The 
program to be devised by Departments of Plannmg; Premiers Office; State Forests (pine 
soetton); Notional Forks and Wildlife Service; ci conservation representative and CFMEU rep.. 
Local consuliations to be undertcksn. Key eiernents to include: 

proviz!on of fransj?lonal low consqycQjcjn va!ue narrvQ forest areas; 
S 

 comprehensive cssssment of avaikahlo resources and vaiue..arjcJjflg fespeciany pine plantations and native forest rgrowthj end review logging quotas; 
intcgration of pine industry developments with withdrawal from native forest løgging; 
oversee on open tendefln prorr ss  for ldentMS ?COurces and consultation with local 

communities before alloeSion 0j iesolircas; 
ovemmet assistance vsiTh mill restructuring and alternative manufacturing based on 

small wood; 

° altetncIflfa Indushy/jo.b projects bsed on new national park monagemenç ecotounism 
and local improvement programs; 

expansion of hordwcijd plan tafion projects; 
0 

 detrek,pment of structural adjustment pcicicges including redundancy payments and 
acq7-4on of cquipment. 

Conlprehens!vo regional assessments over 1995-96, integrated with rapid moratorium 
cssossrnent to Thitalise conservation reseive boundaries by the end Of I 99& Note: these are 
fri additioi to park gazeftct of 1995. Msessments to be undertaken by the ?4SW NPWS and 
Ausifailan Nature ConservIion Agency as port of federal/state co-opera-lion rnechcjnjs,yi. 

Retention of envinnrnentaJ impact statement fauna impact statement; national 
porEcs bgisMian; stop work orders and pollution control laws over areas where logging of 
native forest continues; 
bJ tblIshmenf of a Forest Procflces Review Soard to develop a odce of loging 
practjco to be appliod across all land tenures and to regulate taresfry activities, during 
and affor the CRA racess. Codes to be publicly exhibited and third party rights to assist in 
enfatcament. The i3oard to comprise repretafjves of State Forests; MPWS; A; Soil 
Conservation Se'Mce; Nature Conservation Council; CPMEtJ; Ecologicol Socie -ly of Australia znd an independent facijiftitor. 

- 	
- 
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N2 	JEIIWATItON GROUP POSITIION 

/ 
I) 

/ 	10 Ufl1 onlogging within all comparents contathing lügh 
consrvatton value forets as listed by Senator Faulkner. 

2/ Rapid s snunt p:mce.s, controlled by the Commonweai.th 
Deparhnent of the En'i:ni':Ttent the National Parks & Wildlife Service 
with substanLial puhr ±put, to identify additional high conservation 
value (inciiding o1: ,. 	compartments In order to put them under 
moratoriumS as wcU. 

3/ AJ Th  LNW A.!.Y' :#fldc:cs nd NTafional Park proposals to be 
the ffrst year of taking office. 

1 2 pi'i pr S: ;u c 1 l*J xpoit wocdchipping in the term of office of 
L! 	1Lr: 	O\'2n11flTh 

T/ ft viaw of iI.  cstin; Woo ci 93ply Agreements and rapid reduction 
PU0LP 	ecolcgtcall ELst i:sb1 	vels; regional economic 

ieLa'LCN. L11 to prott: 	:.nlcyment .ad shift the amber thdust from 
r2rrcz j: hy1 ei:±r;ado:'. .7ii :cc,rests to plantations and other 
acc ptE ''weu: aifl(5 kib 	:,J1/C, 

IY.' AJ' 'ps ftIC ortmonwea1th to use all its available 
LC I2CUY' 	 'c ef2.cb of )3eddall's decision. 

7/ 	L.JTh :sLL T :::E cgl process or the conservation 
o:cbtpcicy, which must henceforth be 

•.rc:: H C 3D5Df T,cter's ¶Jixect controL 
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Policydeta-ji_ FORESTS 
'me Greens t4SW wi 11 wont to 	 - 

* achieve as soon as pos5ib1e but by the end of 1996, the end of export 
Woodchipping from NSW native forests; 044< 

	 ,fl-fdQte4S-Sf 

* ensure that a1rady identIfied .Sse 	pr6os are iminedja ely dedicated asNat±nwj 	 asa first step towards high conservation value (HC%T) forest proteatjonfl 
 

* adhieve an immediate moratorium on fârestry. operations in all high 
conservation value (HCV) forests identified by Federal Environment Minister 
Senator Faulkner and the Department of Environment Sport and Territories; 

* have established immediately a rapid assessment of forests likely to be 
required for 'a comprehensive, adequate and representative' reserve system, 
to be coMpleted by end of 1995, via a do-operative arrangement between 
Australian Nature Conservation Agency (MICA) and NSW National Parks and 
Wildlife Service, which employs conu1ta -tfjon with aboriginal people, public 
participation and scientifically 'valid and publicly accepted methodologies; - - 

* achieve an immediate moratorium- on forestry operatioTns in forests 
identified as being likely to be reqUired for 'a comprehensive, adequate 
and representative' reserve system; 	 - 

-* achieve immediately, the effective implementation and enforcement of 
vegetation clearance controls and environmental protection measures, on 
private lands, via the adoption and gazettal of Protected Lands maps; 

* have NSW legislation enacted by end of .1995, to achieve comprehensive 
regional assessments to be completed in all regions of the state by end 
of March 1997: the process to involve public participation, and be publicly 
discussed and agreed before being legislated; - 

* achieve a public review of all Wood Supply Agreements entered into by 
Forestry Conunission of NSW (State Forests NSW) to evaluate their ecological 
Sustainability and their continued desirability in the light of changes in 
Government policy and altered market and industry conditions; 

* have, devised and implemented by end of 1995, a restructuring program for 
the 145W timber industry to effectthe rapid trensition to plantation and

11 re-growth based timber - resources, which is steered by a committee 
representing !'4SW government; NSW environment :movement, and relevant union(s); 	 - 

* ensure that the regulation of forestry operations .via fauna impact 
assessment, envirtnjnentai impact assessment., water pollution - control. lic'ences and - soil consefvation standards are enforced, and where 
.appropriate reviewed to increase effectiveness and bred -Ui of applicatiqn• 

* establish a pub].iciy accountable agency to rev1ewf6rest management 
practices and prepare a draft 'code of logging practice' capable of third 

- party eriTforcemen -t, for forestry operations on all land tenures, for public 
exhibition and comment, 

s--4 	44a ap 
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Policy Detail - WILDERNESS ' •  
Pfle Greens 1'TSW Wi 1 1 WOnt to 

* ensure the secure protection under the Wilderness Act 1987, of all 15 
wilderness areas identified by the Director of 'The National Parks and 
Wildlife Service: being Nadgee, Goodradigbee, Ijuea, Ettrema, Budawang, 
Kanagraoyd, Barrington, Werrikinbe, Hacleay Gorges, New England, Guy 

• Fawkes;Wgann, Washpool, Binghi, and Lost World wilderness areas; 

* protect all areas of wilderness within existing National Parks where the 
management for wilderness qualities is recommended bya Plan of 
Management for the park or reserve;. 

-* achieve substantial funding of the Wilderness Fund, set up under the 
- Wilderness Act 1987, to permit public education, preparation of Plans of 

Management and formulation of conservation agreements with private 
landholders; 

* institute an immediate moratoriwu on clearing and all other threatening 
activities within identified wilderness areas and wilderness nomidations 
under assessment; - 

* prevent and prohibit the further conversIon of leasehold Crown, land to 
freehold title; where such land is within an identified wilderness or a 
wilderness nomination under assessment; 

* have a future NSW Government commit to and participate in the continued 
development, maintenance and implementation of the Natsional Wilderness 
Inventory, -'as a key tool for wilderness quality assessment throughout NSW 
and Australia; 

- 	
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• 3 WoHemi cant. 
n*nal pa Ito Mt Keny to be closed 
and rehabilitated. 

Mann 
AREA FOR IMMEDIATE DECLARA77op4 
a 30,400 ha wilderness extension 
neluding: 
• 10,373 ha of Gliraitar R.ange 

National Park; and 
20,027 ha of state forest. 

Mann Moratorium Area 
of 2,983 ha of Crown leasehold land. 

Key Issue 
The 23% of Gralton mill quota timber 
contained in the wilderness more than 
compensated by the recently identified 
extra 30% of quota sawlogs availablo in 
already logged forests. 

Wash pool 
AREA FOR IMMEDiATE DECLARATION 
a 12,900 ha wilderness extension 
including: 
• 7,900 ha of North Washpool state 

forests; 
• 5,000 ha New England escarpment 

areas in state forests. 

MoratoflunLrea 
of 23,736 ha including: 
• 17,056 ha of state forests; and 
• 6,680 ha of Crown leasehold lands. 

Key Issues 
The extra 7% of regrowth sawlogs in 
Graumort Management Area will be 
reallocated to protect North Washpool. 
Other areas for immediate declaration 
are escarpment forests too steep to log. 

Leasehold land identified as wilderness 
must be protected from conversion to 
freehold and be acquired by thó 
NPWs.' 

Bicentennial National (horseriding) 
Trail to be relocated. 

Guy Fawkes 
AREA FOR IMMEDIArE DECLARATION 
a 26,162 ha wilderness extension 

• 13,709ha 	 re=vcd  
crown lands; 

• 	 River  
National Park and Nature Reseive; 
and 

• ,715haofgtateçoe5 

Guy Fawkes Moratoriwn Area 
protect 61,333 ha including 
• 15,361 ha of state forests; 
• 45,972 ha of Leasehold land 

Key issues 
Over a third of state forests are too 
steep to log and will be immediately 
declared wilderness with no job losses. 

Leasehold Crown'Iand protected from 
conversion to freehold title by 
matoSnt 

Tnvelling stock routes through the  
national park core area will he revoked. 

Lost World 

AREA FOR.JMMEDIATE DECLARATION 
A 650 ha wilderness extension within 
the Border Ranges National Park. 

About 150 ha of the Mebbin State 
Forest will be added to the Border 
Ranges National Park outside th e  
wild mess. 

Key Issues 
Wilderness management of Lanthngtort 
National Park in Queensland to be 
negotiated with the Goss Labor 
Govenimcjj 

Tweed Range Scenic Drive will be 
retained. 



New England 

AREA FOR IMMEDIATE DECLARATION 
a 4,800 ha wilderness extension 
htdhaffing:. 
• 1,500haofNulla-FiveDaS'state 

forest not available for logging and 
• 3,300 ha of Cakes State Forest 

referenced for addition to New 
England National Park. 

New England Moraloñuni Area 
of 20,880 ha of state forests, and 48 ha 
of Crown leasehold land. 

Key Issues 
No en*onmental impact statement 
prepared for the 10,000 ha of identified 
wilderness in the Urunga Forest 
Management Area. 

Logging program suciently flexible 
for long moratorium, but quota 
reductions inecdtable to achieve 
sustained thnber yields and wilderness 
protection. 

Werrikimbe 

AREA FOR IMMEDIATE DECTABATION 
a 42,240 ha newwllderness including: 
• 32,956 ha of Werrildmbe National 

Park; and 
• 12,284vacantcrownland. 

Werrildmbe Moratorium Area 
protects 21,290 ha approx including: 
• 20,712 ha of statc.forest; and 
• 578 ha leasehold land. 

Key Issues 

Logng proain sufficiently ticdble 
for logging moratorium, but quota 
reductions inevitable to achieve 
sustained timber yields and wilderness 
proteCtion. 

• Overwhelming conservafion case jusüfies 
immediate wildárness declaration. 

Macleay. Gorges 

AREA FOR iMMEDIATE DECLARATION 
a 95,711 ha new wilderness including 
• 9833.haofOdeyttdRitrs 

Nafional Park; 
• 3,516 ha ofWintetbourne Sta!e 

Forest; 
• 931 ha. of Enxnore State Forest; 
• 42haofStyRMrStateForest; 

and 
• 389haofvacantCrownland. 

Macfray Gorges Moratorium Area 
of 62,692 ha of Crown leasehold land. 

Key Issues 
Two large inholdings in the national 
park acquired as.a priority. 

The three state forest areas identified 
for immediate wilderness declaration 
contain no commercial forests. 

The Bicentennial National (horseriding) 
Trall.wifl to be relocated to outside the 
national park. Fourteen 4WD frails for 
fire management and private access.will 
need gates.. 

Blnghl 

Immediately declare a 24,487 ha 
Beardy River National Park including: 
• 24,000 ha of Torrington reserve 

R. 1 10107;•.and 
• 487 ha of Torrington State Forest. 

Moratorium Area 
of 5,400ha of Crown leasehold land. 

Key Issues 
Independent review of mineral potential 
of the area required, especially 
leasehold lands. 

No leasehold conversion to 
freehold title and no new leases 
issued for pastoral activity in the 
area. 



Kamilarol 

AREA FOR IMMEDIATE DECLABAnON 

• a 36,400 ha new wilderness thcludiñg 
.. 22,000 ha of Pilliga Nanfre Resent; 
• 4, 916haSchmidtpropertyretjy 

•acqt'cdbytheNpws; 
• 7 500 Its of the Tthmiallaflje Stare 

Forest 
 

and 
• TibvrReserves73ol4& 79962 

Key Issues 
Forestry is mimimal 4ue to low 
productivity and the dissected nature of 
the terrain. 

I, .11 
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Nadgee; 
The fiituxt 	(oveniment win diclare a wildeniess extension that protects 6,350 ha, 
including 2,920 ha of Nadgee State Forest, Nadgec 3,380 hat the Nawre Resent and 
50 ha of Crown land that (ann the bed and banks of the Menica and Nadgee River 
estuaries within the nature reserve. 

KEY ISSUES; (logging 4WD access, fishing) 
NadgIe is the only coastal wilderness in NSW, and Wonboyn Beach is the largest 
bcach that can be managed as wilderness, 

The Wonboyn estuary and access road to the mouth of the estuary are excluded from 
the proposed wilderness extension. The Nadgee wildcniesà extension, how ever, will 
close 4WD access to Newtons Beach and DisWr Bay (Wonbom.Bcach). Access to 
fishing in these beach areas will be onfoot The Aboriginal atandbuiial siteat 
Wonboyn Beach can be severely damaged by motorized transport. Walking reduces the 
potential for em4ronmental damage especially where car camping occurs in remot; 
small sheltered camp sites on the coast Accordingly, the primitive toilets and camping 
facilities at Newton's Beach will be removed. Alternative vehicle access to the coast is 
available just to the north within Ben Boyd National Park, less than half an hours drive 
from Wonboyn village, and at Mallacoota less than half an hours drive to the south. 
Logging issues:. 
The 2,920 ha of Nadgec State Forest in the identified wilderness fonts the western half 
of the. Merrica River catchment. The area is not proposed to be logged under the 
current three year EIS and is not proposed to be logged until after 2010. These forests 
can be inclUded in the Nature Reserve as part of the phase out of *oodchippung. The 
area was promised for additioiii to the nature reserve under the 1970 Beak-Lewis 
woodchip agreement. 

p 



Goodradig bee: 
The ftture 	Government will declare a wilderness extension that protects 42,140 ha 

• of identified wilderness including 4,900 Is of Buceleuch State Forest, 3,320 ha of 
• Scabby Range Nature Reserve and 33,070 ha of Kosciusko National Park - the Ficty 
Range/Goobanagandra section. 

The 	proposal will reinstate the Goodrathgbee wilderness tone established in the 
1974 plan of management for the Ko8ciusko National Park, and add the old growth 
forest that remain in the Buecleuch State Forest The Scabby Range is contiguous with 
already protected wilderness in ACT's Naxnadgi National Park, and is included in the 
Goodradigbee wilderness extension. 
The 330 kV powerlines that traverse the northern secthort of Kosciusko National Park 
are incompatible with wilderness and are exchided from the - proposal, These 
structures should be relocated outside the park at the end of their design life. As these 
powerlines arc excluded, the Goodradigbee wildettess is in four sections (Bogong 
Peaks; Bimbeñ Range; Fiery Ràngc/Goobarragandra; and Scabby Range). 

KzY Issuis: (timber, grang, and 4WD and horse riding access issues). 
Grazing officially discouraged in Kosciusko State Park in areas over 1,350 metes by 
the late 1950's, and phased out by 1969. However, the Broken Cart Track, that borders 
the central Fiery range section of the wilderness, is still used as a 'long paddock' even 
though the Travelling Stock Resthvcs in the park were revoked on 5 June, 1981. Use of 
the Track is not justified as cattle can be transported around the Park by truck. Grathig 
causes pollution with manure, weed invasion, soil erosion and steam sedhnentation. 
The licences for movcmnt of stock through the national park will be immediately 
cancelled. 

Horse riding and vehicle access Is virtually unchanged by this wilderness 
declaration. The wilderness borders foflow either side of the 330kV powerlines which 
are excluded from the declaration. The access to the Cooleman homestead and Blue 
Waterhole is retained. 

The Bicentennial National (honeiidingj Trail passes through the Park but not the 
proposed wilderness. Large horseriding parties, cause soil compaction, erosion, 
introduce weed species- through manure and disturb wilderness appreciation; The Trial 
was imposed on cunent park management without public comment and review. 
Logging Issues: 
No EIS has ever been prepared for logging in the Tumut Forest Management Area that 
embrace the sections of the Bucclench StAte Forest identified as wilderness. 
In 1967, 34,000 ha was transferred from the then Kosciusko State Park to Buecleuch 
State Forest with the passage of the National Parks and Wildlife Act. The state forest 
extension created remains a substantial incursion into the park's northern tall old &owt 
forest section. The alpine ash forests around Big Dubbo Hill that rcrnainin a wilderness 
condition will be returned to the Kosciüsko National Park. 



The thturà 	.. Govenunent wili declatea wlldernesà extension that protects 12,435-ha. 
of the Central Dena wil ernest witbji the Deau National Pa& 

The moratorium state foresi area should ineSe all identified wilderness, thatis at least' 
6,765 ha of Dampier State Threst,. 734 ha of Tallaganda State Forest and 2,265 ha of 
Badga State Forest and additional forest reas that may-have been identified since; 
Another 3,600 ha of the Crown leasebdid in the Applctree proerty will be protected 
from conversion of leasehold to fizehold title and c1eingso as to assist the acpñsilion 
of this property and addition to the Data National Park. 

KEy Issuxs: (4WD vehicle access, forest logging moratorium and NRAC issues) 
The 4WD use of the Merricunthene, Danipier Mountain, Mongamula, 011a and 
Bendethera the tials within the national pri will be closed under this proposal. The 
pthnithe camping area at Bendethera will be closed to vehicle access. 

Declaration of the wilderness will not affect the popular camping area on the Araluen 
Road or vehicle access to the Big Hole area and nàaiby camping facilities. Popular 
tourist roads circling the edge of the c'ilderness.Mfl not be affected. Ffre management 
will be unaffected by the declaratièu. 

There arc roughly 100,000 ha of.statc forest ncr to the Dcua wildcdess that can cater 
for off road vehicles users and horseriders. There are 2,808 km of unsealedroads in the 
Bstenuns Bay region. The loss of the Dais wilderness roads only represents 3.7% of 
the available roads in this region.  
These affected frails taveme many of the wildernóss peab of the vildemess, ütchiding 
Bcndcthra, Dèua and Daxnpier MountaS. Public vehicle use of trails does not comply 
with the management principles laid clown in the Wilderness Act. Use of these trails 
contribute to water pollution from soil erosion, fragmentation of wilderness areas, 
provide in&ess for feral predators such are foxes and dogs. causes noise and visual 
pollution, spread weeds and &eatb increase the risk of incendiarism. Two government 
inquiries have recommended that wilderness areas, and other ezrvironmentally sensitive 
areas, should exclude off road vehicles. 

Logging issues: 
The Deiia wilderness contains at least 9,764 ha of state forests. Under theFahey 
Govemment'iChristmas 1993 gill, the slate forest areas in the Deua wilderness were to 
be referred to NRAC. 

The Natural Resource Audit Council was established in November 1993. NRAC has 
fiever been issped a brief to examine these forests. Meanwhile the Darupier, Taflaganda 
and Badga State Forests referred to NRAC continue to be logged. 

Logging actMties in the identified Dena wilderness occurs in breach of the National 
Forest Policy Statement. There has been no enironmental impact statement prepared 
for logging in the Ba4ja State Forest The P15 for Dam -pier State Forest is twelve years 
old (1983) and inadequate by modern standards. State Forests estimate that nine 
logng compartments remain to be logged In the upper Deua River caichnent and 
Georgs Creek in the Dampier StatC Forest representing less than 20,000 m oss 
timber. This relatively minor resource will be 1oged over the next two to five years and 
requires protection under an immediate moratorium. 



State Forest's 
-- *fff444.(JJ. Y$JSc4Cfl7,3$ eng-(1993) 

cfiMatestr1g-j,3 will be lost if tite Darn 
wilderness is declared over the àthcted state forests. This iepresents one four 
hundredth of the of 6,500 employed people in the Ewobodaj Council area. 



The fhture 	Government will inunethitey declare about 143,377 ha to make a 
lCanangra Boyd wilderness, including 70,05S ha of the Blue Mountains National Park, 
63,297 ha of Kananija4oyd National Path, 9,512 Its of land vested inSydney Water, 
410 ha of other Crown lands and 100 ha 4 j0j_1 State Foxtstjthai the reconijijended wildern, The KanaSra Vafls R 
wilderness 	 oad will be excluded from the 

•  

Kry ISSUES: 
(the K nangra walls Road, borsiridina rthtional park extensions) 

The ICanangj'a Walls Road on 
the Boyd Plateau should be clocd to public vehicle 

access, cctigent on in adequate bus service to and from the wziow sites along the 
Road. Such a policy is practical if the Jenolan Caves Trust adopts a bussing itrategy for 
managing the reozientated access to the caves. 

In 1994, the Jeiwlan Caves Reserve Trust nanñnij various access options to Jenolan 
Caves. The Trust's preferred option has not been disclosed, but the groups consulted 
strongly support the proposed closure the existing access to the caves which is 
damaging to the Grand Arch and dangerouà for large buses to negotise. Redirecting 

- sitors to the west along the Obcon Road and creating a substantial carpark on top of 
the hilt behind the caves is preferrecj. A service using small buses could then fern' 
passengers safely dot the hilJ to the caves. 

The caipark also would provide a safe place for walkers and park sisiton to leave their 
car when visiting the Kanangra Boyd National Park. A bus service for .Ienolan Caves 
visitors could also service park usas%isifigt Boyd Plateau and Kanangra Walls. 

The incorporation of Jenolan Caves Reserve into  the national parks estate anti into the 
proposed'wd Heiitae property would bea means to put the above plan into effect. 
When this Reserve is declared national paa%'it would be appropriate for the Kanarxa. 
Walls Road, to be revoked as a public road and brought into the NPWS estate, paving 
the way for a NPWS regulated bus service. 

The 'Wild Dogs' at the northern and of the wilderness are the, birth place of the 
busfiwailcing and wilderness conservation mivethenta in NSW. Horseziding tours from 
the Carlon's farm have l?eenconducted through the Wild Dogs to the Konangaroo 
Cleating on ICanangra Brook. Horseriding will be excluded from the Wild Dogs. The 
Canons Farm has recently been put up for sale. The NPWS will not reissue a 
horeriiihig tour licence over the Wild Dogs in the Kanangra.Boyd wilderness area.. 
The Kedumba Valley and environs will be nianaged as lIlt were wilderness. The 
Kedumba Pastoral Company property acuirédby Sydney Water and surrounding 
lands managed by Sydney Water will be incorporated into the National Parks estate. 
The fixture removal of the sewage treatment works on Leura Creek and rehabilitation of 
the site will ensure the integrity of Kedumba Creek catchm&nt. Rehabilitation will vastly 
improve the views from many of the escarpment walks around Karoomba and 
Wworj Falls and eliminate bothez,om odoun. 



-__ 	 - 	-- 

A limIter 18,320 ha wildernesa extensiol will be declared by the 	Gontmnenj. The wilderness includes 4,655 ha of Morton NafionalPrk,263 ha ofNPWS managed $ 
land, 1,568 ha YaIwal State Forest and 11LX34 ha of vacant Crown land. 
.Kzytssuz: (4W!) access) 	. 	. The eastern extension to the existing Mldóness area, cented around Yalwal, can be 
dMdedSo flute areas (A, B & C) 

Area A lies north of the Sh,alliat Ri entirely within the National Park and 
coinS no knovt significant disturbance ixcept one 2 kin section of minor 4WD fire road along a plateau. 

A nearby alternative 4W!) road along the 4ilderncss boundary would provide sinifir 
views of the Shoalhaven Valley as the closed traiL No opposition to all of area A 
being declared is known. 

Area & lies äouth of the Shoajhaven Riverj east of YaIWaI Creek, the present 
wilderness boundazy, north of Yalwal and áoven 1,568 ha of YalwaI StateForest and 
263 ha of NPWS managed land. 

4W1) access will still be retained to Yalwal,: a Council managed camping area for 4W!) vehicles. Recreational vehicle use centres on this area to the north of AreaS, outside the identified wilderness. A short access coSdor from YalwaI to Yalwal trig will be 
retained for 4WD use, providing time parkusem with views over the surrounding 
valleys and wilderness, 

The Two Riven Walking Trail supported by Shoalhj*n Council will nor blocked by 
the declaration of the wilderness, although development of the thai would be limited in scale where it passes through the wildernessl 

Alternative areas for 4WD And frailbike ridthg activities in neighbouring State Forests 
(& Yezriyong and .Ierrawangla and MGDSaId State Foresta) will be pronwted as 
substitute activity areas for off road whicle tise. 

Recreational vehicle use in Area B:alongtheyalwaj Creek fire trail, leading north from 
Yalwal and a number of side roads is incompatible with wilderness in the area. The trail 
crosses from the eastern to the western banklof Yalwaj Creek many times. 4W!) use of 
this trail, which passes through the declared ttttvm  wilderness, is illegal and will be 
àlosed to public use. Steep terrain prevents tl?e construction of a new road entirely on 
the eastern side. The road also provides illeg4l 4WD access into Bundundaj Creek to 
the west, well within the declared Ett-em.a widerncss. 

The wilderness extension also will assist thpSwnthig trail bike access to Enztnrn 
Gorge. 4WDs and trail bikes use the river bed of Yalwal Creek near the junction of the 
Shoathaverj River. Wildex -ness declaration wduld prevent access to the last 1/2 km of 
YaIwal Creek. Trail bikes would then be unable to use this access route to illegally enter 
the lower Ettrema Creek and Gorge, well witlin the declared wildeniess area. 
Logging lsscies: 
State Forests do not objet to the wilderness xtensiorj but expresses "concern" over 
declaratjoci as Yalwal State Forest coniributesio the sustained yield. The flatter, more 
suitable terrain for logging in the state forest ekists in the area excluded from the 

I. 



identified wilderness. Declaration of the Identified state forest will protect the steep 
- slopes adiaceiitjo YaIw1 CráekandiienicYeazjfres oi.Mouxu BarroxiantCrady Hill - 

from 

Area C contains 11,834 ha of vacant Cromi Land and small number of freehold 
portions acquired by NPWS. with the view to obtaisñng this area as an extension to 
MortonNational Pait The area lies south ofAreaB and Ysiwal, and is bOUnded by 
the declared wilderness in the wesl a tnnsmissjon line in the east and the Novn-
Nerriga road to the south. 

L&c several popular wilderness areas in NSW, !hnited miii.ig and logging has degraded 
the area in the past. The  only threat remaining S recreañonal vehicle use along sewral 
trails in the area. These trails are badly eroded in places and degade the othetwise 
pristine catchxnents of Boolijong and Yarnnnmimin Creeks. Trail bike riding is 
currently unchecked. 

The natural values of Area C recocd by NPWS include poorly conscxved tall 
eucal)pt forests, rare and endangered species and the limits of disuibution of other 
species. Further, the unusual complex of vegetation types in the area differs from many 
of the higher altitude areas of Morton NaOnaJ Park The r&e and localised Euca1ypns 
sturgissicata is located in this area. 
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BInghI 

A 24,487 ha Beardy B rNthonatPark*ill be declared, and theTa 	R*naj -- 
Resewt 110 IOof 24,000 ha and the Torrhigton State Forest of 487 ha will be 

.revoket 

A moratorium on leasehold conversion to freehold tide will be imposed on the 
remaining 5,400 ha Crown Icasehéld land and these landS will also be protected from 
clewing.

H  
Kzy IssuEs: (assessment of mineral potcñfial, moratorium of lease conversion) 

In May 1992 the Minister for Conzervatioii and Land Management made a multiple use 
path allowing mining, gem fossicking, ioing and razing. The identified wilderness is 
very rich in rare plants and is unsuitable for pastoral use. The Torrington Regional 
Reserve It 110107 of 24,000 ha will be rvoked and the area hicludedin the proposed 
Beardy River National Park. 

Pending favourable assessment and indcpdndcnt review of the area's mineral jotcntial. 
• the remaining leasehold lands that be declared national park and the area declared 

wilderness. It should be noted that despite ólaüns that the area considerable mineral 
potential, no large scale mining has been attempted since 1945. The area has been 
explored fot.owr 100 years and the resultiig level of mining activity is in stark contrast 
to the claimed mineral potential. 

'Pub Crawls on Horseback' honeriding tour organisarion Use the southern section of 
the identified wilderness and will be rerouted around the new national park 

Logging issues: 
The EIS for the Glen Innes Forest Management Area reported that the Torrington State 
Forest is not a commercial forest, The Toriirigton Land Assessment by the foftner 
Department of Lands coxisideièd the area 4ontained wilderness values but limited 
forestry potential. 

-'4 
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- BudawangWUderrièsS- --- 	
- 

The 	Government will declare a new 72,629 ha Budawang Wild=ew area 
protecting almost all of the èouthern section of Morton National Paik of 52,005 ha and 

13,927.ha of Budawang National Park, 6500 ha of State Forests of outstanding value 
to conservation, 100 ha of freehold land protected by a wilderness conservation 
agreement and fl ha of vacant Crown lAnd. 

Approximately 7,000 ha of Yadboro Stite Forest will by subject-to a 1ong 
moratorium and 692 ha of leasehold md will be subject to a moratorium on constrsion 
to freehold title and protection from clearing. 

Kn' IssuEs: (freehold wilderness, immediate protSon some state forests and a 
logging moratoriunt for other areas) 

The voluntary conservation 4greernent recently established between the Minister for the 
ExMronment and Dr Val Plumwood to protect a rainforest wilderness of 100 ha on her 
private property near the western boundary of the Budawangs will be inctuded in the 
declared wilderness (the first wilderness declaration over freehold land in NSW). 

There is strong su port for the declaration of the entire Budawang wilderness. Most 
recreational vehicle users support the closure of the 4WD road to Tianjara Plateau in 
the national park since it is too sensitive, with cnssthgs of bo' marsharvas which arc 
impassable during the frè4uent wet weather. The roads leading to Mount Tianjara and 
Kangaroo Hill from the north and east (TweK'c Mile Road, part oflianjara Trail) will 
be closed dqe to the sensitive nature of&othenviie undeveloped nature of headcvaters 
of several catchmcnts. There is little interest in continued recreational vehicle access to 
these and other minor roads within the 1dented wilderness area. 

Logging issues:  
About 6,500 ha of state forests (see below) will be immediately declared wilderness 
because of the overwhelminé case for conservation of these areas. 

About 4,500 ha of the Croobyar and Flat Rock State Forests in the vicinity of Pigeon 
House Mountain will be immediately declared wilderness. Protection of this area from 
logging is required to protect walldngiâcess to the Mountain. These  forests also are the 
visual buffer for the views enjoyed from Pigeon House, A short and effective blockade 
by enWorimental activists prevented logging activities in Croobyar State Forest during 
1994. Logging plans were finally halted upon sighting of Schedule 12 fauna. The flat 
Rock State Forest comes within500mefres of Pigeon House and logging in this 
sensitive area will not be permitted under any circumstances. 

About 2,000 ha of the Yadboro State Forest north of the Yadboro River also will be 
immediately declared wilderness to protect walldng access and visual catchment of The 
Castle, The Yadboro State Faretcomnes within 250 metres of The Castle, arguably the 
most popular destination for visitors to the Budawang National Park. The section of 
state forest between the campsite on the Yadboro River and The Castle will be included 
in the national park and declared wilderness. 

The remainder of the state forests identified as part of the Budawang wilderness, about 
7,000 ha, will be placed in a long moratorium. No EIS has been conducted for the 
Batenjans Bay Forest Management Area that covers these forests. A moratorium 



imposed over the southern section of the identified wilderness in this management area 
is required under National Forest Pàlicy.  Strate'. 	.... 	 - 

- -- 	 Ii-r7~— wid&M64 except 	 f - 
overjown fire trials penetrating the eastern boundazy of the identified wilderness. 
Eventual declaration of this section of w4Merness area will protect almost the entire 
yadboto,River valley and Bàlowra Crack eltebment . 

Declaration of that state forests will not prevent effe tive fire manAgement. 

C- 



Washpool 

- 	The 	Government will inimediately deelare-ar%Vashpool wilderness extension -- 
• 

	

	containing 12,900 ha of forests, cozprising 7,900 ha of north Washpool sthtc forests 
(the unprotected section of the Wiliowie Scnib coach*ood forest - the largest 

• 	remaining Coachwood stand in the world), plus aboUt 5,000 ha of state forests areas on 
• 	veiy steep lands to the wS and soUth West below the New England escarpment or in 

unproductive timber types. 

A moratorium on logging will be extended over a ThiTher 17,056-ha of productive state 
forest ar as within the identified 

• 	A moratorium on conversion to.*eehold tide affecting 6,680 ha of Crown làasehold 
lands along the upper Rocky (Thnbain) River also will be esiablished and these lands 

• 	protected from clearing. 

Kn' ISSUES: (timber resource akernalives, lease conversion moratorium) 

• 	The Hakea, Coachwood and Bdilbird picnic and rest areas are unaffected by the 
wilderness declarations. 

The Bicentennial National (horseriding) Trail travcrse4 approdznately 13 km of 
wilderness. Horseriding undermines the wilderness value of the area through the 
irnroductidn of weeds in droppings, sail erosion, especially of walking ftacks, and 
occupation and general degradation olfavowed camping sites. The Trail should be re-
routed around the Washpool wilderness. 	 - 

Logging Issues: 
The timber from the Billhimbra and WaAhpool State Forests goes to the (rafton mhis. 
The 7%percent of additional qtotâ sawlogs in regrowth forest in the Grafton Forest 
Management Area that remains following protection Of the Mann Wilderness can be 
substituted for the withdrawal of old growth in the abovetnentioned state forests within 
the identified wilderness. Much of these state forests at the northern end of the 
Washpool wilderness embrace extremely steep terrain and for the most part are 
unsuitable for logng There will be n.ojob loss for protection of the remalnder of the 
outstanding Willowie Scrub area as alternative resources will be substituted. 

Parts of the Moogem, Curramore, Spirabo and Little Spirabo State Forests that are 
below the escarpment, zoned steep lands (IPMP 1.2) or in forest preserves that will not 
be logged. These forests arc included in the area identified for immediate declaration. 
About a quarter,.or 5,000 ha, of the abbvexnentioned state forests to the west and south 
west of the Washpool National Rark fall within this category. These PM? 1.2 lands and 
other forests below the New England escarpment can be added to the Washpool 
National Park with no job lâsies. Those forest areas can be effectively linked to the 
Washpool National Park by the acqüiiition of leasehold lands in the headwaters of 
Rocky (Timbarra) River. 



BarringtqnA4cterness 
A Banington wilderness of 41,193 ha will be declared by a 	Government, 
including 36,600 ha of national park, $00 ha of vacant Crocm land, 1,600 ha of land 
managed by the Hunter Water Corporation and 2, 193ha of the Mount Royal State 
Forest 

A ñirther 21,787 ha of state forest will be set aside in a bëging  moratoriunt 

Kzv Issuzs: (off road vehicles, losing moratotiurn) 

The majority access to this national park upon which most tourism and recreation 
depends is by two wheel drive vehicle. Two whetl drive road access to camping areas, 
lookouts and walking tracks will not change with the declaration of this wilderness. 

The Barrington Trail, including the Polbluo cctension, Kholwa, Mt Canon, Carem 
Brush, Cabre Bald, Mt Nelson Glowang Mountaineer, Junction Hole and Wombat 
Creek 4WD trails will be closed to off road vehicles to prevent the spread of Scotch 
Broom, a very serious invasive weed menace. 

The Bicentennial National (horseridirig) Trail passes through a Scotch Broom infested 
area and will be relocated to outside the Brington Natibnal Park. 

• Visitor facilitiei within the identified wil4ernesa  serve 4WD users and will be relocatid 
to the edge of the wilderness. The Selby Hut within the wilderness will be managed asa 

• historic ruin. 

Areas infested with Scotch Broom are included in the declared wilderness area as the 
Government is determined to eradicate this weed menace. Limiting vehicle access 

to those for essential manàgemènt purposes will aid in Broom control. Management 
vehicles access for weed control will be retained. 

Logging Issues: 
In the upper Kholwa Creek catebment about 660 ha of vacant Crown land has been 
referenced for inclusion into Baningtôn National Park following logging as outlined in 
the park's draft plah of management. The area is free of Scotch broom and logging 
would certainly lead to infestation of the weed. This vacant Crown land separates the 
Devils Hole section of the national park from the rest of the park, and, along with 
another smaller section of Crown land of about 140 ha, should be added to the park 
and declared wilderness without logging. 

A further 2,193 ha of the Mount  Royal State Forest will be immediately declared 
wilderness, consisting of 993 ha of identified wilderness in the Davis Creek catchnient 
and approximately 1,200 ha of identified wilderness in the Càrrow Brook catchmenr: 

The remaining wilderness in the MoUthRoyal State Forest is essentially very steep land, 
containing substantial rainforest pockets. The 1992 US reports that only half of the 

• Davis Creek catchment can be logged (ie 532 ha out of 993 ha) and only two thirds of 
the Carrow Brook carchment (ie 1,600 ha out of 2,990 ha). Close scrutiny of the EIS 
reveth that only a fifth of the Carrow Brook area is accessible without pushing roads 
through rainforests and lands over 30% slope, In fact the Department of Planning 
rejected this logging proposal. 

The pr5sent quotas of 4,500 cu rn/pa of first class logs is not sustained yield, as the log 
supply run will out in 2002 and there will be no more sawlogs till 2040. M there are 
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eight manurial species listed i n  the  defectict BIS as rare and vulerable, the 
Govenmient will protect all identified wilderness in the. Mount Royal State Forest 1 -ather 
than have this sensitive area-cwecked by pulling the last old grdwth lo out of steep - 	- 
lands with substantial rainforest componenit 

A logging moratorium will be declared over 21,787 ha of productive forest 
Two Enironmental Impaci Statements for Chichàter.S Gloucester Forest 
Mangement Areas covering part of the wilderness were required to bepublished by 
30/9/93 according to Schedule 4 of the Timber Industiy (Interim Protectioü) Act. 
These ES's have not been published. The £15 for Mount &yal was released in 
November 1992 and rejected by the Depaxtnent of Planrüng as inade4uatà in-Februay 
1993. 

The existing 1ogng moratorium Over appmximately 13,400 ha will be retained over 
the state forest areas in these three Forest Mangenient Areas within the Barrington 
wilderness as environmental assessrncni is inadequate. 
About a further 5,530 ha of identified wilderness, excluded from the Timber Industiy 
(Interim Protection) Act, is being logged contraxy to the National Forest Policy Strategy 
(eg Whispering Gully area). The longmoratoi1um will. be  cxtezidtd over these forests 
consistent with the National Forest Policy Statement. 



Guy Fawkes 

Ito 	Gbt'athent will irninodiateiydelrii24162.ha extension to the Guy 
• Fawkes WilderitS consisting of the unptotected remainder of Mr.Fahey's wilderness 
promise, travelling stock routes and state forests on steep tenain. 

• The 26,162 ha wilderness includes 3,739 ha of the Guy Fawkeá River Nalional Park 
and Nature Reserve identified but notyct declared Wilderness, 13,708 ha of vacant and 
reserved Crown lands, 4agd an approximately 8,713 ha of un1ogab1e state forest 
(including 1,561 ha of Chaelundi State Forest). 

established to protect the idStified.Guy.Fawkes wilderness in  the state forests of the 
Glen Tithes, Doitgo and Styx River forest management areas, 

A moratorium over the 45,972 ha of Crowi leasehold lands will be established to 
prevent conversion to freehold title and clearing for bushland. 

KEY ISSUES: (protect steep state forest lands, long moratorium over other forests, 
revoke travelling stock mutes and relocate horseriding) 

Two travelling stock routes fragrnait the Guy Pawkes National Park and aflows regular 
illegal grazing in the park along the river Valley. The travelling stock routes will be 
revoked and added to the national park. The National Bicentennial (horseriding) Trail 
that passes along these stock routes will be rel&ated to outside the national pat 
Logging.issues:  
Of the approximately 24,076 ha of state fcrest identified as wilderness by the  NPWS, 
15,361 ha are productive forests (ref: Forestry Commission response to the Guy 
Fawkes Wilderness, page 3, 23/9/92, AppenthxL to the Dorrigo FMA. EIS, 1992). 

• About 8,715 ha of state forests will not be logged and can be declared wilderness 
without causing job losses. Some 6,923 ha of the 45972 ha of Crown leasehold lands 
are claimed by State Forests to have some value for timber productiort This 6,923 ha 
area is secondrate limber country that could rodue less than 20,000 cu m of gross 
timber. These Crown leasehold forests area also thould never be logging but retained as 
old groMh for future incorporation an The expanded *ilderness area. 



Werrikimbe 

About 45,240 ha of the identified Wenilthnbc wildcrneaswm be limnediately declare4 
lit area coSats of 32,956 ha in Werrilthnbe Nañotial Park and 12,284 ha of vacant 
Crown land within the identified wlldc±ness. Most of the vacant Crown land has been 
refcrenôed by the NPWS as part of the WE Wilui National Parkproposal (1986) and 
Kemps Pinnacle Nature Resc prOposal (19*9). 

The declaration of the abovexnenfioned Crowniand areas as wilderness is best achieved 
if the section of Cárrai State Forest between the nationalpark and the vacant Crown 
land toThe east is declared scildemess as welL Over half this section of the Carrai State 
Forest is too steep to log, or has been already logged, and the remainder contains 
important 'Macleay' thy rainforest types aheady protected from logging 

The identified Wentnbe wilderüess contains 578 ha of Crown leasehold land- Those 
leasehold lands will be protected from conwrsion to freehold title, and from clearing 
bushland by a moratorium. 

ICEY ISSUES: (logging moratoziuni, fransinonal anangetnents, leasehold conversion 
moratorium, relocation 014W!) tours and horsetiding operations) 

The popular Canal and Cockerawombeeba roads have been excluded from the 
wilderness, the latter providing access to camping a picnic grounds in Wenikimbe 
National Park, that also will be exchided*om the wilderness. 

There are a limited number of formed tracks and 4W!) vehicle trails in the wilderness. 
In order to protect the fixture integrity of the area from roading actMty, however, the 

Government will ban the proposed lotg road thrqugh the World Heritage 
property àfBanda Banda Flora Present 

Three commercial 4WD tour companies havg licences to conduct tours in state forests 
in the nominated area but arenot *ciflc to these forests and will berelocated to other 
areas. 

The unused travcUing stock route between the Hastings Valley and the Wakha Plateau 
though the Wenildxnbe National Park will be revoked and added to the declared 
wilderness and national park. 

The Bicentennial National (horserid g) hail passes along Kunderang.Brook and north 
into the Mackay Gorges wilderness. The Trailwill be relocated outside the wilderness 
and national park areas in order to protect the long term integrity of the park. 

Logging Issues 
The NPWS identified as wilderness 20,712 ha of State Forests, including parts of the 
Mount Boss, Yessabah, Canal State Forests, and a small section of Doyles River State 
Forest4 Most of the Mt Boss State Forest is too steep to log and the minor portion of 
the forest that can be logged was identified inthe EIS harvesting plan as an area not to 
be logged in the next ten years. The Department of Planning detenninaUon, however, 
brought forward the Mt Boss logging program, but flexibility in the logging proamme 
to allow for moratorium on this forest is possible. 

All the 20,712 ha of state forest within the identified wilderness will placed in a logging 
moratorium. The lCempseylWauchope US for the management area identifies 
substantial areas of regrowth forest that can be logged whilst alternatives to logging 



these old growth forests are developed (atf, KetnpseylWiuchope Management Ara 
US, 1993 Map 17). 

The Department of Planning notes that the forests of the Kernpsey Management Area 
have been overcut for some-time:atdithereis to be a 60% piom redUC@I to be 
achieved from 1987 and 1997: The Deparftáezd also notes that the first cutting cycle 
Annual harvest ofquota sàwlogs of 20,300 in' gross can be expectàd to be reduced in 
the second cycle. The Wauchope Managmnit Area, on the other hand, is. on a 

• 	sustained yield but even in this thanagentcnt - th e  Department cautions that other 
constraints may reduce sawlog quàtas in the second long cyt In the light of the 
above quota limitations, transitional ainiptents to protect wildcrness and old growth 
forests,, and to ensure implementation of a sustained timber yield strategy may rtqi±e 
compensation for those displaced from the industiy (see: DOP, 1994 Encironmental 
Impact Msessmenr, pgs 224-226). 



Lost World 

The 	Government wilJ add pt of the MebbitFState Forest of approximately 900 
ha to the Border Ranges National Park and 650 ha of the Border Rangers National 
Park in the Brindle Creek carebment will be added to the Lol World wilderness. The 
stare forest additiond are part of the December 1993 Fahey wilderness commitrneiit 

KZY ISSUES: (2W1) vehicle access clásure of Brindle Creek 2WD one way road) 

On thiTher coSideration of the proposed Lost World wilderness, the Tweed Range 
Scenic Drive will be retained to allow 2WD vehicle access to the rainforests in the 
southern section of the national part The one way taffie road around the catchinent of 
Brindle Creek, however, will be closed and Brindle Creek headwaters added to the Lost 
World wilderness area. 

Wilderness management of the appropriate sections of Lantgton National Park in 
Queensland will be negotiated with the (oss Labor Government 



Mann 

The 	Government will declare.a wlldtatness extension of 30,400 ha in the NPWS 
identified Mann wilderness. The wlldórness contains 10,373 ha of the Gibrt Range 
National Park [two thirds of this national park area (6,400 ha) is already wilderness 
under the NPW Act, but not the Wild niess Act]. 

Anothet 20,027 ha of identified wilderness will be protected in stateforea inçhiding 
10,901 ha of the Dalinorton State Forest, 597 ha of the RthioniieState Forest, 3,119 
ha of the Cangal State Forest. A Mther 5,410 ha of the Gibraltar Range State Forest is 
in the Glen hines Management Area a4joithng the national park. These affected 
sections of  the Gibraltar Range State Forest.arc mostly steep lands zoned PM]> 1.2 and 
would not be logged under current manaéement 

The 2,983 ha of Crown leasehold in the identified Mann wilderness will to be protected 
from conversion to freehold title by rnoratoriwn and from clearing. 

Kt IssuEs; (alternative timber-  tesourccs, lease converthon moratorium) 

Grazing leases or licences in Dabnorton and Cangai State Forests should not be 
renewed on expiry. Until expiiy, stock nwnbers should not exceed the carrying capacity 
for unimproved rough grazing of bushland. 

The MUfligans Hut camping ground is unaffected by the wilderness declaration. The 
identified wilderness Sceives very little 4WD use. 

Logging Issues: 	 . 	. 
The Mann wilderness fails mostly within the Grafton Forest Management Area. State 
Forests have identified 30°k more quota sawlogs in this management area within 
already logged forest areas (ret': Grafton Forest Management Area ETS, 1994 exec 
summary, page xviii). 

Accordingto the Grafton P15, about 180,000 Gum of quota sawlogs And 10,000 Cum 
of poles are proposed to be taken from the 20,027 ha of state forests and 2,983 ha of 
Crown leasehold lands within the identified Mann wilderness proiding 23% of the 
input to Grafton's timber thdustiy(ref:Appendjc 13A., Volume B, Gràflon EIS, 1994). 

The affected state forest areas can be added to the declAred Mann wilderness with no 
job losses by substituting regrowth sawlogs available elsewhere in the management area. 
The remaining 7% of additional timberresourecs in the Grafton Forest Management 
Area forest re&owth areas can be alloôated to other wilderness protection projects. 
Such an action could take plae when the hicoming 	Government determines the 
Grafton Els in April or May 1995. 



Macleay Gorôes 

• 	... 	.Py will iurncdiately declare a 95,711 ha wilderness, 
including 90,833 ha of the Oxley Wild Rivers National Park, 3,516 ha of the 
Wmterbourne State Forest and 931 ha 61 the Enmore State Forest, 42 ha of Styx State 
Forests and 389 ha of vacant Crown lañd.th the ease of the Macleay Gorges, 
wilderness declaration is an indication of fbtzxre Government intention regarding 
maltagement of the remainizig leoa 

A further 62.,692 ha of Crdcwi leasehold lands th41 properties ccil be set aside from 
• lease conversion to freehold title under a moratoziuni Further clearing of these 
proes will also be prevented by the ntoratàziunt. 

ICzY Issugs: (moratorium of Crown lease conveSon, horseriding) 

The Fahey Government promisedto declare 94,245 ha of wilderness. The 
Government will declare 42 ha of the Styx River State Forest and 931 ha of the 
Enmore State Forest and some additional areas of vaeant Crown land, in addition to the 
areas promised by Mr Fahey. 

The lustonc East Icunderang homestead Will be excluded from the declared Macleay 
Gorges wilderness. 

The 62,692 ha of Crown leasehold lands subject to moratorium will be acqi4red by the 
NPWS over time to protect catchmtht and wilderness values and to bring these vety 
steep rain shadow lands into the National Park estate. The two large inholdings will in 
the national park will be acquired as a priority so as to ensure appropriate wilderness 
management. 

Stock levels will be monitored by the Depáinient of Consavation and Land 
Management to ensure grag impact is reduced on this vay rough unixnpraved 
bushland terrain. Continued cattle gathtg in the Mackay Gorges has brought 
considerable changes to nafivevegetation including weed infestation, notably khaki 
weed and Noogoora bunt These occur along britfie paths between the tsbleiand and the 
rivers below. The cattle also cause considerable damage to stream banks and create 
river pollution. 

The Bicentennial National (horseriding) Trail traverses the Kunderang Brook and the 
lower Mackay River valley. A number of abide tracks traverse the wilderness. The 
National Trail will be relocated outside the national park and the access tracks closed to 
off road vehicles. 

Logging issues: 
The small areas of Styx and Erunore State Forests can be added to the wilderness 
without siilflcant impact to timber resources, Whilst the Forestry Commission 
objected to these forests being included in the widemess the Commission conunented 
that the "crown lands contain timber resources not important for local industries and the 
Enrnore State Forest is not of great commercial value and is managed in a low key 
way" (Forestry Commission submission on the wilderness nomination, 1992). The 
section of the Styx River State Forest in the identified Macleay Gorges wilderness is 
zoned Special Emphasis Recreation under the P!Vff' and can be added to the wilderness 
because it will never be logged. 



New England 

The natioiial park section of the identified New Pn&Rnd wildernejs has already been 
• declared but only protects little more than half of the identified wilderness. 
The 	Governmein will immediately declare about 4,$00 ha as New England 
wilderness extension over the adjoining steep state forest lands in the 
Kempseyfwauchope (1,500 ha) and Urtmga (3,400 ha) Forest Management Areas. 

A logging moratotium will be placed over the remaining 20,880 ha of state forests 
• witjt the identified wilderness. 

The48 ha of Crown leasehold lands will be protectedby a moratorium on conversion 
to freehold title and on cleating of bushland, 

Kzv IssuEs: (protect steep stare forest lands, logging montoriuni over other forests) 
Logging issues: 

The identified New England wilderness has the greatest topographic relief in continental 
Australia. There are opportunities for immediate wilderness declaration over some of 
these winerable steep lands that adjoin the New England National Park to the south 
and east, 

About 5,000 ha of state forests in the Ketnpsey/WauchopcFoj' Management Area 
within the identified wilderness are either inaccessible to logging operations, within the 
Petroi Plateau conservation area or in the Burn Bulai Aboriginal Place (ref: 
Kcmpseylwauchopc Mazagement Area US, 1993 Maps 16). Unfortunately these 
unloggable forest areas are scattered throughout the southern section of the identified 
New England wilderness. To make rational boundary extensions to New England 
National ParZ about a third of this areaor 1,500 ha of these forests unsuitable for 
timber protection and already set aside for consetvation will be added to the wilderness 
inside an extended New England National Park. 
A further 3,300 ha of the Qakes State Forest in the Sunday and Scraggy Creek 
catchments adjoining and to the east of the national park have been referenced by the 
NPWS for addition to the New England Nation4 Park. These biologically important 
areas of the Urunga Forest Management Area Q not protected from lothg by the Timber Jnduotxy (Intethn Protoction) Act mór4toziuna . Tlinc NFWS rcfcrenccd state 
forests will be immediately added to the national park (and declared wilderness unless 
heasily logged). 

There are 25,680 ha of state forest in the identified wilderness. About 20,280 ha in the 
Urunga and Kempsey/Wauchope Management Areas will be placed in a logging 
moratorium in addition to the 4,800 hathat will be immediately to be added to New 
England National Park and declared wilderness. 

Almost 15,000 ha of these state forests was listed on Scheduk I of the Timber Industry 
(Interim Protection) Act. Since the determination of the lCempseylWauchope Forest 
lvianagetnent Area ELS in March 1994, these forests are no longer protected by a 
logging moratorium. The KempscyiWauchope US for the management area, however, 
identifies substantial areas of regrowth forest areas that can be logged in the short term 
whilst alternatives to logging these old growth forests are developed (ret: 

)' KempseylWauchope Management Area US, 1993 Map 16). 



the Department of Planning notes that the forests of the Kenipsey Management Area 
hwbeenovercutforsomethueandtIreistobea6o%quotareductjonthbe 
achieved from 197 and 1997. The Pepaflment also notes that the first cutting cycle 
annual harvest of quota sawlogs of -20,300m' &osscan bèexpected to bereduced in 
the second cycle. The Wauchope Management Area, on the other hand, is,on a. 	- 
sustained yield but even ixrthis management area the  Department of Planning cautions 
thatother constraints may reduce sawlog quotas in the second logging cycle. In the light 
of the above quota limitations transitional nigemehls to protect wilderness and old 
growth forests, and to ensure implementation of a sustained timber yield st -atc'1nay 
require comerzsation for those displaced front the industry (see: Deparunent of 
Planning, 1994 Enviromnental Impact Assesárnent for Kempacy/Wauchope, pgs 224- 
226). . 

No exMromnentaj impact statement has Wet undertaken for the Tirunga Forest 
Management Area. Logging is occuthng in the identified New England sñldemess i n.  
the 10,000 ha of state forests in this htngement area (possibly including the 3,300 ha 
in the NPWS referenced Sunday and Say Creek catelinients). 



Kamliarol (Pililga) 

The 	- Government will declare a idmiiaroi wilderness of approximately 
36,400 ha following a favourable wilderness assessment by the National Parks and 
Wildlife SetMee. 

The Kamilarol wilderness consists of the recSy NP%VS acquired Schmidt property of 
4,916 ha that will be added to the Pilliga Nati&e Reserve, anàther 22,000 his or so at 
the Pilliga Nature Reserve, approximately 7,500 ha of the Timmaflallie State POSt and 
about 2,000 ha of Timber Reserves 73014 and 79962. 

KR? IssuEs: (protecting of rare and endange#ed species, loing and 4WD tracks) 

The adjoining landholdeç Mr Richard Rickei4, nominated the Kamilarci wilderness. Mr 
Rickert considers control of the feral goats, pip and foxes is the main issue regarding 
management of the wilderness area. Over the last 17$ years the area has experienced 
only low intensities of grazing even during the rabbit plague. 	 * 

The 4W1) trails in adjoining state forest and 4ure reserve areas in the Pilliga Scrub 
will retain available. The 4WD Yearin, Punks, Badham, Gibbican Foir Ways 
Caravan Corner, Banksia and Southeast and S &nall past of the Dan&y Trails will be 
closed. Only the Southeast and Dandry trails are in good condition. The Banksia,. 
Badman, the Gibbican Four Ways and Caravan Corner to Top Crossing arc overgrown 
and not in use. Ptmks and Ycarinan Sis pas4ver treacherous creek crossings and 
rough ground. 

The area is part of the largest area of çontinuous semi-arid woodland left in temperate 
eastern Australia and the old old growth portiqn of the Pilliga Scrub. The wilderness 
encompasses habitat cxitieal to maintaining reionM*  populations of at least 20 spócies of 
fauna listed on Schedule 12 of thà NPW Act, jncluding koala, Squirrel Glider, Greater 
Long-eared bat, Large Pied Bat, Little Pied Bitt, Glossy Black Cockatoo, and the veiy 
endangered Regent Honeyeater. 

The has been no eiMornxntntal impact. assessztçnt of the logging activities in the Pilliga 
forests in the Dubbo Region. The 	Gownitnent will require an environmental 
impact assessment of this biolocafly important forest area. 

Logging issues: 
The State Forest managed areas withinthe wiljlemess are mainly composed of many 
small gorges and ridges in sandstone county. Only a small volume of cypress sawlogs 
and eucalypt sleepes has been taken from the Timmaflthhie State Forest and virtually 
none from Timber Reserves 73014 and 79961. In view of the enormous biodiversity of 
rare and endangered animals in this semi-arid *oodland wilderness, nature conserk'ation 
clearly outweighs any compeating claims for continued low level commerial timber 
production. 



95*1 

VIIerni wilderness 

A 410,000 ha Wollethi 1derness r contmended in draft management plwis for 
Wollerniand Blue Mountains National Patti Will be.iznmediately declared bythe 
Government to protect the largest wilderness in NSW.. 

The declaration of the Woffenij wilderness has been reóommendcd through the plan of 
management process and declaration does not need fiwther assessment. The 
Government will declare about 384,000 ha in Wollenti NAtional Park and ñirther 
26,000 ha in the Blue Mountains National Paxlç as reconunended by the respective 
draft plans of management for  these parks. 

Ky Issu: (4W1) vehicle access) 

The Wirraba track prosádes access to an inholding on Gospers Mountain and Mount 
WhaIs that will be purchased by the NPWS as a priority. Cattle grazing continues on 
inholdings at Gospers Mountain and Mount Wurt. The &aSg and frequent 
overbuming is ha%ing an adverse effect oht adjoüthig national park areas. 

The Hunter and Winaba 4WD tracks bisect the wilderness from east to west and 
should be closed off by locked gates. An access track established last year from Mount 
Coricudgyto Mount Keny through the nationalpark aloiiga vety scerüc ridge. This 
track will be removed and rehabilitaj. 



- 	 --- 	 - 

Kananara.Bovd cant. 	 very popular waflcthg access to these Mountains National Park and manage 	sacrtic attractions.. - as if it Were wilderness 
NoEISforflateyns.gjpnrt 

Rehabilitate sewage treatthenj works' 
site on Leura Creek when re4un4at. M- 
Ettrema 
ARIA FOR IMMEIflAfl DECLARflq 
a 18,320 ha wilderness extension 

• 4,655 ha ofMonon National Park; 
• 263 haofNPWSmanagecjland; 
• 1,568 ha of Yalwaj State Forest 
• 11,834 ha of vacant Crown land. 
Key Issue 
Access to Yalcval and Yalwal Trig 
lookout retained but Yalwal Creek fire 
trail to be closed. Alternative off road 
vehicle opportunities nearby. 

Budawang 
AREA FOR IMMEDIATE DECLARATION 
a 72,629 ha new wilderness thcluding: 
• 52,005 ha of Morton National Park; 
• 13,927 ha ofBudawang Naüonal 

Park; 
• 6,500 ha of state forest'; 
• 97 ha of vacant Crown land; 
• 100haoffreeholdland( 

Plumwood's sjdeniegs conservathoà 
ageement area) 

Budawang Moratorium Area 
of 7,000 ha of Yadboro State Forest 
adjoining Büdawang National Parl- and 
692 ha of Crown leasehold land. 
Key Issues 
Immediate national park wilderness 
extension over state forest that directly 
adjoin The Castle and Thgeon House 
required to protect direct iews and 

• Overwhelming comervaon case justifies 
immediate wilderness dec1araon. 

Barrington 
ARZA FOR IMMEDLATE DECLARATION 

a 41,193 ha new wilderness thchdthg: 
• 36,600 ha of Barrington National 

Park; 
• 2,193 ha ofMt Royal State Foitst 
• 800 ha of vacant Crown Land 

containing limber resources but 
referenced for addition to national 
park; and 
1,600 ha of.Hunter Water 
Coiporaon land. 

Barrington Moratorium Area 
of 21,737 ha of the forests. 
Key Issues 
En*orraj assessment of logging 
Proposals within  wilderness either not 
undertaken or rejected as inadequate. 
National park 2W0 access and most 
park facffitiesunaffeed. 4WD access 
to be dosed and associated park 
facilities removed. BicentemaJ 
National (horscziding) Trail to be 
relocated. 

Woijemi 

AREA FOR IMMEDIATE DECLARATION 

a 410,000 ha new wilderness 
including: 

• 384,000 ha of Wollemi National 
Park; and 

! 26,000 ha Blue Mountains National 
Park 

Key Issue 	- 
Hunter and Wirraba 4W1) tracks will be 
closed. New unauthorised track through 


